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PREFACE
By the mid-20th century, the phrase ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’ had become synonymous with
an unspoken but certainly conspicuous determination for middle-class consumers to furnish their
homes with the latest items, wear the most fashionable clothing and present their best manners,
to gain or maintain the society of their neighbours and associates. ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’
conjures pastel-tint images of mid-century suburban housing, with fathers mowing their lawns, and
families politely crowded on the parlour lounge watching their new television set.
The phrase has come to encapsulate our disdain for, and sometimes fear of, the shallowness of a
society in which social status is determined—or at least appears to be determined—by the latest
offerings of a mercantile empire.
Its usage derives from an American comic strip drawn by Arthur R. (‘Pop’) Momand, published
from 1913 to 1940. While called Keeping up with the Joneses, it wasn’t actually about the Joneses,
rather it was about the McGinis family whose daily life was much affected by their desire to
impress their neighbours, the Joneses. It was written after Momand, as a young artist trying to
support his wife in a ‘well-to-do’ Long Island suburb, had failed to ‘keep up’ with his neighbours
and was forced to move into a cheap apartment in Manhattan. He famously first planned to call
the strip 'Keeping Up with the Smiths' but decided that 'Keeping Up with the Joneses' was more
‘euphonious’ (Hendrickson 1987: 297).
To take the catch phrase of twentieth-century anxiety about middle-class life in the well-tosuburbs of America and apply it to the archaeology of ‘working-class’ people living in so-called
‘slums’ in Australia in the 1860s, may seem a little inappropriate. We thus state clearly that it is
not our intention to draw analogies direct or otherwise between working- and middle-class social
structures, let alone make direct comparisons between daily life in post-war suburbs with life in
the modern city of the late 19th century. We do, however, make reference to the processes of
social stratification marked by discreet selection of particular goods from a global market of massproduced goods, which were well entrenched by the late 19th century. At this point in our
research we do not yet know whether material competition of this kind should be tied to
working-class culture at all, but we do know from our historical research that some of the families
living in the Rocks in the late 19th century ‘moved up’ to live in the suburbs.
By using the phrase ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’ we wish to tap into the notion of house to
house comparison which is fundamental to our analysis. We conceived this as ‘Comparing the
Joneses’, or rather the contents of their cesspits.
For the purposes of our study, the ‘euphonious’ Joneses, are a less meaningful yardstick than are
the many Irish families, such as the McNamaras, who lived on the Rocks at this time—although we
must admit there were almost as many Joneses as McNamaras in our study: 13 and 11
respectively. The McNamaras, like dozens of other families moved so often that it has been
difficult to trace their movements, and it is for this reason that our historical research gives new
meaning to the phrase, ‘Keeping up with the McNamaras’.
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INTRODUCTION
The ‘Exploring the Archaeology of the Modern City’ project (EAMC) was established in 2001 by
Professor Tim Murray of the Archaeology Program of La Trobe University and Industry Partners,
to analyse and interpret the large assemblages excavated from historical archaeological sites which
are held in storehouses across Sydney. Funding for the project was provided by the Australian
Research Council through its Linkage (then SPIRT) Scheme.
The archaeological collection from the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, excavated in
1994, was among the suite of material selected for analysis in this project. Other collections
include those from the Hyde Park Barracks, the Royal Mint, Susannah Place, the First Government
House site, the Paddy’s Market site and Lilyvale.
This report presents the results of the EAMC team’s re-examination of the historical and
archaeological records of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site and is also intended to
provide a reference point for future research of the site. It has been prepared for the Industry
Partners of the EAMC Project: the Historic Houses Trust of NSW, the Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority, Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd, the NSW Heritage Office, Heritage Victoria
and the City of Sydney.

STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT
We begin with an introduction to the history and archaeology of the Cumberland and Gloucester
Streets site. In Part A, ‘Research Context’, we outline our overarching approach and specific
methodologies concerning assemblage analysis, documentary research and issues concerning the
archaeology of cesspit backfills. In Part B, ’The Study Selection’, we introduce the assemblages
used in this study, and histories of families believed to be associated with them. We begin Part C,
‘Analysis and Interpretation’, with a summary of these deposits and residents and go on to
describe the patterns that emerged from their analyses. Broader implications of our findings are
discussed in ‘Issues: Complexity and Comparability’.
Our presentation may seem ‘bottom-up’ to some readers. While it is typical to provide the
historical context before the archaeological material, we present our data (leading with the
archaeological evidence) and then begin to discuss the context of the historical debate about the
issues of working-class life in the 19th century. This reflects the task at hand: we organised our
work around the assemblages we had selected to interpret, not the sites that had been excavated,
or particular research questions. While many of these issues and research problems had been
canvassed prior to our physical analysis and documentary research, and were of course debated
all along the way, they did not determine the nature of our investigations and to introduce them
first would be misleading.
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LIMITATIONS
Our analyses of historical and archaeological records of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets
site were constrained by several factors. The primary obstacle was the loss of key site records
(see Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 2003 and Appendix B). In almost all cases, significant data could be
recovered either from the context sheets or journals that did survive, the detailed trench reports,
site photographs and plans, or by contacting the excavators themselves, but compiling this reserve
archive absorbed valuable time.
While our analysis certainly benefited from the existing catalogue, our contextualisation of the
assemblages under analysis was constrained by several factors (see Crook, Ellmoos & Murray
2003). For example, only some classes of artefacts were weighed in the preparation of the
original catalogue. We were able to weigh all artefacts that we examined, but did not have the
resources to do the same for those artefact classes excluded from the project: building materials,
unidentified metal, unmodified bone and shell and other eco-facts.

TERMINOLOGY
Unless clearly denoted as sherds, all figures presented in this report represent the minimum
number of vessels. (Note that sherd counts are only substantially discussed in Part B.)
MC Master Context: the Context Number allocated to a group of Contexts or Units
deposited as part of the same event, but excavated separately. (See p. 30)
MVC Minimum vessel count. (See p. 31)
MNV Minimum number of vessels. (See p. 31)
TPQ Terminus Post Quem (‘the date after which’): the date of the latest artefact, after which a
single-deposit cannot have been deposited.
CJ ID The database identification number for the join (‘conjoin’) between artefacts in different
stratigraphic units. This appears as ‘Vessel No.’ in the EAMC Archaeology Database.
sherd

A fragment, or occasionally small whole item, recovered by archaeological excavation.
While traditionally ‘sherd’ has been used to refer only to fragments of glass and ceramic,
we extend its application to other artefact classes, and encompass small whole items.
Thus, the ‘sherd counts’ presented in various tables tally in The Study Selection each
individual fragment of a re-joinable vessel as well as small whole items such as buttons,
beads etc.

M ‘Matching’: multiple vessels with the same maker’s mark or a unique pattern variation or
fabric, considered to form an exactly matching set, and probably from the same service.
C ‘Complementary’: multiple vessels sharing the patterns (e.g. Willow, Chantilly) or
arrangements (e.g. grape-vine sprigs) with slight variation in fabric, colour or fineness, that
are considered to form a ‘Complementary’ matching set.
CC ‘Complementary—Common’: multiple, unmarked pieces of the most common patterns
(e.g. Willow) that may have been used together as a complementary ‘matching’ set.
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archives and aided all our queries promptly. Our thanks to Wayne Johnson (SHFA), and Richard
Mackay, Anne Mackay and Matthew Kelly (GML) for this. Site photographs in this report are
taken from scans made by GML. The originals are held by SHFA.
Special thanks to Martin Carney for providing duplicate copies of Trench C records, and to both
Martin and Graham Wilson for their open discussion of reports, records and their detailed
recollections of the excavation itself. Particular thanks to Kate Holmes and her meticulous notetaking for Trench B.
Several volunteers from the University of Sydney provided the EAMC team with assistance during
the photographing and cataloguing work, and our thanks is extended to them: Barrie Doran, Evan
Raper, David White, Kerrie Alexander and Victoria Balnaves.
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The following individuals generously provided us with genealogical research on several of the
families discussed in this report: Col Baker, Mrs M. Hunt, Lesley Hurley, Grace Karskens, Teri
McCormac, Karyn McLeod, Alan Patterson, Tony Price, Veronica Steep and Jean Williams.
Grace Karskens was steadfast in her support of our research into the archaeological and historical
records of the site.
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BACKGROUND TO THE CUMBERLAND
GLOUCESTER STREETS SITE

AND

The Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site in The Rocks is bounded by Cumberland Street to
the west, Gloucester Street to the east, the Australian Hotel and adjacent shops to the north and
the Jobbins Terraces and 130 Cumberland Street to the south.1 Although when excavated the
site was vacant and had been used for various industrial purposes throughout the 20th century, it
was part of a densely populated residential and commercial block for much of 19th century,
intersected by two laneways: Cribbs Lane (running east–west) and Carahers Lane (running north–
south).
Shortly after the arrival of the First Fleet in Australia in 1788, dwellings or huts constructed from
wattle-and-daub began to appear on the rocky ridges above the west side of Sydney Cove, prior
to the land being officially granted (Karskens 1999a: 27). Post-holes cut into the bedrock on the
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site suggest that such dwellings were constructed there
during this early period. More substantial dwellings constructed from ‘hammer dressed rubble
stone’ or weatherboard began to be built from the 1810s, although as Karskens (1999a: 31) notes,
these did not necessarily replace the older huts, but instead they ‘often co-existed, one sitting in
front of or behind another for some years’. Later still, ‘buildings on the site become more distinct
– heavy stone foundations, marking walls and rooms instead of the hints of patterns of darkened
earth’. By 1822, there were 12 identifiable households located on the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site (Karskens 1999a: 33).
In the mid-1830s, the freehold title for the wedge-shaped residential block bounded by
Cumberland, Gloucester and Little Essex Streets was granted, with the block subdivided into 38
allotments within Sections 74 and 75,of the Town Plan of Sydney (Kass 1989: 4).2 However, from
at least 1795, as noted above, a number of families had taken up unofficial residence on these
allotments before they were formally granted. For example, convict couple Ann Armsden and
George Legg lived in a house fronting Gloucester Street from around 1795 until 1807 (following
Legg’s death in 1807, Armsden occupied another house on the site with second husband George
Talbot until 1822) (Karskens 1999a: 33–34, 1999b: 76). Richard Byrne and his wife Margaret
Kelly, also convicts, built a weatherboard cottage on the site in around 1807, where they lived
together for over a quarter of a century, rearing their seven children (Karskens 1999a: 35–39).
George Cribb, a butcher by trade, bought up land and houses there from their ‘de-facto’ owners
shortly after he was transported to the colony in 1809. By 1813, Cribb was the owner of the
southern portion of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, where he lived in a house on
Gloucester Street and ran a butchers shop adjacent, with a slaughter-yard at the rear (Karskens
1999a: 39–44).3

1

The allotments comprise 106–128 Cumberland Street and 79–101 Gloucester Street.

2

There were originally 38 allotments on the site: 21 allotments in Section 74 and 17 allotments in Section 75.

3

When his fortunes faltered in the late 1820s, Cribb sold his properties in The Rocks and moved away from the
area.
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Following the regularisation of freehold titles from the 1830s onwards, there was a shift away
from owner-occupancy towards tenant-occupancy on the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets
site. As well, some of the long-standing residents on the site, such as Margaret Kelly, received
freehold title to the land that they had ‘owned’ and occupied since they settled there (Karskens
1999a: 38). While over 600 people have been identified as living on the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site throughout the 19th century, genealogical and archival research indicates
there were strong familial and communal ties between them, with many families ‘circulating and
settling around the site’ (Karskens 1999a: 168).

Figure 1

Location of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, The Rocks, Sydney. (P. Crook)

From the 1830s until the 1860s, new houses were quickly built, some replacing the old, others
springing up in available spaces ‘in the old yards and garden ground’ (Karskens 1999b: 85). At this
time, purpose-built shops were constructed on the Cumberland Street frontage, as was some
speculative housing, including a row of buildings at 120–128 Cumberland Street which replaced a
row of tenements built by George Cribb ten years previously (Karskens 1999a: 45–46). In the
1850s and 1860s, when the site was most densely populated, it is estimated that it comprised
around 30 buildings accommodating approximately 165 people, not including lodgers and guests4
(Karskens 1999b: 93).

4
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Apart from houses, there were also several shops and pubs located on the site.
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Between c1795 and the 1870s, the population of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, and
indeed The Rocks generally, was drawn from a range of socio-economic backgrounds, including
‘almost all ranks—wealthy, middling and poor’. However by the 1870s, ‘its people were
increasingly of the skilled, unskilled and semi-skilled working classes’, with men employed locally in
the shipping industry or on the wharves, while women tended to work in pubs, shops and
boarding houses (Karskens 1999a: 18). This changing demographic, and perceptions of The Rocks
as a slum perpetuated in the popular press, meant that this part of Sydney became a target for
reform in the late-19th century. As a precursor to the government intervention that would have
an impact on the residents of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site at the turn of the 19th
century, two houses on the site were demolished in 1891 at the instigation of the City of Sydney
Improvement Board: one at 122 Cumberland Street, the other on the corner of Cribbs Lane.
The Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site has been owned by the New South Wales
Government since 1901, when, in response to the bubonic plague outbreak in 1900, it resumed
the 30 or so buildings located there, as well as many other houses, shops and factories in The
Rocks area, under the Darling Harbour Resumptions Act 1900.5 In 1936, the Government landlord,
the Sydney Harbour Trust, was taken over by the Maritime Services Board (MSB), followed by the
Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) in 1970 under the Sydney Cove Redevelopment
Authority Act 1968. Today, the site continues to be owned and managed by the State
Government, under the control of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (SHFA), formerly
the SCRA (1970–1991) and the Sydney Cove Authority (SCA) (1991–1998).
Following their resumption by the State Government, buildings on the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site were demolished in piecemeal fashion from the turn of the century until
the late 1920s. For example, some buildings were demolished soon after they were resumed in
1901, such as the terrace houses lining Carahers Lane, while another building at 128 Cumberland
Street was not demolished until 1938 (Karskens 1999a: 194). However, the Government
demolished the majority of the buildings still remaining on the block by around 1915 for road
realignment. A substantial portion of the site was then occupied by a machinery and joinery
workshop used by Norton Griffiths between 1917 and 1921, and later, by the City Railways
(Karskens 1999a: 195). The workshop was demolished sometime around 1934, and the entire
site was levelled and covered with bitumen and cement. The Urban Transit Authority (earlier the
Department of Government Transport) used the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site as a
bus depot, which accommodated 38 government buses, from this time until the early 1970s, when
the site was used for storage by the SCRA.

5

When the State Government resumed properties in The Rocks and Millers Point, some came under the control of
the Sydney Harbour Trust. Other properties in this area were administered by the State Government under the
auspices of the Resumed Properties Department (1904–1914), then the Office of the Housing Board (1914–1924)
and finally the Sydney Harbour Trust (1924–1936).
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THE EXCAVATION
The excavation of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site was conducted between April and
October 1994 by a team of twenty archaeologists, planners, conservators and specialists, aided by
some 500 volunteers (now Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd, ‘GML’; see GML 1999, Vol 1: 12, 13;
see Table 1). The excavation followed the strategy set out in the Research Design, prepared by
GML and historian Grace Karskens (GML & Karskens 1994).
Over 400,000 artefacts were excavated, and the remains of more than forty separate buildings
dating from 1810, were preserved under the bitumen and contemporary service trenches. Fivethousand cubic metres of deposit were removed. The buildings included residences, pubs and
shops at the following addresses:
1. 128 Cumberland Street (c1833–c1938)
2. Nicholas’s Rents: 120–126 Cumberland Street
(c1833–c1904 [No. 122 demol. 1891])
3. Berry’s Bakery: 118 Cumberland Street (1837–
1915)
4. 1 Carahers Lane (c1848–c1902)
5. 3 Carahers Lane (c1848–c1902; partially excavated)
6. 5 Carahers Lane (c1856–c1902)
7. George Cribb’s House, later Whalers’ Arms Hotel:
85c Gloucester Street (c1811–1902)
8. George Cribb’s Shop: 97 Gloucester St (1907)
9. ‘Bird in Hand’ Hotel: 99 Gloucester St (1907)
10. King House: 101 Gloucester St (1822–1907)
11. Massey’s Terraces: 2–4 Carahers Lane (pre-1840s–
c1907)

12. Australian Hotel: 116 Cumberland St (–
1915)
13. Byrne House: 114a Cumberland St (c1811–
1863)
14. William’s House: 110a Cumberland St
15. Berry’s Terraces: 108–114 Cumberland St
16. 112–114 Cumberland St (1863–)
17. The ‘Italianate shop’: 106 Cumberland St
18. 2 Cribbs Lane (c1858–c1915)
19. Armsden–Legg, then Armsden–Talbot
House: 93 Gloucester St (c1822–1891)
20. Doyle–Flowers House: 85b Gloucester St
21. Whale Fishery Hotel: 85c Gloucester St
22. Gloucester Street terraces

Hence the first to go on the site included the Carahers Lane terraces (Nos 1–11, although
strangely, the tiny converted stables, Nos 2 and 4, were not pulled down until after 1907) and the
old Whaler's Arms, followed by the adjoining shop and the Bird in Hand in 1907. The Nicholas
terrace stood till it came down in 1904, although the shop at their southern end stood until 1938,
the Davis shops and Hoseman terrace were demolished in 1912. Share's Hotel and Berry's Bakery
remained until 1915, along with the Cribbs Lane terraces and the 1889 terraces in Gloucester
Street.
While this list is extensive, the deposits of many more houses and structures were left
unexcavated in 1994, awaiting future investigation.
The project received wide-spread attention in the print media, on television and radio and soon
became known as the ‘Big Dig’ (GML 1999, Vol 1: 19–20).
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Following the completion of the excavation, the archaeological team embarked on a major
cataloguing project, processing an estimated 425,0001 artefacts, in eleven months. The artefact
catalogue was entered into the SCA’s artefact database (see Snelgrove 1990), and detailed
specialist reports were prepared.

Excavation Director
Site supervisor
Trench supervisors
Archaeological Assistants
Interpretation Officer
Technical support
Drafters
Project Historian
Material conservators
Specialists
Photographer, Site Manager
Glass & bottle stoppers
Building Materials
Ceramics & tobacco pipes
Metal
Miscellaneous
Leather
Animal bone & shell
Coins, medals & tokens
Soil samples
Parasites & macrobotanics
Palynological
Drafting of site plans
Table 1

Excavation
Richard Mackay
Graham Wilson
Martin Carney, Kate Holmes, Nadia Iacono & Dominic Steele
Kevin Barnes, Nadia Iacono & Dominic Steele
Iain Stuart
Matthew Kelly
Franz Reidel and Christina Kanellakis
Grace Karskens
Catriona Angus (ICS) & Colin Macgregor (Australian Museum)
Roy Lawrie (soils), Mike McPhail (pollen) & Clare Everett (parasites)
Patrick Grant
Post Excavation
Martin Carney
Kevin Barnes
Graham Wilson
Kate Holmes
Nadia Iacono
Rebecca Bower
Dominic Steele
Wayne Johnson
Roy Lawrie
Claire Everett
Mike McPhail
Christina Kanellakis

List of personnel involved in the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site archaeological investigation
(GML 1999, Vol 1: 19).

These artefact reports, and the trench reports, together formed the basis of the Main Report,
written by Karskens, which interlaced the archaeological remains with the author’s historical
research. This report formed the basis a popular book Inside The Rocks: the Archaeology of a
Neighbourhood, published in 1999. In the same year, GML published the site reports, and both
were launched on site in August 1999, along with SHFA’s new on-site public interpretation.

1

The artefact count from the site is often reported as being 750,000, but it is unclear where this figure came from.
At the beginning of the EAMC project there were 373,642 quantified sherds and 3,189 bags for which quantities
were not specified. These are uncatalogued ‘bulk bags’, and estimating they contain around 100 sherds a bag, the
total site assemblage becomes 692,542, which is closer to the estimated 750,000 sherds. During the course of the
project, we split 230 ‘bulk’ bags, which held a total of 4,307 sherds, averaging 19 sherds per bulk bag. Based on
this calculation, we estimate that there are 47,500 sherds in the remaining bulk bags, bringing the total estimate to
423,174.
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SITE RECORDS, ARTEFACT RECORDS
All available excavation and artefact records were used in the EAMC cataloguing and analysis.
The excavation was comprehensively recorded using a variety of media, including context sheets,
trench journals, photographs and measured drawings, and all artefact cataloguing was handwritten on data-entry sheets. These original records are retained by the Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority. Unfortunately, some critical excavation records have been lost. Martin
Carney was able to provide duplicate copies of the trench report for Areas C, D and J, other
context data were obtainable from the trench reports and we were grateful to receive additional
information from the excavators themselves—especially Martin Carney and Graham Wilson.2
(See Appendix B and Crook, Ellmoos & Murray 2003 for a more detailed assessment of the site
and artefact records.)
Detailed listings of all stratigraphic context data are searchable within the EAMC Archaeology
Database. These data are derived from the trench reports, and were originally entered into
electronic form by Penny Crook (1999) for honours research. Those associate contexts selected
for study in this EAMC project were revised on consultation with the original records, where
necessary.

ARTEFACT RECORDING AND REPORTING: THE CATALOGUE AND DATABASE
The artefact reports were prepared by the specialists who undertook and oversaw the
cataloguing of each artefact group (GML 1999: Vols 4i and 4ii). The reports were comprehensive,
comprising interpretative as well as descriptive data, along with statements of methodology and
meaningful discussion of artefact groups. All reports included clear definitions of artefact
descriptions and importantly, a Type Series listing. The Glass Report, for example, explained the
manner in which the colour, size, shape, technology and function of glass artefacts, and how the
glass Type Series, was determined (Carney 1999: 20–23). In addition to a lengthy discussion of
significant artefact groups and patterns in each artefact report (the ‘Research Essay’), future
opportunities for research were also identified by each specialist.
This suite of reports comprises one of the most substantially reported artefact assemblages
recovered under the aegis of heritage archaeology in Australian historical archaeology.

PRIOR RESEARCH: ARTEFACT AND ASSEMBLAGE ANALYSIS
The recording and analysis of artefacts recovered from the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets
site was undertaken within its artefact-class categories: glass, building materials, ceramics, metal,
miscellaneous, leather, animal bone and shell, coins, soil, parasites and macro-botanical remains
and palynology (see GML 1999: Volume 4i and 4ii). After the identification of individual artefacts
during the cataloguing process, analysis of some components of each artefact-class assemblage
was undertaken by each specialist as part of the ‘Research Essay’ contained in most reports (eg
2
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Note that Trench A context sheets are an ‘incomplete series’…with a complete record of the test trenches.
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Section 5.0 in reports by Carney, Wilson, Barnes, Holmes, Iacono and Steele in GML
1999: Volumes 4i and 4ii). These essays examined the manufacture and use—and the implications
of both—for each artefact class at a general level, and in relation to the major phases of the
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site. Some specialists directly responded to the five key
questions from the Research Design (eg Carney 1999: 109–116, Bower 1999: 129–130, Steele
1999: 227–229; for the Research Design, see GML & Karskens 1994: 72 and 1999):
1. The impact of the industrial revolution and the rise of class.
2. What can the site tell us about women's occupations and lives?
3. Can the site make a contribution to the debate on standards of living in urban areas
where working people lived?
4. Was the Rocks a separate space, in a social/cultural sense, in the larger city?
5. The rise of governance: What was the nature of the relationship between people?
These reports were intermediaries between the artefact catalogue and the ‘New Perspectives
from The Rocks’ outlined in the Main Volume by Karskens. There was no assemblage-based
cross-artefact analysis. Rather, Karskens integrated the findings of each artefact-specialist and
trench supervisor in a discursive, narrative form, within the context of the historical framework of
the site (Karskens 2000: 43; see further discussion below in Section 5.0). Penelope Allison
(1998: 16) has criticised this approach for lacking ‘any detailed quantitative and specific
contextualised analyses of this material’ in the ‘reports’.
While such ‘quantitative analyses’ are not readily apparent from a quick glance at Volumes 2 and
4, and they were not conducted systematically, a closer reading reveals that specific
contextualised analyses were undertaken—yet were presented in a discursive rather than
tabulated form. For example, Section 7.0 of Kate Holmes’ Metal Report which provided a brief
discussion of metal artefacts from selected deposits, including paint-can fragments from the
cesspit of 126 Cumberland Street where professional (house-)painter Stephen Doyle lived from
1866 to 1879 (Holmes 1999b: 446). Other context-specific and often quantitative discussions can
be found in the Research Essays by Iacono (e.g. the concentration of studs and solitaires in
1 Carahers Lane, 1999: 56–57), Steele (e.g. the concentration of horn-cores in 5 Carahers Lane,
1999: 218) and Carney (e.g. the discussion of glass from Cribb’s well). Karskens also picked up,
and further explored, some of these analyses in the Main Report (for example, see discussion of
the assemblage from 1 Carahers Lane in Karskens 1999b: 143).
Nonetheless, most of the assemblage is yet to be subjected to rigorous, cross-class analysis—an
issue identified by some specialists as Future Research Opportunities (Carney 1999b: 81, Wilson
1999b: 310). At the time of preparing the reports it was impossible for the specialists to
undertake this scale of analysis, because the artefact database was not yet available (Iacono
1999: 37; see also ‘TPQ Revision’ in this report, p. 31). Without such analyses, alternative
interpretations of the nature of some deposits were never identified by the project team. For
example, that the deposits recovered from within the floor space of 5 Carahers Lane are
primarily the result of the laying of a drain under the house, rather than the occupation of the
dwelling (Crook 1999: App. 2). In the field, the deposit displayed all the typical characteristics of
an underfloor, occupation deposit—humic, containing small items that easily slip though the
floorboards—and was only suspected, then demonstrated, to be otherwise when comprehensive,
cross-class artefact analysis was first undertaken.
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Most specialists acknowledged that their content was preliminary, rather than the ‘final word’
(Wilson 1999b: 208, Iacono 1999b: 37)—although it is noteworthy that their research was far
more advanced than other ‘preliminary’ catalogues.
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Part A
RESEARCH CONTEXT

SLUM DISCOURSE
In the years since the excavation of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site (1994), Five
Points (1991–1992), Lilyvale (1989), Paddy’s Market (1990–1991), Little Lon (1987–1988) and
other major urban excavations across the globe, we have become accustomed to the notion that
a neighbourhood branded a ‘slum’ in the 19th century was not simply a community of desperate
lowlifes, lacking the basic essentials of material life. Thanks to the work of historian Alan Mayne
(1982, 1990, 1993) and others (for a selection see Mayne & Murray eds 2001, Karskens 1999a and
Historical Archaeology vol. 35 no. 1), the complexities of colonial and international slum literature
have been disentangled enough for us to disconnect the corroborative empirical data of names
and places that really did exist, from the sometimes highly coloured interpretations of slum
reporters and government officials of the time. Consequently we can accept that some of the
contemporary descriptions of people living in barely furnished and crowded rooms, owning little
and existing in a state of abject poverty were accurate. We can also accept that the archaeological
records of other places shows us that some people maintained comfortable homes with a large
range of household goods (see Fitts 2001 for analysis of the ‘omissions’ from New York slum
literature).
The ease with which these arguments have become common knowledge in the field has aroused a
few ‘so what?’s in recent years. At the Exploring the Modern City symposium in May 2003, Graeme
Davison raised genuine concerns about the transparency of the methodologies used to determine
the ‘respectability’ of the working classes based on available material culture:
Neighbourhoods characterised by contemporaries as ‘slums’ are found, on the basis of their remnant
material culture, to have been both more prosperous and possibly more pious than the contemporary
stereotypes suggest. Sceptics may wonder how reliable are the inferences drawn by archaeologists from
such possibly accidental survivals. How many pieces of fine china are needed to demonstrate the decent
comfort of previous residents? How many christening mugs and crucifixes to attest their piety and
respectability? Just as one swallow does not make a summer so, the sceptic might suggest, one Spode
plate and one rib roast does not a bourgeois family make. (Davison 2003: 42)

One of the major challenges facing urban historical archaeologists in Australia is the very lack of
empirical data about the number of plates, mugs and other material culture in an average middleclass cesspit fill. While the number of working-class assemblages swells each year by the barrowload, very few middle-class assemblages from the later half of the 19th century survive, or ever
existed in the areas excavated by archaeologists today.
Nothwithstanding the ongoing discourse about slum landscapes, it is also important to move
forward. Slum mythologies were created by the middle classes and they must be understood as
much from deconstruction, as well as through the archaeological and historical research of the
working-class people they judged. Now that it is well established that the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site was not a ‘slum’, as described by 19th-century slum literature, we can
focus our attention on just what kind of place it might have been.
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THE EAMC APPROACH
Any attempt to reconstruct a social landscape from archaeological and documentary remains is as
challenging as it is full of potential. Archaeological data do not give up their secrets easily, and
tend to provoke more questions than they answer. What can we really learn from piles and
scatters of artefacts, smashed, discarded or lost at random times through the lifecycles of large
and small families, shopkeepers, pub-owners and unknown tenants? Do these ten sherds
represent one, five or 10 vessels? How old was the vessel before it was discarded or lost? Is this
likely to have been expensive? Was it bought piecemeal or part of a service? Were these
imperfections unusual? Would they also appear in the domestic assemblages of households with
better or more reliable incomes?
We do not presume to be able to answer all of these questions within the scope of our study.
Rather our intention was to set aside that which is not yet knowable (middle-class assemblages,
for example) and concentrate our efforts on what we now can know, and on what we can learn
from the vast assemblages already conserved in museums and storehouses.
A well-excavated collection of the size and complexity of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets
site offers numerous avenues for assemblage-based research—focussing on one house or place,
or one artefact class, to reveal specific information about the people who lived there. We have
already mentioned that the original Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site team organised their
research around five main research questions, and a range of intermediary ones (see ‘Prior
research’, p. 22).
We chose a different tack, seeking out the most archaeologically reliable data sets, regardless of
their association with a particular family or occupation phase, or the kinds of research questions
they were likely to address, as our basis of comparison. We then extended that dataset,
cataloguing previously bulk-bagged material and calculating minimum vessel counts for recorded
artefacts. Utilising what is essentially a very different data-set to that available to the original
team, our findings are very different to the Investigation Reports (GML 1999, Karskens 1999a and
1999b), making up in detail for what they may have lost in temporal depth.
Assemblage-based analysis is large scale, and is best supported by numerous comparable datasets.
When analysing material at the city-scale, more comprehensive data can be ascertained by
comparing a greater number of smaller, contained deposits from different households, than a
handful of very large deposits from one or two households—although these too can be
interesting. As most of the material required additional cataloguing, we decided to focus our
efforts on the post-1860s cesspit backfills. Ten cesspit fills from nine houses were analysed with
minimum vessel counts being prepared, and specific cases of matching sets being recorded.
Much of this work is based on ceramic and glass vessels. There has been some criticism of the
archaeological preoccupation with ceramics at the expense of classes of artefacts, especially ‘small
finds’ (see Cumberpatch & Blinkhorn 1997). We acknowledge such criticisms but observe that a
significant part of the problem is the speculative and often simplified association of ceramics of
unspecified frequency with socio-economic status: a Spode plate does not a middle-class family
make (Davison 2003: 42). Despite several foundation studies and a keen interest in model-
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building in the United States (e.g. Otto 1977; for proposed ceramic-specific models for
classification and/or analysis, see Miller 1980 and 1991, and Klein 1991), interpretations of the
value of vessels in Australia be it socio-economic or otherwise, are often based on inferred
quantities or sherd counts. When detailed statistical analyses and well-developed interpretations
are presented, they are often limited to isolated examples from the one site (e.g. Lydon 1995).
It is difficult to start to begin the process of teasing out the meanings of ceramic vessels, designs
and materials in relation to socio-economic or other measures, when very few studies have
sought to rigorously characterise multiple assemblages (for exceptions, see e.g. Praetzellis &
Praetzellis (eds) 2004; Fitts 1999 among others). Our aim for the EAMC has been to establish
some of these characteristics and to quantify rather than speculate about the relative proportion
of various vessel styles, and furthermore, the correspondence of those styles to particular vessel
forms. Our aim has been to prepare rigorous comparative datasets, each with a long-shelf life, to
sketch out just how many Spode plates, wine glasses and matching sets you can expect to find in a
working-class household.
Our approach to the documentary research shares a similar aim. We developed the People +
Places Database so that we could manage and store large volumes of occupancy data, not just
from the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, but the immediate vicinity of Sections 70, 74
and 75: the blocks bounded by Gloucester, Cumberland, Essex and Argyle Streets (and including
Susannah Place). While this is it still only a small segment of The Rocks, and an even smaller
sample of Sydney’s urban landscape, it is a rigorous dataset with potentially multiple uses beyond
the life of the EAMC project.
The system of recording has also enabled us to integrate documentary and archaeological data at
the most basic level: that of creating relational links in the database. Of course, the far more
meaningful, challenging and successful levels of integration between historical documents and
archaeological material occurred when comparing the results and consequent interpretations of
each suite of data. These were, too, often based on additional, detailed historical data gathered
for particular families. Nonetheless, the particular stories we tell here were given added weight
when told against the backdrop of more general patterns identified in the material culture and
documentary records. While these ‘higher-level’ examples of integration were developed outside
the confines of the database’s statistical manipulation, they were made far easier by organising all
data based on a common variable: place.
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ASSEMBLAGE ANALYSIS
Comparable data are critical for the generation of defendable interpretations of the archaeological
record. In order to achieve this we began with the existing catalogue for the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site. Artefact-rich deposits, and their conjoining counterparts, were reviewed
and grouped into Master Contexts (see ‘Master Contexts’ below). Their TPQs were revised
where necessary (see ‘TPQ Revision’ below), and the final selection of deposits was made (see
‘The Study Selection’, p. 43). The existing catalogue records for artefacts within the selected
Master Contexts were then extended and revised and ‘bulk bagged’ material1 was sorted and
catalogued for the first time.

MASTER CONTEXTS
During the process of excavation, single deposits are often retrieved in numerous elements. For
example, if one footing or deposit occurs in two separate trenches, it may be first discovered and
numbered independently before further excavation reveals that they meet in the middle. Owing
to site constraints, for example the asphalt overburden in the southern part of the Cumberland
and Gloucester Streets site, some deposits were excavated in part and completed at a later date
(e.g. 5 Carahers Lane, see Holmes 1999a: 3.1.5).
Other deposits are deliberately
compartmentalised to facilitate analysis of the artefacts recovered from each part. This is typically
the case for underfloor deposits which are both gridded and divided into spits to enable spatial
differentiation.
In other cases, independent deposition units may be connected to the same event, but this was
not necessarily clear in the field. The analysis of conjoins can assist in identifying these
relationships.
In such cases, each stratigraphic unit—and the artefacts recovered from it—is allocated a unique
number. When undertaking subsequent analysis of the assemblage in a database, it is important
that artefact groupings are not confined to what is essentially an arbitrary allocation, based on the
needs of site excavation.
Reuniting these elements to the single deposit or structure they once were, required that we
introduce a tier of stratigraphic data to sit above the allocated Context information (‘Unit’) and
re-group artefacts with their deposition context without superseding the Unit information
recorded for each artefact. This is called the Master Context.
For example, the cesspit fill in B293 (5 Carahers Lane) was recovered in five spits: B294, B360,
B364, B374 and B386. On the Context data sheet in the EAMC Archaeology Database, all units
have been allocated to the one Master Context: B294. The artefact table remains unchanged, but
by linking the tables in the database, artefact frequencies can be calculated for MC B294, or the

1
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Numerous artefacts were bulk bagged at the end of the post-excavation project (see Crook, Ellmoos & Murray
2003: 34).
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original context B294, on its own. Similarly, data sheets with full artefact listings for both
Contexts and Master Contexts can be viewed in the EAMC Archaeology Database.
To avoid creating a new independent series of numbers to learn and recall (e.g. numbering all
master contexts from No. 1 onward), one Context number was selected as the title for Master
Context. The number allocation is largely arbitrary, although an effort was made to use either
first or most prominent deposit in the group.
Not all The Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site deposits have been allocated a Master
Context. A full list of all allocated MCs is stored in the ‘MasterContexts’ table of the database.

TPQ REVISION
The phasing of stratigraphic units within each trench area was largely based on field observations
and the identification of ‘Special Finds’. The trench reports were written at the end of excavation,
while the post-excavation analysis was just beginning. The artefact specialists did not have access
to the database because the data entry was carried out as the reports were drafted (Iacono
1999: 37). Consequently, the excavators did not have full access to all the data necessary to
establish TPQs and phase deposits, and they acknowledge that their phasing is approximate (e.g.
Wilson 1999a: 32).
With all artefact and context data integrated in the one database, it is easy to pick up the laterdating artefacts not noted during excavation but systematically identified and dated by the
specialists. It soon became clear that for many of the selected MC deposits, the existing phasing
required revision. Where such revisions occurred, they are discussed in the text below (see Part
B).

MINIMUM VESSEL COUNTS
While minimum vessel counts (MVC) rather than sherd counts have been advocated and utilised
by several researchers for many years (for discussion see Sussman 2000, Schiffer 1987: 19–20,
Yentsch 1990: esp. 25; for examples, see Fitts 1999 and various Five Points publications, e.g.
Yamin ed. 2000 or Historical Archaeology vol. 35, no. 4, 2001), they are not common practice in
Australian contract archaeology (see Casey 2002 for exceptions). MVCs are an important part of
the process of normalising the arbitrary, post-depositional events of the archaeological record and
can allow archaeologists to work with approximations of use-entities of material culture, rather
than the by-products of their discard.
However, it is incorrect to imply that MVCs are without problems of their own. In one sense
they move us one step closer to the material culture as it was used, but if systematic procedures
are not followed a new series of distortions can be introduced to the data set.
It is worth noting that the MVCs are an absolute minimum. Sherds themselves rarely carry
sufficient information to provide an actual vessel count. For example, small sherds of whitewares
(say under 3 cm) may well be representative of a large number of plain white vessels, but because
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the possibility of their coming from the in-between spaces of transfer-printed or other minimally
decorated wares (e.g. Banded wares), they are usually counted as ‘nil’.
Even when MVCs are prepared detailed information on how the minimum number was calculated
is rarely offered. The calculation of MVCs is dependent on numerous factors—fabric, decoration
placement; portion; vessel form—that differ in significance from sherd to sherd; and the
confidence one may have in the calculations of another specialist can vary widely depending on
their allowance for decoration overlap.
Procedures for calculating MVCs within the scope of the EAMC project are outlined in
Appendix C.

MATCHING SETS
During the re-cataloguing and minimum vessel calculations, we also recorded cases where
individual vessels in each assemblage (mostly ceramic) were found to have the precise same
pattern, fabric or style as other vessels in the assemblage. While for some unique items the Type
Series allocation was a clear indicator of matching set, for others it was a confirmation that both
sherds had been examined together and they were not just similar, but a precise match.
A unique number (‘MatchingSetID’) was allocated to each record considered to be a match, and
the nature of their similarity noted (‘MatchingSetType’). If each vessel shared the same maker’s
mark or a unique pattern variation or fabric, they were considered ‘Matching’ (‘M’). Other
examples of shared patterns (e.g. Willow, Chantilly) or arrangements (e.g. grape-vine sprigs) with
slight variation in fabric, colour or fineness, were recorded as ‘Complementary’ (‘C’).2 This latter
category is further broken down into ‘Complementary—Common’ to account for the unmarked
pieces of the most common patterns (e.g. Willow) that do form a set, but were probably made by
various manufacturers and purchased piecemeal.

2
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Note this differs from Lydon’s (1995) use of the term ‘complementary sets’ to mean similar-looking vessels.
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DOCUMENTARY RESEARCH
Grace Karskens’s extensive research on the people who lived in The Rocks throughout the 19th
century has formed the basis of historical research conducted for the EAMC project from 2001 to
2004. Karskens’s research appears in two publications about the Cumberland and Gloucester
Streets site and a third publication about The Rocks generally (1788–1830), as well as a number of
journal articles (see Karskens 1999a, 1999b and 1997a).
The EAMC team conducted additional primary research on the people who lived the four city
blocks bounded by Gloucester Street to the west, Cumberland Street to the east, Essex Street to
the south and Argyle Street to the north, as well as Susannah Place to the west of the this area.
This area encompassed both the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets and Lilyvale archaeological
sites. The aim of this additional research was to ‘reconstruct’ a portion of the Rocks
neighbourhood, as it may have been throughout the second half of the 19th century.

Figure 2

The study area for which additional documentary evidence of occupants and owners was collated
and analysed by the EAMC team, bounded to the west by Gloucester Street, Cumberland Street to
the east, Essex Street to the south and Argyle Street to the north, and including Susannah Place.
(Based on a detail from SRNSW: NRS 9929, Trigonometric Survey of the City of Sydney, 1865
[sheet no. B2], courtesy of State Records NSW and GML)

Research was carried out at the Mitchell Library, State Records of NSW, City of Sydney Archives
and the Land Titles Office. A range of sources was used to determine who owned and lived in
the houses on these four city blocks, including Post Office Directories (1855–1900), council rates
records (1845–1902) and Land Titles Office information. Detailed information about the
individuals and family groups who lived in The Rocks neighbourhood was determined using
genealogical research (Society for Australian Genealogists and Birth, Death and Marriage records
obtained through a transcription service), newspaper indexes and manuscripts (for example, City
of Sydney council records, insolvency records or Colonial Secretary records).
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Post-office directories and council rates assessments were recorded for all properties in the
selected area for the years 1855 to 1900. The post-office directories included:


Cox J. & Co. 1855, 1857



Waugh & Cox 1855



Sands & Kenny 1859, 1861



Sands 1863–1871, 1873, 1875–1880, 1882–1900 and



Wise 1887, 1890, 1893, 1895

Additional research was undertaken as needed, and focussed on the key occupants associated
with deposits selected for the assemblage analysis presented below.
All data are available in the People + Places Database (see Ellmoos, Crook & Murray in press and
Crook, Ellmoos & Murray in press).
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THE

ARCHAEOLOGY OF CESSPITS: AN UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCE OF SANITARY REFORM

As the population of the city of Sydney and its suburbs swelled in the 19th century, the
inadequacy of basic municipal provisions such as water supply, drainage and sewage disposal
seriously endangered the health and well-being of those living in the city’s most overcrowded
wards.
Sydney’s first water supply, the Tank Stream was polluted and abandoned in the 1820s, and
archaeological evidence from The Rocks suggests that wells sunk on private property dried up or
were contaminated (e.g. a well on George Cribb’s property was abandoned in the 1810s [Carney
1999a: 154]). It was not until 1837 that the growing colony was accorded some relief in the form
of Busby’s Bore which carried water from Centennial Park to Hyde Park, and from there it was
piped to public fountains in Circular Quay (Clark 1978: 55). Some businesses and residents paid
to connect to the new supply, and over the years new mains were laid, but many of these were
centred on the manufacturing districts. In 1851, only 1,000 houses out of 8,000 in the vicinity of
the mains were connected. Everyone else relied on public fountains or standpipes or paid for
supplies from water carters (Clark 1978: 55–6).
Water supply was only one of the challenges faced by the inhabitants of the growing city of
Sydney; the management and disposal of water and other waste was another. In the absence of
garbage collection or underground drainage, kitchen slop pails and chamber pots were at times
tossed into yards, or emptied directly onto the street (HHT 1984: 11; Dowse 1888, cited by
Karskens 1999: 82). On the steep slopes of The Rocks, such activities posed a particular
problem, as William Stanley Jevons recorded in 1858:
As sewers and drains of proper construction are quite unknown here…the drainage of each
house or hovel simply trickles down the hill, soon reaching, as the case may be, the front and
back of the next lower house. In many places filthy water is actually seen to accumulate against
the walls of the dwellings, soaking, of course, beneath the foundations and the floors above
which the family live. (Jevons 1929 [1858]: 6 Nov, p. 13)

While Jevons was probably drawing attention to the most extreme cases of sanitary
wretchedness, his account does suggest that some people were simply making do in a noisome
urban environment. By Jevons’s time, the majority of houses or house-rows in The Rocks (and
throughout the other city wards) would have had cesspits, but poor construction, improper
maintenance and the sharing of single pits for multiple houses often led to overflows—forcing
residents to find alternative disposal arrangements.
Cesspits are, quite simply, deep pits dug into the ground, below a small ‘closet’, fitted with a seat
or row of seats, to collect waste, until such time as the waste seeps away or can be dug out and
relocated off-site. A cesspit may be used in combination with a mechanised flushing device
supplied by reticulated or other water (making it a water closet), and may be used to discard
kitchen slops and other waste. Regardless of the waste it collects, the key feature of a cesspit is
that waste is not carried away in pipes.
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The most ‘effective’ kind of cesspit was built on sandy soil with unmortared bricks that allowed
liquid waste to seep into surrounding soil. Such pits could last three or four years without being
emptied (R. Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances, evidence given to the Sydney City and Suburban
Sewage And Health Board [hereafter referred to as the ‘Health Board’] in May 1875, Second
Progress Report, q. 181, p. 6). While these required less maintenance, the seepage contaminated
surrounding soil and water supplies if built too close, or upslope from a neighbouring well.
On the other hand, impervious cesspits could overflow after heavy rain, or overuse, and in 1875,
R. Seymour cited ‘instances where closets have had to be cleaned out four times in six weeks’
(Health Board, Second Progress Report, May 1875, q. 179, p 6; cf Wong 1999: 60). The key
problem was poor construction, in this case the reverse of the ideal ‘seepage’ cesspit: these pits
were contained, but not water-proof. They were built with no supporting drainage or
superstructure footings to prevent rain or ground water mixing with the waste.
To counter the odour and ‘sanitise’ the waste, a variety of additives, such as ash, charcoal,
carbolic acid or lime were tossed into the pit, but these were not in themselves always pleasant.
When the Inspector of Nuisances arranged for the deodorisation of an odorous cesspit in Kent
Street with carbolic acid, the residents said ‘they would sooner have the smell of the closet’
(Health Board, 2nd Progress Report 1875, q. 209, p. 5).

THE 1857 SEWERAGE SCHEME
In 1851, under pressure from Sydney’s major manufacturers and a public enquiry conducted by
the Legislative Council (NSW LC Votes & Proceedings, 1852), the City of Sydney Corporation
sought out a new source of water in Botany, south of Sydney, and began planning for the
introduction of sewer lines. Progress was slow—notwithstanding the sacking of the corporation
in 1853 and its reformation in 1858. In 1859, the five principal harbour outlets of the new
sewerage scheme were completed, and the first Botany water was pumped into Sydney (Aird
1961: 129, Clark 1978: 61).
The installation of sewage infrastructure was hampered by the lack of a good map of allotments
on which the Engineer could use to plan the layout of the mains. Work on such a map,
conducted by trigonometric survey, was underway by 1854 and completed in 1857 (Williamson
1984: 276, see also Sydney Sewerage & Water Appropriation Committee, 1854). The map was
redrawn and annotated as new mains were installed, and a second, final, version of it was
completed in 1865. While this used the same survey data as gathered between 1854 and 1857,
minor differences (such as the disappearance of a cesspit in the yards of 1 and 3 Carahers Lane)
confirm that an additional site survey was undertaken.
It is important to remember that while there is a high expectation that the cadastral data are an
accurate reflection of the house-lots in the years between 1854 and 1857 and 1858 and 1865, the
position of some water mains and sewer lines may only be as planned in 1857 and 1865, not as
built. Further, the mere presence of a sewer main was not a necessary cause for a landlord or
home owner to connect. By the end 1876, only 8,126 of Sydney’s 16,924 houses in the city wards
were connected to the sewer mains (Clark 1877: 843).
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Karskens (1999: 89) has argued that this was part of a difficult transition for urban people from
the customary, private management of ablutions to the public management of waste and refuse
that became so necessary in large cities in the 19th century. Many tenants and landlords were
aghast at paying water rates, connection and maintenance fees for facilities they would rather
manage themselves. A more cynical view is that landlords were aghast at paying, and were
untroubled by the substandard infrastructure in the city wards (Fitzgerald 1987: 80). (There was a
similar response in other cities across the globe; for example, New York, see Geismar 1993: 63.)
Inadvertently, the resistance may have worked in their favour, for the 1857 scheme was the
source of ‘nuisances’ more foul than an average cesspit could produce. One of the scandals of the
1875 investigation of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage Health Board was that of the 5,400
closets supplied with water from the Sydney water mains, 4,700 were directly connected with the
mains (Health Board, 1st report, Minutes of Evidence, 28 Apr 1875, p. 13 [353]). That is, fresh
water was not retained in a separate cistern before being pumped in to the closet’s flushing
mechanism. When a blockage caused a closet to overflow, it ran back into the main water supply.
When one of the members of the Health Board inspected a property with a direct connection, he
tested the water in an adjoining yard and found solid faecal matter in just a small glass of water.
Some of these connections may have been illegal installations to evade the high rates; others a
result of insufficient legislative power to force landlords, unwilling to meet the additional expense,
to install cisterns and flap-traps to prevent contamination.
These powers were finally awarded to the city council, under the Nuisances Prevention Act,
introduced in 1876 following the recommendations of the Health Board. It was now possible to
dictate the dimensions, materials and construction of new cesspits, and compel alterations to
existing substandard pits. Further, the cleansing of pits was regularised and centralised, with the
city council charging a set fee (probably higher than that negotiated with individual contractors),
and having the authority to force occupants to clean-out their pits. It was recommended that pits
be cleaned once every 3 months—which the Health Board acknowledged would ‘no doubt tend
to increase the expense’, but was necessary for the ‘health of the inhabitants, and common
decency’ (Health Board, 2nd report, p. 5 [p. 373]). It may well be that these increased and
enforceable costs were enough to encourage landlords who had not yet sewered their properties
to do so. The new powers and additional scrutiny may also explain the installation and repairs of
at least two cesspits on the study site in the 1870s, 1880s and 1890s.
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Figure 3
Details from the 1857 trigonometric survey, showing the
whole study area from Argyle to Essex Streets (left) and the
nine houses selected for analysis (above). Water mains run
along Gloucester Street, past the Jobbins buildings
(Numbers 103–111), but stop at the boundary line of No.
101, the King House. An off-shoot runs underneath Long’s
Lane, then turns into Carahers Lane, stopping in front of 11
Carahers Lane. This section of sewer tunnel serviced the
Jobbins Buildings, and 5–11 Carahers Lane, as well 130–134
Cumberland Street (Numbers 136–138 were serviced by
another pipe system beginning in Cumberland Street).
(SRNSW: NRS 9929, Trigonometric Survey of the City of
Sydney, 1865 [sheet no. B2], courtesy of State Records
NSW and GML)
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Figure 4
1865 final trigonometric survey showing the whole study
area (left) and the selected houses (above). A new sewer
main (in addition to the water pipes) runs down Carahers
Lane (then Fraser Lane), Gloucester Street and Cribbs Lane.
3” water pipes and 12” stoneware drains were laid down
Carahers (then Junction) Lane in 1866 (as reported in the
10th Sewerage and Water Supply report, 1867). No new
water connections are shown, and curiously 5 Carahers
Lane appears to be no longer (directly) connected to the
Carahers Lane line. (SRNSW: NRS 9929, Trigonometric
Survey of the City of Sydney, 1865 [sheet no. A1], courtesy
of State Records NSW and GML)
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CESSPITS AS AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE
While understanding the progress and the complications of city-wide sewerage enhances our
understanding of life on archaeological sites, it was the conversion process itself that left us with a
rich resource for exploring the daily life of households.
In 1875, Inspector of Nuisances, John Doherty, gave evidence at the Health Board inquiry that
when a cesspit was converted to a water closet, it was ‘all cleaned out with sand or soil’, before
pipes were laid and it was sealed over (Health Board, Second Progress Report, May 1875, p. 5).
While this was clearly the case in some parts of Sydney, archaeological evidence from The Rocks
suggests that inorganic, household and other refuse was preferred to clean sand and soil.1
This archaeological by-product has been encountered across Sydney, in Melbourne, New York,
Minneapolis, Washington and London. Numerous comprehensive analyses of 19th-century privy
backfills have been undertaken in the United States (Praetzellis & Praetzellis (eds) 2004, Wheeler
2000a and 2000b, McCarthy & Ward 2000, Carnes-McNaughton & Harper 2000, Fitts 1999, Wall
1991 and 1999, Geismar 1993; for multi-household studies see Yamin (ed.) 2000 or papers on
Five Points in Historical Archaeology vol. 35 no. 1, and Matthews 1999 for a UK example). By
comparing the contents from house to house, archaeologists have explored consumer choice,
diet, health and other dimensions of daily life. For example, Robert Fitts (1999) demonstrated the
middle-class ‘culture of conformity’—the penchant among New York residents to follow the
prescriptive literature and stock their sideboards with matching sets of gothic, ironstone wares.
Elizabeth Peña and Jacqueline Denmon (2000) used the backfills of a double-vault privy at a
boarding house in Buffalo, New York State, and the private home and shop front next door to
understand how the boarding house keepers may have distinguished the material culture of their
own family unit from that provided to their boarders.
Sydney cesspit fills are almost always described by excavators as single-event deposits, and often
considered to be the result of a household clean-out. Discrete layers are often identified, and
recovered as unique strata, but in most cases conjoin analyses reveal them to be derived from a
single source (for exceptions, see Wheeler 2000b: 3–4). The deposits usually contain some
complete, or near-complete vessels. In our study of ten deposits, the percentage ranged from
1.0% to 21.9% of MNV (see Table 33).2
While the fills usually offer an interesting array of artefacts, can we be confident that were the
possessions, or even refuse, of the occupants of the home adjacent to which they were discarded?
While the occupier (often a tenant) was responsible for the regular clearing of cesspits, the
establishment and maintenance of sewer connections was the domain of the owner.3 It is not
unreasonable to expect that if there were free rubbish-disposals to be had, and the owner lived
nearby, they may have conducted a clean out of their own. This very possibility raises as many
1

Sterile deposits have been recovered from other parts of Sydney. Mary Casey argues that Pyrmont and Darlington
sites typically have sterile deposits (M. Casey, pers. comm.).

2

Lydon’s study of the cesspit of the Boarding House in the Jobbins Building (Lydon 1995: 82) revealed that all bottles
and ceramic vessels were complete, near complete or mendable.

3

In at least 1875 the owner formally applied to the City Engineer to connect their property to the sewer mains
(Sewage and Health board—Minutes of Inquiry, 1875, p. 5 in V&P 1875, vol. 4, p. 345). Note the occupier was
responsible for the regular clearing of cesspits.
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questions regarding the nature of the owner–occupier relationship, as it does about the attitude
of owners or tenants toward the less pleasant elements of urban life.4 Was the activity of on-site
rubbish-disposal and void-filling in the 19th century considered an opportunity or chore?5
In the absence of detailed historical documentation, the archaeological assemblages themselves
may be able to suggest the circumstances of the episodic fills—or at least rule out some
speculation. For example, if an owner insisted on making use of the opportunity of a rubbish pit
in their tenants’ yards, the event ought to produce a homogenous deposit in cesspits backfilled in
adjacent properties under the ownership of the one individual.
Another alternative is that the engineers and workmen provided the fill. In this case, it is likely
that they used a supply of ‘clean’ sand or soil fill, as reported in the 1875 inquiry. Nonetheless,
the possibility that they made use of refuse collected by the city carts to fill in these ‘large holes’
cannot be ruled out. If the latter were the case, we would expect to see homogenous deposits
and numerous conjoins across house lots.
Given that many residents in the area were related, it is also possible that neighbours may have
helped each other out, either by offering free garbage disposal, or perhaps finding a few unwanted
items to fill their neighbours’ void.
Numerous properties were vacant from time to time. 122 Cumberland Street was one such
example. In such cases, sewer connections along with other renovations may have been made
while no tenant was present. In this case, the backfill may be the goods left behind by the tenants,
or be sourced from elsewhere.
Whether it was the result of landlord-, tenant- or council-organised work, the likelihood of crosshouse-lot discard was probably affected by whether or not neighbouring properties were
connected to the sewer mains at the same time. The only instance of cross-property conjoining
in our study group occurred between 3 and 5 Carahers Lane and the neighbouring properties
along Cumberland Street, and is more likely to be the result of the (absentee) owner arranging
for all properties to be connected at the one time, rather than of owner deposition.

4

It is said that some middle-class families were so ashamed to be seen collection water supplies from public fountains
or pumps, that they sent their children to do it for them (Clark 1978: 60–61)

5

Twentieth-century attitudes towards household refuse are very different to those of the 19th century, before
reliable garbage collection became common-place. Speaking of Washington municipal garbage collection, Brian
Crane (2000: 21, 22) points out that while organic refuse or ‘garbage’ (food remains and dead animals) was a
primary concern throughout the 19th century, ‘rubbish’ (inorganic refuse, bottles, broken tea cups, etc) was not
considered a problem until the late 19th century. It is clear from various Health Board inquiries that inorganic
refuse was a valuable commodity for anyone wanting to ‘fill up large holes’ on their properties (for example, see
Health Board: Minutes of Evidence, 27 April 1875, p. 11 [351]).
Owing to the lack of documentary data, most of the historical-archaeological discussion of these issues is concerned
with the administrative management of waste (e.g. Crane 2000), or wholesale conjecture about the motivations for
a householder’s practices—of which we too may be accused. For example, Wheeler (2000: 11–12) ties privy backfill
to the changeover of households (not to improvements made within the cycle of one household), speculating that
residents threw their unwanted goods into the privy when they moved from house to house, prompting succeeding
residents to build a second shaft rather than pay to have it cleaned out. Crane (2000: 121) discusses the
superstitious practice of cleansing a home following serious illness or death. Much of the US speculation is based on
a general assumption of discard during use of the privy pit for its intended function (e.g. Geismar 1993, Crane’s
[2000] discussion of percolation etc), despite the strong archaeological evidence for backfill when the pits were
superseded by waste-carrying sewer pipes.
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Unfortunately, archaeological data are often not precise enough to conclusively phase the
connections of neighbouring properties. Recent studies suggest that ceramic tablewares have an
average lifespan of 15–20 years beyond the date of manufacture and purchase (Adams 2003: 38).
Further, the dates we use for ceramic manufacture often range across several decades. This
means that if the latest minimum date of artefact manufacture for a ceramic vessel is 1860, its
deposition date should be 1875–1880. Consequently, it should not be surprising to find coins,
clay pipes or single-use containers like aerated water bottles6 dating to the early 1880s along side
dinner plates last made in the 1860s. Conversely, in cases where single-use or short-term
artefacts date to within 5 years of minium manufacture dates for ceramic tablewares, there ought
to be sufficient evidence to argue for a brief time-lag, i.e. a timely (perhaps even fashionable)
consumption of new products and styles.
For the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, we do have a historically informed TPQ for
some backfills along Carahers Lane and Gloucester Street: 1866 when the sewer was laid down
Carahers Lane (Karskens 1999: 89; Sewerage and Water Supply, 10th report, 1866 in V&P
1867: 4–5 [30–31]).
Even with these dating tools, in a neighbourhood with a high tenancy turnover like The Rocks, the
prospect of tying fills to families in tenanted dwellings is challenging.7 Other studies that make use
of contemporaneous cesspit backfills do not always present a detailed argument for attribution to
particular families (for exceptions see Fitts 1999, Geismar 1993 and Pena & Denmon 2000). In
the case of middle-class deposits in New York, the task is certainly aided by the higher rate of
owner-occupation and longer-term residence. For example, the TPQ for the cesspit fill from 387
Cumberland Street, New York, as used in Fitts’s (1999: 43) study was determined by an 1863
penny and an 1870s-style doll head, and the Bates family happened to live in the house from 1865
to 1885, a date range that would confidently encapsulate issues of deposition time lag.

6

Note, many aerated water bottles were recycled.

7

See Groover 2001 for a statistical-predictive response to this problem on rural sites occupied by several
generations of the same family.
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Part B
THE STUDY SELECTION

INTRODUCTION
Ten cesspits fills from nine houses were selected for study (see Figure 5). All but one of these
were recovered in spits or layers, each of which was grouped under the one Master Context
(MC). MC A310 from 124 Cumberland Street was unusual as it incorporated a series of refuse
pits adjacent to the cesspit. Each of these MCs is discussed in detail below.

Figure 5

Location plan of cesspits in the study, as shown in 1880, within their houselot boundaries. (P. Crook
after Percy Dove, ML FM4 7200, courtesy of Mitchell Library)
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1 CARAHERS LANE (C1848–1902)
1 Carahers Lane, along with neighbouring 3 Carahers Lane, was a double-storey terrace located
on Lot 17 of Section 74 of the City of Sydney, adjacent to the rear yard of the bakery and later
grocery at 118 Cumberland Street. Publican William Massey, who lived and worked across the
laneway at 99 Gloucester Street, built 1–3 Carahers Lane between 1845 and 1848 as rental
properties. Massey had acquired Lot 17 of Section 74 in June 1837 when it was purchased from
James Byrne, a victualler, and his wife Sarah.1 Massey died in 1853 and in 1855 his second wife
Mary Ann married future parliamentarian William Henson and they settled in Ashfield. While the
landlords were no longer nearby to keep an eye on their property investments in The Rocks, the
Carahers Lane terraces remained in family ownership until their demolition in 1902.

Figure 6

Measured drawings and condition report of 1 and 3 Carahers Lane made prior to their demolition in
1902. (NSW Government Architect, ‘Plans and Photographs of Buildings Demolished, 1902–07’,
courtesy of Mitchell Library)

1 Carahers Lane was constructed of brick with a shingled roof (replaced with iron between 1882
and 1891, according to council rates records), and three and a half rooms apiece. On the ground
floor were the living rooms (a ‘parlour’ and a kitchen), with fireplaces in each, and stairs in the
backroom leading to ‘a lean-to half room probably intended for children’, and a main bedroom
1
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Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book L No 524. James and Sarah Byrne also had associations with 95
Gloucester Street and land later occupied by the Susannah Terrace (58–64 Gloucester Street).
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overlooking Carahers Lane (Figure 6; see also Holmes 1999a: 106–107). There were no fireplaces
on the upper level. The enclosed yard was small, only 3.4 x 4.4 m, and the cesspit was built
against the back rooms of the house, allowing direct seepage of liquid waste into the house
foundations (Holmes 1999a: 107). With no laneway access to the yard, the refuse from the
cesspit when cleared, would have been tracked through the house to the street.
While they were noted in the rates records to be in ‘good repair’ in 1863, both 1 and 3 Carahers
Lane were recorded as ‘dilapidated’ prior to their demolition in 1902 (see Figure 6 and Figure 7).

Figure 7

Carahers Lane, 1900, showing No. 1 and 3 in the front right, with 5–11 beyond. Karskens
(1999a: 175) has suggested that the children on the doorstep of No. 1 are Bess, Margaret Iris and
William Foy. Across the laneway were the yards of 93–101 Gloucester Street. (SRNSW: CGS 4481
[AC 1135], courtesy of State Records NSW)
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THE CESSPIT FILL (MC B197)
The cesspit in the yard of 1 Carahers Lane (B196) was built adjacent to the back wall of the
terraces, against the fireplaces. The excavator, Kate Holmes (1999a: 107), noted that cesspits for
1 and 3 Carahers Lane were not keyed into the back wall, suggesting that they may have been a
later addition to the main house.
On the preliminary (1857) trigonometric survey prepared for the planning of the sewer mains
(Figure 3), the cesspits were shown against the rear yard fence, but in 1865, these appear only as
a faint outline, suggesting that they were removed, or had been incorrectly drawn (Figure 4).2 At
the time of demolition the WCs are shown to be in the same location as the cesspit (Figure 6).
There was no evidence for a pit elsewhere in the yard of 1 Carahers Lane3 and if the survey is
correct, it is possible that an earlier cesspit was constructed (perhaps in c1848?) and superseded
in the late 1850s with the new pit adjacent to the house. This pit was then connected to sewerage
in the mid- to late-1860s. (A similar sequence of events occurred at 97 Gloucester Street, across
the laneway, and also owned by William Massey and family, see ‘The Cesspit Fills (MCs C056 and
C220)’, p. 107.)
Holmes could not offer a more precise date for the sewer conversion—noting the pits may have
been backfilled at any time prior to demolition in 1902—but emphasised the importance of dating
artefacts from the backfill to narrow the time frame. None of the catalogued artefacts has a firstmanufacture date later than 18624, and while the ceramics may have been discarded 10 years or
more after manufacture, the presence of a tobacco pipe made by Glaswegian Charles Stewart
who only operated from 1860 to 1861 (Wilson 1999b: 287), suggests an early 1860s date. These
items include:
•

A matching set of two teacups and one saucer (CUGL72246 and CUGL72276) in whiteware
relief; the saucer is impressed ‘E & C. CHALLINOR’—a mark used by Edward and Charles
Challinor & Co. between 1862 and 1891 (Godden 1991: 137).

•

A blue transfer-printed serving dish (CUGL39342, CUGL39343 and CUGL69908) and small plate
(CUGL39344) in the ‘Gem’ pattern, both stamped with George Jones’s mark. Jones operated
in Stoke-on-Trent from 1861 and became George Jones & Sons in late 1873 (Godden
1991: 359).

•

Tobacco pipe marked, made by Charles Stewart, Glasgow from 1860 to 1861 (CUGL03000).

•

An 8” plate in the ‘Asiatic Pheasant’ pattern (CUGL39345), marked ‘E & B’ for Evans and Booth
who operated from 1856 to 1869 (Godden 1991: 240).

•

An Udolpho Wolfe’s Aromatic Schnapps Bottle, made for the US market from 1849, and
available on the Australian market from at least 1860.

2

On citing the 1865 Trigonometric Survey, Holmes speculated that the tenants got by without ablutions for more
than 15 years. This is countered by the presence of structures on the 1858 plan.

3

This yards of 1 Carahers Lane and the Bakery were only partly excavated, see Plan 199 (Godden Mackay 1996: vol
6).

4

The original Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site catalogue identified some light-green bottle glass
(CUGL04982; TS: Glass Unid 801 R) as being post-1890. It is uncertain why this allocation was made.
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In addition there is at least one vessel that was last manufactured in the 1860s:
•

A blue transfer-printed ?serving bowl (CUGL39292) in the scenic ‘Lozere’ pattern is marked
‘[E] CHALLINOR’—a mark used by Edward Challinor & Co. between 1842 and 1867.

Unit

Description

context type

TPQ

Bags

Wgt (k)

MNV

Sherds

MC B197 was recovered in 5 fills: B197, B198, B207, B208 and B211. The uppermost layer, B196,
is small (42 sherds, MVC: 11) and was noted to be ‘mixed’ and disturbed by machine base B114,
associated with the Engineering Works.5 B198 was the deposit around and immediately below
the in situ sewer pipe (B150). Below this was sandier fill (B207) that appeared to cut into the
loam, but the definition was not always clear and the transition to B208 was largely arbitrary
(Holmes 1994 I: 135, see also pp. 131–2). Holmes’s journal records (1994 I: 135) indicate that the
machine base extended down to the fourth fill—explaining the sandy fill B207 on the south-east
corner.

B197

1st fill, mixed, in B196

Fill: Cesspit

18006

31

1.2

11

42

B198

2nd fill, loam, in B196

Fill: Cesspit

1860

104

4.6

56

221

B207

3rd sandy fill, in SE area of cesspit B196,
Fill: Cesspit
below pipe B150: appears to cut into B208.

1780

46

0.9

14

72

B208

Loamy cesspit fill in B196: appears to be
cut by B2077

Fill: Cesspit

1861

52

2.3

23

100

B211

4th fill, cesspit B196

Fill: Cesspit

1861

127

4.2

47

369

1861

360

13.1

151

804

Table 2

List of stratigraphic units in MC B197.

One conjoin was identified between the second fill (B198) and a demolition rubble fill (B093) in
the backyard of 3 Carahers Lane, which in turn is linked to Engineering Works fill in Trench A and
the refuse deposits adjacent to 124 Cumberland Street. Given the intrusion of the Engineering
Works machine base to the cesspit fill, this is not surprising. The impact on MVCs should be
considered during analysis.
The contents of the fill were typical of this kind of refuse discard: part clean-out, part week-toweek refuse (see discussion, ‘Overview of the selected deposits: a basis for comparison’, p. 127).
The deposit contained some construction material, perhaps the evidence of repairs undertaken at

5

The term ‘Engineering Works’ is used to describe the various companies and government agencies that built
workshops and garages on the site from 1917, these included: Norton Griffiths machinery and joinery works (1917–
1921), City Railway Workshops (1918–c1924), Department of Repatriation’s Vocational Training Trade School
(1921–1924) and T. E. Lance & Co.’s motor garage and engineering shop (1925–1931). (Karskens 1994: App. 1)

6

One small light-green sherd (4982) is recorded in the database as ‘1890+’. It is unclear from the database record or
the sherd itself which diagnostic characteristics would place its manufacture post-1890. In any case, the sherd is
inconsistent with the other dateable sherds in the Master Context none of which has a TPQ greater than 1862.

7

Originally listed in the Trench Report as 'adjacent & cut by B207'.
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the time of the backfill: 39 nails, 4 fragments of roof slate and 55 of roof tile (note that the main
buildings were shingled), 10 fragments of brick; 10 fragments of window glass and a door hinge. It
also contained fragments of the sewerage pipe and toilet bowl of the WC, consistent with the
demolition fill that covered it. There was also some evidence of metal-working from the first and
second fills of the deposit: foundry casting sand and some slag. These are likely to be intrusive
elements from the Engineering Works phase.8
Some of the deposit was also taken up by faunal refuse. There were also 141 fragments of animal
bone and shell, including: sheep (71 fragments), cattle (26), pig (19) and molluscs (15) among
others (chicken: 1, rabbit: 1).
The remaining material comprised domestic wares and utensils, food containers, personal items,
toys, toiletries and pharmaceutical items.

Figure 8

8
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Carahers Lane terraces: No. 3 (unexcavated interior) in the foreground, with No. 1 beside and the
bakery yard (118 Cumberland Street) in the background. The two cesspit shafts can be seen in the
far left (No. 3) and behind the No. 1 fireplace, immediately adjacent to one of the privy’s from the
bakery yard. (P. Grant 1994, B24.13, courtesy of GML and SHFA)

Holmes (1994a, 1: 84) noted foundry waste in the demolition fill over 1 Carahers Lane (B147)—this was used as
levelling fill for Engineering Works.
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Figure 9
Detail of cesspits in the yards of No. 1
and No. 3 Carahers Lane. The latter is in
the foreground of the photography. The
cesspit of No. 1 is shown in the midground, adjacent to a cesspit in the yard
of the bakery at 118 Cumberland Street.
(P. Grant 1994, B23.31, courtesy of GML
and SHFA)

THE OCCUPANTS
Council rates assessments of the Carahers Lane properties were first made in 1848, and then
every 2–4 years until 1871 when the assessments became less frequent.9 The first occupants
were George and Agnes Wilson and their children, who lived at this address for at least nine
years from c1848 to 1856. The Wilson’s had three children born while they were living at 1
Carahers Lane; George Wilson returned to live at this house with some of his children in c1867,
when he was a widower.
Family groups tended to occupy 1 Carahers Lane from 1857 through to the 1870s. For example,
James Agnew French and his family lived there in 1857, followed by the widow Hannah Watts
with her three daughters in 1861 and Timothy McNamara and his family in 1863. The occupants
for the period 1863 to 1871 are unknown (except for 1867, when George Wilson lived there).
From the late 1870s onwards, when source material relating to the residents of 1 Carahers Lane
becomes more consistent, two particular families were recorded as having a relatively long
tenancy at this address. Thomas and Elizabeth Hines lived at 1 Carahers Lane for eleven years

9

Council rates were assessed in 1845, 1848, 1852, 1856, 1858, 1861, 1863, 1867, 1871, 1877, 1880, 1882, 1891, 1896
and 1902.
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from 1877 to 1887, followed by James Foy and his wife Margaret who stayed there eleven years
also, from 1890 to 1900.

Name
George Wilson (mariner, waterman and grocer)
James Agnew French (free mariner/labourer)
John McCraw (labourer/coxswain)
Hannah Adams [nee Watts, later Watts]
(dressmaker)
Timothy McNamara/MacNamara (labourer, hotel
keeper)
George Wilson
James Warlow (mariner, engineer)
Thomas Hines (mariner/labourer)
James Day
James Foy (confectioner)
Thomas Moran (driver)
Table 3

To
1856
1857
1858
1861

Yrs
9–10
1–2
1–5
1–6

1863

1863

1–4

1867
1871
1877
1888
1890
1901

1867
1871
1887
1889
1900
1902

1–9
1–11

11–17
2–4
11–13
2–3

Occupants in 1 Carahers Lane from 1848 to 1902.

Name
William Massey (Bird-in-Hand Hotel)
Mary Ann Massey [nee Benson, later Henson]
William and Mary Ann Henson
Table 4

From
1848
1857
1858
1861

From
1848
1853
1855

To
1853
1855
1902

Yrs
6
2
47

Owners of 1 Carahers Lane from 1848 to 1902.

While we cannot be certain of tenants in 1862, 1864–6, 1868–1870, 1872–1876, there are at least
three tenants that may be associated with the deposit: one-time labourer Timothy McNamara,
and his wife Ellen (listed once in 1863; resident for maximum of five years); mariner and labourer
George Wilson (listed once in 1867; resident for maximum of six years); and mariner and engineer
James Warlow (listed once in 1871; resident for maximum of 10 years).
While they were all immigrants occupying the same house in a neighbourhood of family and
friends within the same decade, these occupants are quite diverse in circumstance: the Irish-born
McNamaras moved in three years after their marriage and cared for the first two of their 12
children at 1 Carahers Lane. George Wilson, who had lived in 1 Carahers Lane in similar
circumstances with his young wife Agnes in 1848, returned to 1 Carahers Lane in 1867 a widow
with 7 children to rear. James and Mary Ann Warlow, had been married for 9 years when they
first appear in the records at 1 Carahers Lane and had at least one child, 2 year old Margaret,
when they moved in.
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HANNAH AND GEORGE ADAMS 1861
Hannah Watt (nee Watts, later Adams and Stride) was recorded as the occupant at 1 Carahers
Lane in the council rates records for 1861. She was married to mariner10 George Adams at St
Andrews Scots Church on 4 August 1860.11
Both Hannah and her new husband were from Kent in southern England: George was from
Sheerness while Hannah was from Hawkhurst. It appears that both arrived as unassisted
immigrants in the late 1840s or early 1850s (Hannah and her family first emigrated to New
Zealand, then came to Australia. Hannah Watt was 25 and a widow at the time of her marriage
to George Adams, and her occupation on her marriage certificate was listed as laundress. (In
1876, she was listed as a dressmaker in Sands’ Directory.) George was two years her senior and
a bachelor. The witnesses to their marriage were William Bird (who probably lived further south
along Cumberland Street at Lilyvale from c1882 to 1900) and Matilda Grace, who was also a
neighbour (Robert and Matilda Grace lived at 99 Gloucester Street in 1858–61, while George
Adams lived at 97 Gloucester Street in 1861.
Hannah Watts’s first marriage was to William Watt in 1850 at St Andrews Scots Church; Hannah
would have been 17 years old at the time. Hannah and William Watt had four daughters born
between 1851 and 1856: Janet in 1851 (who died the following year), Robina J in 1852, Catherine
in 1854 and Lucy J in 1856. William Watt died in 1859 at the Benevolent Asylum from the effects
of dropsy, aged 39 years old.
Hannah and her second husband George Adams had four children, all sons, born between 1861
and 1867: William G. (1861), John (1863), Andrew (1865) and Dudley G. (1867). Their first child
William G. Adams died in infancy the year following his birth (1862) from bronchitis, while their
third son named Andrew died aged 10 years old in 1875 from cerebro-spinal typhus.
Sands’ Directory records indicate that George, Hannah and their three surviving children
(including Andrew who died in 1875), and possibly Hannah’s daughters from her first marriage,
were living further north along Cumberland Street on the other side of the Argyle Street Bridge,
from 1864 to 1876; George was listed in the 1878–79 Electoral Roll for West Sydney at this
address.12
George Adams, who had been employed as a government boatman from c1871, died on 14 July
1875; the cause of death was phthisis pulmonum (pulmonary tuberculosis). Two months later,
Andrew Adams, the youngest son born to Hannah and George, died. Janet and Catherine Watt
were witnesses to both deaths: they were probably Hannah’s daughters from her first marriage.13

10

George Adams was a government boatman by 1871, as recorded in the Sands’ Directory in this year.

11

In 1861, George Adams was listed as a resident at 97 Gloucester Street, also in the council rates records. Adams
was not listed in the Electoral Roll for West Sydney in 1859–60.

12

The Adams family were listed at 62 Cumberland Street every year from 1864 to 1876, except 1866 when the
dwelling was occupied by John Matts, labourer. It is possible that the Adams family temporarily moved to Balmain
as the birth of Dudley Adams (the youngest son of George and Hannah) was registered at Balmain Wesleyan
Methodist church in 1867.

13

‘Janet’ was probably Robina Jennette, Hannah and George’s second-born and eldest surviving daughter, not the first
born ’Janet’ who died an infant in 1852.
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‘Mrs Hannah Watts, dressmaker’ was listed in Sands’ Directory in 1876 at 62 Cumberland Street,
where she had been living since 1864.
Hannah was married a third time, in 1882, to William Stride, and they continued to live at No. 62.
They did not have any children. Hannah died in 1887; the causes of her death were recorded as
‘Chronic Gastritis, Hepatic Disease and Cardiac Innuration [sic]’.

TIMOTHY AND ELLEN MCNAMARA 1863
Timothy and Ellen McNamara (sometimes spelt MacNamara) and their first-born daughter Ann
were living at 1 Carahers Lane by 1863.
Timothy McNamara was married to Ellen Hollingsworth in 1860 at St Mary’s Cathedral. This was
Timothy’s second marriage.14 Ellen, who was eleven years younger than her new husband, was
recorded as a housekeeper at the time of their marriage, while Timothy was listed as a labourer.
Timothy was from County Limerick on the west coast of Ireland. He probably immigrated to
Australia with his brothers John, Thomas and Patrick, all of whom lived near or on the
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site.15 Ellen Hollingsworth was also from Ireland, from
County Wexford on the south-east coast.
Timothy and Ellen had twelve children born between 1861 and 1888, three of whom died in
infancy. When their first child Ann was born in 1861, the McNamaras were living on Cumberland
Street.16 Margaret McNamara, the widow of Timothy’s brother, Thomas, and by now remarried
to Stephen Doyle, was present at Ann’s birth.17
Timothy and Ellen McNamara’s second child, a son named William, was born on 2 July 1863 when
the family was living at 1 Carahers Lane (then known as Junction Lane). After moving away from
1 Carahers Lane, Timothy McNamara and his growing family continued to live in the area for the
remainder of the 19th century. In 1865, Timothy McNamara was listed in Sands as the occupant
of 126 Cumberland Street, where his sister-in-law Margaret Doyle was to live with her husband
and two daughters for the next fourteen years. Other members of Timothy McNamara’s family

14

It is possible that Timothy McNamara was first married to Jane McCarthy in 1855, although there is no death
record for her (he was a widower when remarried to Ellen Hollingsworth). Or that he had been married before
arriving in Australia – there is a record for an assisted immigrant Timothy McNamara (28) who arrived to Sydney in
1854 on the Lady Elgin with (his wife?) Mary McNamara, also 28 (who may have died between 1854 and 1860,
although there is no death for a Mary McNamara in this period), Hannah McNamara 19 years old (his sister?) and
Bartholomew aged 13 (his brother? or nephew?) (See State Records, Reels 2137, 2466).

15

Note: further research is required about the relationship between Timothy, Thomas, John and Patrick McNamara.
Death Certificate information suggests that Timothy and Patrick McNamara had different mothers and possibly
different fathers (both fathers were named Patrick. Timothy’s mother was Ann How, while Patrick’s mother was
named Mary. There is no Death Certificate for Thomas McNamara, and it is uncertain as to whether John
McNamara immigrated to Australia, or just his son Bartholomew.

16

Timothy McNamara was listed in the 1859–1860 Electoral Roll for West Sydney as a resident at 24 Cumberland
Street, along with his brother John McNamara and nephew John Jnr McNamara.

17

Margaret Galvin had been married to Thomas McNamara in 1852. Shortly after he died, she was remarried to
Stephen Doyle in 1857. Margaret’s sister was Bridget McNamara nee Galvin, who was married to Patrick
McNamara Jnr.
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lived in the area, including his brother Patrick and sister-in-law Bridget McNamara (nee Galvin) at
11 Carahers Lane from 1867 to 1896.
Electoral Rolls for West Sydney indicate that Timothy McNamara was living on Redfern Street,
Redfern by 1870–71 where he remained until 1874–75; during this time he was owner of freehold
at 213 Cumberland Street near Charlotte Place and held the license at the Native Boy Hotel of
George Street, Redfern.18 According to Sands’ Directory records, Timothy and Ellen McNamara
lived at 213 Cumberland Street from 1875 to 1901 (213 Cumberland Street was renumbered 197
Cumberland Street in 1882)19; Timothy was listed as a boatman in 1875 and as a proprietor of a
general store at this address by 1877.20
Timothy McNamara (described as a ‘retired hotelkeeper’) died in 1896 from ‘asthma, cardiac
syncope’; from 1897 to 1901 Mrs T. (or Ellen) McNamara was listed at 197 Gloucester Street.
William McNamara, a tailor, was living at this address from 1894, as was John McNamara, a bootmaker, the following year; it is possible both were the sons of Ellen and Timothy McNamara.

GEORGE AND AGNES WILSON 1867–1869
George and Agnes Wilson lived at 1 Carahers Lane between 1848 and 1856, according to council
rates collected in these years.21 By 1851, the Wilsons and five of their children were living on
Cumberland Street22 and it appears that they lived at 118 Cumberland Street by 1857 at which
time George Wilson was working as a grocer (as shown in Cox & Co’s Post Office Directory for
1857).23
George Wilson was born in Inverkeithing, Scotland in 1820, and came to Australia in 1842,
probably unassisted. George Wilson and Agnes Hamilton were married at Sydney’s Scots Church
in 1843. They had eight children born between 1844 and 1859, the youngest of whom died in
infancy. George and Agnes Wilson’s children were Christina (1844; married name Annie C.
Gray), William (1845), George (1847, died 1887), Agnes (c1849, registered 1860; married name
Anges Whalley), Alexander (1851), Malcolm (1854), James (1858) and Caroline (c1859, died
1862). George Wilson worked variously as a mariner, waterman and grocer to support his
growing family from 1857 to 1869; his occupation was recorded as waterman at the time of his
death.

18

Note that Timothy McNamara was listed as the owner of freehold, namely 114 Cumberland Street in 1873–74 and
1874–75 in the Electoral Rolls for West Sydney. Timothy and Ellen McNamara’s children John (1871) and Ellen Eliza
(1873) were both registered at Redfern. Note also that Bartholomew McNamara, government boatman, lived at
213 Cumberland Street from 1870 to 1871. For license, see ‘Publicans’ Licences’ Government Gazette 1871 Pt. 2,
p. 1961.

19

There were two Timothy McNamaras listed in the Electoral Roll for 1876–77: one at 213 Cumberland Street and
the other on Cribbs Lane.

20

By 1886–1887, a Timothy McNamara was listed as an occupant at 33 Gloucester Street (according to Wise’s Post
Office Directory). Sands’ Directories show that Mrs McNamara, fruiterer, was living there from 1884 to 1888.

21

It appears that council rates records were not collected for Carahers Lane in 1852. George Wilson was first listed
in the Roll of Electors for Gipps Ward in 1850–51, as the occupier of a dwelling house on Cumberland Street.

22

See the record for the birth of Alexander Wilson in 1851.

23

There were three George Wilson’s listed in the 1859–60 Electoral Roll for West Sydney: one at Lower Fort Street
and the other two at Sussex Street.
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On 25 February 1862, Belfast-born Agnes Wilson died at Gloucester Street in Sydney aged 41
years old. The cause of death given at the Coroner’s inquest was heart disease and inflammation
of the stomach. After an interval of almost 20 years, the widower George Wilson and his family of
six children moved back to 1 Carahers Lane in 1867.24 Two years later, the Wilson family moved
to 93 Gloucester Street, and in 1870 they were listed in Cambridge Street. It appears that
George Wilson did not remarry after the death of his wife Agnes.
By the late 1880s, the Wilson family was living on Sydney’s North Shore. George Wilson Jnr (the
third child of George and Agnes Wilson) died in 1887 at St Leonards aged 40 years old. George
Wilson Snr died on 27 March 1898 (at the home of one of his children?) at Holtermann Street,
North Sydney from a multitude of illnesses he had been suffering for two years previously:
rheumatism, morbus cordis (heart disease) and syncope.25 He was buried at the St Thomas
Church Of England Cemetery in North Sydney.

JAMES AND MARY ANN WARLOW 1871–1872
James and Mary Ann Warlow lived at 1 Carahers Lane in 1871–1872 with three of their four
children.26
James was born in Wales, the son of a farm labourer, in the town of Milford Haven and probably
arrived to Australia as an unassisted immigrant in the late 1850s or early 1860s.27 He was married
to Sydney-born Mary Mulhearen, a mariner’s daughter, at St Philips Church of England on 23
August 1862. James and Mary had four children born between 1866 and 1874, two of whom died
in infancy.28 The Warlows’ first child Annie was born in 1866 and died in the same year, while
their third child Hannah was born and died in 1872 at 1 Carahers Lane (a ‘Mrs Hinds’ was present
at Hannah’s birth on 25 January 1872—possibly Elizabeth Hines). Their surviving children were
Margaret (1869) and John James (1874). The Warlow family moved to one of the Susannah Place
Terraces (60 Gloucester Street) by 1873 but appear to have moved away from The Rocks to
Newcastle by the mid-1870s.29
James worked as a mariner, then as an engineer, to support his family.

24

There is no record of the Wilsons living on Gloucester Street from 1862–1866; it is possible that they may have
been living on Carahers Lane during this time.

25

George Wilson’s son Alexander was the informant to his father’s death in 1898, and was a resident of Miller Street,
North Sydney in this year.

26

James Warlow was listed in Electoral Rolls for West Sydney in 1869–70 and 1870–71 at an address ‘off Cumberland
Street’ (household), probably Carahers Lane. Hannah Warlow, the couple’s third-born child, was born on 25
January 1872 at Junction Lane (Mrs Hinds was present at the birth; was this Elizabeth Hines, nee Clarke, who lived
at 101 Gloucester Street from 1873 to 1875?). In 1869, the Warlow’s were living on Cambridge Street, as their
daughter Margaret Louisa May Warlow was born at this address on 21 July 1869. Note that a James Wardlow was
listed at 142 Cumberland Street in the Sands’ Directory for 1869.

27

There is no listing for James Warlow as an assisted immigrant; he may have arrived unassisted (although there is a
record for James Warrilow, 19 years old, per Annie Wilson in 1850, Reels 2139, 2479).

28

Mary Ann Warlow’s death certificate states that she (and her husband James) had ‘1 girl, 1 boy living; 5 children
dead’.

29

By 1873–74 James Warlow was listed in the Electoral Roll at 66 Gloucester Street (household); Warlow not listed
in the 1874–75 Electoral Roll or thereafter.
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He died at Newcastle Hospital on 16 November 1876, when he was 42 years old. The cause of
death was given as an aortic aneurysm (a blood clot in the aorta), an illness he had suffered from
for three years previously. At the time of his death, his occupation was given as an ‘engineer, old
age pensioner’.
Mary Ann appears to have moved back to Sydney after the death of her husband, for she died on
30 May 1882 from (epileptic?) fits when she was 38 years old and had not remarried. At the time
she died, Mary Ann was living at 1 Broughton Street, Woolloomooloo. Her death meant that her
two surviving children were left alone: Margaret would have been 13 years old and John James 8.
Thereafter Margaret and John Warlow disappear from the documentary record: did they go to an
orphanage? Were they adopted? Or did they go to live with their maternal grand parents or
other relatives?
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3 CARAHERS LANE (C1848–1902)
3 Carahers Lane, along with neighbouring 1 Carahers Lane (discussed above), was a double-storey
terrace located on Lot 17 of Section 74 of the City of Sydney, adjacent to terraces at 5–11
Carahers Lane, built by c1858. Publican William Massey, who lived and worked across the
laneway at 99–101 Gloucester Street, built 1–3 Carahers Lane between 1845 and 1848 as rental
properties. Massey had acquired Lot 17 of Section 74 in June 1837 when it was purchased from
James Byrne, a victualler, and his wife Sarah.30 Massey died in 1853 and in 1855 his wife Mary Ann
married future parliamentarian William Henson and they settled in Ashfield. The properties’ titles
were transferred to Henson, and while the landlords were no longer near by to keep an eye on
their investment, they remained in family ownership until their demolition in 1902.
3 Carahers Lane was constructed of double-skin brick on rubble-stone foundations with a
shingled roof (replaced with iron between 1882 and 1891, according to rates records), and three
and a half rooms apiece. Like 1 Carahers Lane, the ‘parlour’ and kitchen, with fireplaces in each,
were on the ground floor, with ‘a lean-to half room probably intended for children’, and main
bedroom overlooking Carahers Lane upstairs (Figure 6; see also Holmes 1999a: 106–107). There
were no fireplaces on the upper level. The enclosed yard was small, only 3.4 x 4.4 m, and the
cesspit was built against the back rooms of the house, allowing direct seepage of liquid waste into
the house foundations (Holmes 1999a: 107). With no laneway access to the yard, the refuse
when cleared, would have been tracked through the house to the street.
While they were noted in the rates records to be in ‘good repair’ in 1863, both 1 and 3 Carahers
Lane were recorded as ‘dilapidated’ prior to their demolition in 1902.

THE CESSPIT FILL (MC B077)
As with 1 Carahers Lane, the cesspit for No. 3 (B080) was built against the back wall of the
terrace, some time after the construction of the main house (see ‘The Cesspit Fill (MC B197)’,
p. 46); and was connected to sewerage after 1866 when the sewer mains down Carahers Lane
were completed.
MC B077 was recovered in 4 distinct fills: B077, B102, B107 and B119. The top fill was noted to
be dark brown, with some rubble, and above the top of extant stone wall of B080. B102 was
described as being a ‘very loamy brown solid’ deposit with large stone rubble, but few bricks.
B119 appeared to ‘mound slightly in the middle’ and was noted to have a large fish skeleton (in
the south-east corner), and several whole bottles. (Holmes 1994, Book 1: 54, 59, 61)

30

58

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book L No 524. James and Sarah Byrne also had associations with 95
Gloucester Street and land later occupied by the Susannah Terrace.
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Unit
B077

top fill cesspit B080

Fill: Cesspit

1863

122

3.7

37

410

B102

2nd cesspit fill, B080

Fill: Cesspit

186031 279

9.7

127

1163

B107

3rd cesspit fill, B080

Fill: Cesspit

1855

113

2.8

34

488

B119

4th cesspit fill, B080

Fill: Cesspit

1855

249

3.9

104

2270

1863

763

20.1

302

4331

Table 5

List of stratigraphic units in MC B077.

An oil or vinegar bottle (CUGL34470; CJ ID 30) from the 3rd cesspit fill (B107) was identified as
conjoining with a fragment in the cesspit fill of the adjacent bakery at 118 Cumberland Street
(B214). The majority of the bottle (80%) was recovered in a single element from the bakery
cesspit; the three sherds from B107 completing the vessel. In the absence of any other conjoins,
and given the likelihood that these two cesspits were connected to sewered waste at the same
time, this case is treated as an anomaly.
Like 1 Carahers Lane, the contents of MC B077 are typical of cesspit backfilling, and also
contained fragments of sewerage pipe and toilet bowl, indicative of the later demolition process
and possible disturbance. The deposit contained some construction material, perhaps the
evidence of repairs undertaken at the time of the backfill: 39 nails, 4 fragments of roof slate and
55 of roof tile (note the main buildings were shingled), 10 fragments of brick; 10 fragments of
window glass and a door hinge. There were also some evidence of metal working: foundry sand
for metal casting and some slag from the first and second fills of the deposit. It is probable that
these are intrusive elements from the Engineering Works phase.
Some of the deposit was also made up of faunal refuse. There were also 141 fragments of animal
bone and shell, including: sheep (71 fragments), cattle (26), pig (19) and molluscs (15) among
others (chicken: 1, rabbit: 1).
The remaining material comprised domestic wares and utensils, food containers, personal items,
toys, toiletries and pharmaceutical items.
None of the catalogued artefacts in MC B077 has a TPQ later than 1863. These include:
•

A stoneware ginger beer bottle (CUGL60090) marked ‘E.F[OWLER] / [POTTER] /
CA[MPERDOWN]’ made by Enoch Fowler in Camperdown between 1863 and 1878.

•

A light-blue pharmaceutical bottle marked, ‘J.WATSON / CHEMIST / SYDNEY’; made for John
Watson, Druggist, listed in 593 George Street by 1859 until at least 1895 (Sands Sydney
Commercial Directory 1858–59, p. 213 and 1895, p. 787).

31

The 1870+ medicinal bottle (CUGL34373) was recovered from this Unit.
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•

At least three light green condiment jars or oil/sauce bottles were dated to the 1860s or
later on stylistic grounds (CUGL34390, CUGL34392 and CUGL34393).

•

At least one beer bottle with a horse motif and registration diamond for 9 November 1855
(CUGL34377, CUGL34492 and CUGL34524). Carney has identified this as being superseded or
terminated in 1858 (see GML 1999: Vol 6).

•

At least one clay pipe (CUGL02815) post dates 1855; marked ‘D.BARTH LONDON. /
BURNS CUTTY PIPE.’, it was made by Desiree Barth from 1855 to 1890.

An unmarked, panelled pharmaceutical bottle was dated to 1870+ on stylistic grounds
(CUGL34373; see GML 1999: Vol 6), but this is considered insufficient evidence to revise the dating
of marked pieces.
The short-term usage of these vessels, supports the suggestion of a mid-1860s date, and
fortunately, the absolute TPQ of 1863 and documentary minimum of 1866, coincide neatly with
the long-term occupation of Charles and Catherine Leggatt from 1863 to at least 1880 (Charles
died in 1879).

THE OCCUPANTS
Council rates records were first collected for properties in Carahers Lane in 1848, every 2–4
years until 1871 when the assessments became less frequent. Sands’ Directories first listed
Carahers Lane in 1871, then regularly from 1877 onwards.
Little is known about the occupants of 3 Carahers Lane in the period between 1848 and 1856
(the property was occupied by John Phillips, a waterman, in 1848, Lock in 1856 and Martin
Keenan in 1857).
Welsh-born Joseph Thomas, his Irish wife Catherine and five of their children lived at 3 Carahers
Lane from 1858 to 1861 (two of their children died in 1860 at this address). Charles Leggett, his
wife Catherine and their son Thomas were the longest tenants at 3 Carahers Lane, residing there
for 18 years, from 1863 to 1880. Throughout the 1880s and until 1902, when the building was
demolished, the property had a relatively high turnover of tenants, who stayed for an average of
3–5 years. Some of these tenants appear to have been related to each other, such as Thomas
Quick who lived at 3 Carahers Lane in 1885, followed by John Quick (his brother?) in 1886–88.
F. Meadows occupied 3 Carahers Lane in 1890, while possible relative William Meadows lived
there in 1891–95.
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Name
John Phillips (waterman)
Lock [no firstname given]
Martin Keenan (labourer)
Joseph Thomas (boarding house)
James Thomas (general dealer)
Charles Leggett (mariner, wool jamber?)
William English (laundry)
William Webster Simpson (labourer, coal
lumper)
George Halliday
Thomas Quick
George Allardice (lighterman)
Michael Morgan
John Quick
James Foy (confectioner)
John Sullivan
F. Meadows
William Meadows
Richard Headon/Eden
John Morgan (sailmaker)
Table 6

To
1848
1856
1857
1861
1859
1880
1882
1884

Yrs
1–9
1–2
1–2
4–7
1
18–21
1–3
3

1884
1885
1885
1885
1886
1889
1889
1890
1891
1896
1899

1884
1885
1887
1887
1888
1889
1902
1890
1895
1898
1899

1–2
1
3
3
3
1
14
1
5
3
1

Occupants in 3 Carahers Lane from 1848 to 1902.

Name
William Massey (Bird-in-Hand Hotel)
Mary Ann Massey [nee Benson, later
Henson]
William and Mary Ann Henson
Table 7

From
1848
1856
1857
1858
1859
1863
1882
1882

From
1848
1853

To
1853
1855

Yrs
6
2

1855

1902

47

Owners of 3 Carahers Lane from 1848 to 1902.

JOSEPH AND CATHERINE THOMAS 1858–186132
Joseph Thomas and his wife Catherine (nee Donovan) lived at 3 Carahers Lane from 1858 until
1861 with their growing family.

32

Research regarding Joseph and Catherine Thomas courtesy of Jenny Bonney and Grace Karskens.
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Joseph Thomas was married to Catherine Donovan on 11 September 1854 at the Scots Church
on Pitt Street. Thomas was a native of Cardigan in Wales while his new wife was ‘an Irish orphan’
from Bandon, County Cork in southern Ireland.33 She had arrived in Australia on 29 April 1850
on the John Knox when she was 18 years old. At the time of her arrival, she was listed as a house
servant and it is likely that she was sent to the Hyde Park Barracks depot on disembarkation.
Although Joseph Thomas and Catherine Donovan were married at a Presbyterian Church in 1854,
all the Thomas children were baptised at either St Patrick’s or St Mary’s Catholic Churches, and
both Joseph and Catherine were buried in the Catholic Cemetery at Rookwood.
Joseph and Catherine Thomas had a total of eleven children born between 1855 and 1871. The
couple’s first three children died in infancy. Mary Thomas was born in 1856 and died in 1857 (at
which time the Thomases were living on Lower George Street), while John T. (1855) and Joseph
(1857) died in 1860 while the Thomas family were living at 3 Carahers Lane.34 After the birth of
their sixth child David in November 1860, the Thomas’s waited until 1864 for the birth of their
next child, Mary (who also died in infancy), at which time the family was living at 99 Gloucester
Street.
Joseph and Catherine Thomas and their family had moved from 3 Carahers Lane to 99 Gloucester
Street in 1861, where they lived until 1870. Sands’ Directory records show that that the
Thomases were maintaining a boarding house in the premises (at least in 1868). In 1871, the
Thomas family moved next door to 97 Gloucester Street, where they lived until 1886. Joseph
Thomas also worked as a labourer (the boarding house was probably kept by Catherine
Donovan).
Joseph Thomas died on 1 April 1897 at Callan Park Hospital, while his widow died on 7 April
1911 at 83 Pitt Street, the home of one of her sons.
In 1859, a James Thomas, general dealer is listed at 3 Carahers Lane. From 1863 to 1867 he
appeared at 97 Gloucester Street, four years before Joseph and Catherine moved there. It is likely
that James was a brother of Joseph and lodging with the family, and later sharing business
premises.

CHARLES AND CATHERINE LEGGETT (OR LEGGATT) 1863–1880
Charles and Catherine Leggett (or Leggatt) lived at 3 Carahers Lane from 1863 until 1880.
Charles Leggett was born in London in c1827 and arrived in Australia in c1844 aged 17 years old.
He was married to Irish-born Catherine Hickey at St Andrews Scots Church in 1852 (Catherine
Hickey was born in Limerick, Ireland in 1826 or 1830, the daughter of a farmer, Michael Hickey
and his wife Mary O'Keefe).

33

Two Catherine Donovans arrived on the John Knox in 1850. Catherine Donovan, 18 years old, from Bandon, Co
Cork was the daughter of John and Mary Donovan; apparently she was sick on the voyage: ‘has been rheumatic for
the last 6 weeks – not able to come up’. The other Catherine Donovan was aged 19 years old and from Cashel, Co
Tipperary, the daughter of James and Honora Donovan, both dead. See McCloughlin 1991, vol. 1: 111–112).

34

The Thomas’s firstborn son named John died in August 1860, while their third son Joseph died in September the
same year.
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Charles Leggett and Catherine Hickey may have formed a relationship before their marriage, and
indeed before their arrival in Australia, as they had one child named Thomas who was born in
1845 in Scotland (although it is possible that Thomas Leggett was born in 1856, after the marriage
of Catherine and Charles). It appears that both Charles Leggett and Catherine Hickey may have
arrived as unassisted immigrants, either together or separately (there are no records for them
arriving as assisted immigrants).
Thomas Leggett died in September 1879 when he fell through a hold in the ship Fiona; ‘James
McCraw, no relation, Cumberland Street’ was the informant to his death. When he died, Thomas
Leggett was recorded as 34 years old and having lived in Australia for seven years.35 This date of
arrival (c1872) roughly accords with his listing in the Electoral Rolls from 1874–75 at 3 Carahers
Lane, where he was living with his parents. At the time of his death, Thomas Leggett was
boarding at the Hibernian Hotel at 116 Cumberland Street, around the corner from his parents’
house.36
Charles Leggett died of cardiac failure in May 1880, nine months after the death of his only child,
when he was 53 years old. Charles Leggett’s death certificate also stated that he was a ‘wool
jammer’ (or a wood jamber?) in 1880, while the Sands’ Directory for this year listed his
occupation as mariner (also a labourer, according to Thomas Leggett’s 1879 death certificate).
Catherine Leggett probably moved away from Carahers Lane after losing her husband and son
within a year of each other, as there is no record of her living in the area after 1880. She died on
5 July 1899 at the Newington Asylum from senile decay and ‘enlargement of liver, jaundice’.

35

The inquest for Thomas Leggett states that he was 23 years old (Sydney Morning Herald 24 September 1879, p 5),
while the death certificate for Thomas Leggatt in 1879 indicates that he was born to Charles Leggatt and Catherine
Hickey in Scotland in 1845. There is no record of a Thomas Leggett (or Leggatt) being born to Charles Leggett (or
Leggatt) and Catherine Hickey in NSW between 1845 and 1856.

36

Charles Leggett was listed in 1869–70, 1870–71 and 1873–74 Electoral Roll for West Sydney at Junction Lane
(household). In the Electoral Rolls for 1874–75, 1876–77 and 1877–78, Charles Leggett was listed at 3 Junction
Lane (household); Thomas Leggett was listed at the same address as a resident. In the 1878–79 Electoral Roll,
Thomas Leggett was listed as a resident at 114 Cumberland Street (later renumbered as 116 Cumberland Street).
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5 CARAHERS LANE (C1856–1902)
5 Carahers Lane was the northern most of a row of four two-storey terraces (5–11 Carahers
Lane) built between c1854 and c1856, on Lot 16 of Section 74 of the City of Sydney.37 The row is
thought to have been built by Owen Joseph Caraher and his brother-in-law Patrick Hogan, who
lived and worked as tallow chandlers on nearby Gloucester Street.
Caraher and Hogan had acquired both Lot 16, and the adjacent Lot 15 to the south, in 1856 from
Cumberland Street publican James Casey for £1200.38 Two years previously, in 1854, Lot 16 had
been transferred from schoolteacher Edward McRoberts to Casey for £150.39 The significant
increase in land prices between 1854 and 1856 suggests that James Casey may have built the
terraces at 5–11 Carahers Lane before they were sold to Caraher and Hogan.
All four terraces were clearly investment properties, and were retained in the ownership of the
Carahers from 1856 until c1880, at which time they were sold to John McDonald.
Like its neighbours in the terrace row, 5 Carahers Lane was a four-roomed terrace, built of brick
with a shingled roof.

THE CESSPIT FILL (MC B294)
Unlike 1 and 3 Carahers Lane, the cesspit of 5 Carahers Lane was positioned against the rear
fence, not the adjacent to the house. Its backfill was recovered in 5 stratigraphic units, B294,
B360, B364, B374 and B386, noted in the field to display slight variations. For example, the base
of B360 appeared to have smaller elements of rubble, so a new unit, B364, was created (Holmes
1994a 1: 100). The sewer pipe was retained in situ, hence the backfill deposit was not completely
recovered (Holmes 1999a: 110).

37

7–11 Carahers Lane survived within the boundaries Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, but owing to time
constraints were not excavated in 1994 (Holmes 1999a: 91). Their deposits remain intact and will be available for
excavation in the future, should the opportunity present itself.

38

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book 44 No. 559.

39

In 1848, Lot 15 of Section 74 (the later the site of 9–11 Carahers Lane) was conveyed from original grantee Thomas
Share to James Casey for £43 15s. Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book 15 No. 702.
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Figure 10

Measured drawings of 5–11 Carahers Lane, prior to demolition in 1903 (NSW Government
Architect, ‘Plans and Photographs of Buildings Demolished, 1902–07’, courtesy of Mitchell Library)

Characteristically, the deposit contained numerous ‘older’ items: Chinese export porcelain, leadglazed wares, shell-edged ware, a brushed stem clay pipe from the Netherlands (CUGL24196),
probably imported before the 1860s (Wilson 1999b: 295, TS 270), and at least one blue transferprinted bowl (CUGL40384) made by Copeland & Garrett and stamped ‘Late Spode’—a mark used
between 1833 and 1847. Of the registered and marked items postdating 1845, most were
stylistically dated or made by firms who operated for many decades. For example,
•

tobacco pipe (CUGL22776) marked ‘McDOUGALL GLASGOW / T.MILO STRAND AGENT’,
made by Duncan McDougall, Glasgow (1846–1967), for London tobacconist Thomas Milo
c1852–1870.40

Despite the lack of artefacts definitively and corroboratively dating to the 1860s or even the late
1850s, the deposit mostly likely dates to 1866 when the sewer lines were laid down Carahers
Lane—a year before porter Patrick Guinan is first listed—and probably no later than the early
1870s, at which time Andrew and Anne Cummings were living at 5 Carahers Lane.
While the filling event can be dated to this period, the presence of older vessels is curious. In
addition, there is a conjoin (CJ ID 20) of a Chinese porcelain bowl between the fourth fill (B374)
40

This pipe was originally attributed to Theophilus Milo who operated in London from at least the 1850s, but not
from The Strand. In 1852, he was listed as a cigar & snuff importer at 10 Wellington Street. T. Clarke & Thos. Milo,
cigar importers, were listed at 402 The Strand in 1841. By 1852, Thomas was on his own, still at 402 The Strand,
and was now listed as a tobacconist and meerschaum pipe importer (Kelly’s).
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and 'clean' sandy fill in the drain of the Bird in Hand (99 Gloucester Street) which was
decommissioned c1850 (C195).

Sherds

MNV

Wgt (k)

Bags

It may be that these older items were redeposited from an old rubbish dump by the new
residents of 5 Carahers Lane, in c1867. The yard of 5 Carahers Lane was the subject of
considerable disturbance, containing numerous rubbish pits filled with bone and horn, probably
left by George Cribb or his successors, which were cut through and redeposited in the
underfloor spaces (see Crook 1999: Appendix 2). Certainly, none of the older-style ceramics
survived in substantial fragments—in fact, overall, 5 Carahers Lane had the lowest number of
intact items in the study group (see Figure 35 and Table 33). The possibility of this being a
palimpsest deposit must be borne in mind throughout the additional interpretation.

Unit

Description

Context type

TPQ

B294

1st deposit in cesspit B293

Fill: Cesspit

1839

77

1.1

36

135

B360

2nd deposit in cesspit B293

Fill: Cesspit

1851

100

0.9

35

194

B364

3rd deposit in cesspit B293

Fill: Cesspit

1867

187

2.9

77

354

B374

4th deposit in cesspit B293

Fill: Cesspit

1845

154

1.5

45

368

B386

5th deposit in cesspit B293

Fill: Cesspit

1845

87

0.6

39

139

1867

605

7

232

1190

Table 8

List of stratigraphic units in MC B294.

The fill itself comprised a range of domestic goods. In addition to fragments of sewerage pipe and
cement bonding, there was at least one floor paver, 29 fragments of roof slate (255g), 60 nails,
and 10 fragments of sandstock brick. 5 Carahers Lane had a large assemblage of faunal and shell
waste including: sheep (109 fragments), molluscs (90), cattle (34 fragments) and fish (14) among
others (chicken, 7; pig, 2; bird/fowl, 1). There was one peach seed.
Some uncommon items in the deposit included a single feline humerus; coal and charcoal (not
present in other cesspit backfills) and a cast iron cooking pot, approx 8” diam (approx 17.5 cm
wide, by 13.5 cm high; CUGL52704).

THE OCCUPANTS
5 Carahers Lane was first listed in the council rates records in 1856. This property had quite a
high turnover of tenants for much of its lifetime, with tenants staying a minimum of a year (or
less) and a maximum of 6 years.
Council rates records were first collected for 5 Carahers Lane in 1856, and then every 2–5 years
until 1877 (Sands‘ Directories first listed Carahers Lane in 1871, then regularly from 1877
onwards). We can only speculate about the residential make-up of 5 Carahers Lane in the
interim years where there are no available records.
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The first documented occupant at 5 Carahers Lane was—Andrew in 1856, followed by John
Carmichael, a baker, in 1857, William Webb in 1858, widow Phillis Boucher (and at least two of
her children) in 1861, James Quinn in 1863 (who possibly lived at 166 Cumberland Street in
1858–59) and bachelor Patrick Guinan in 1867. The Cummings family lived at the property for a
year, or possibly less, in 1871. The longest tenants stayed a maximum of 6 years apiece, towards
the end of the 19th century; they were Michael Morgan (1882–87) and Henry Moorehouse
(1889–94).

Name
Andrew [no first name given]
John Carmichael (baker)
William Webb
Phillis Boucher [nee Chester]
James Quinn
Patrick Guinan (porter)
Andrew Cummings (fireman) and Mary Anne Cummings [nee
McKew]
Michael Byrnes
Michael Morgan
David Jenkins
Henry Moorehouse
Amy Walburn
William Leslie
Table 9

From
1856
1857
1858
1861
1863
1867
1871

To
1856
1857
1858
1861
1863
1867
1871

Yrs
1–2
1–2
1–5
1–6
1–7
1–5
1–11

1877
1882
1888
1889
1896
1899

1880
1887
1888
1894
1898
1902

4–12
6–9
1–3
6–9
3–6
4–5

Occupants in 5 Carahers Lane from 1856 to 1902.

Name

From

To

Yrs

Miss Casey (landlord; presumably daughter of James)

1854

1856

2

Hogan & Caraher (soap and candle factory, landlord)
Owen Joseph Caraher (landlord/soap and candle
manufacturer)
John W. [or H.] McDonald (landlord)

1856
1861

1858
1880

1–5
20–25

1882

1902

21–23

Table 10

Owners of 5 Carahers Lane from 1854 to 1902.

PHILLIS BOUCHER (NEE CHESTER) (1861)
According to council rates records, Phillis Boucher (nee Chester) lived at 5 Carahers Lane in
1861.
Phillis Chester was married to Thomas Boucher in 1851 at the Holy Trinity Church in Millers
Point. Thomas Boucher had been a long-term resident on The Rocks before his marriage. He was
a boatman living on Cumberland Street in 1836, and by 1843 he occupied a dwelling house on
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Princes Street.41 According to Sands’ Directory, Thomas Boucher lived at 114 Gloucester Street
in 1859.
Thomas and Phillis Boucher had at least two children together, a daughter Louisa born in 1852
and a son named for his father, born in April 1860. By the time she was living at 5 Carahers Lane,
Phillis Boucher had been widowed and married for a second time. Her first husband Thomas died
in November 1859, and she was remarried the following year, in 1860, to Henry Watton. The
birth certificate for her son, Thomas, stated that he had been born at Gloucester Street, and was
the ‘son of a widow’. Thomas Boucher Jnr died in infancy when he was just one month old.
Phillis and Henry Watton disappear from the documentary record after their marriage. It appears
that they did not have any children together, at least not in NSW according to the NSW Birth
Death and Marriage registers. Their deaths were not recorded in these registers either, which
suggests that they may have moved interstate.

JAMES QUINN (1863)
James Quinn lived at 166 Cumberland Street in 1858–59 and then at 5 Carahers Lane in 1863. His
occupation, age and marital status are unknown.

PATRICK GUINAN (1867)
Council rates records show that Patrick Guinan was living at 5 Carahers Lane in 1867. It is
unclear how long Guinan would have lived at this address as rates records collected in 1863
indicate that James Quinn was living at 5 Carahers Lane in this year. As well, Carahers Lane (at
that time known as Junction Lane) was not included in Sands’ Directories until 1871 (Carahers
Lane was first listed in Sands in 1871, then regularly from 1877 onwards).
Patrick Guinan arrived in Australia as an assisted immigrant aboard the Montmorency in 1864 aged
22 years old.42 It appears that Guinan moved away from The Rocks by 1868, as he was married
to Bridget Turner at Newtown in this year. At the time of their marriage, Patrick’s occupation
was recorded as a coachman43 while Bridget was working as a housemaid.
By the early 1870s, Patrick and Bridget Guinan were living in the town of Cowra where their two
children were born: William Thomas in 1872 and John Bernard in 1879. Patrick Guinan died in
1912 at West Wyalong, aged 70 years old. His wife Bridget had predeceased him by twelve years.

41

Footnote: NSW Directory 1836: pp. 375–76; Citizen Roll, Gipps Ward, 1842–43.

42

See State Records for details of Patrick Guinan’s immigration records, Reels 2139, 2482.

43

By 1872, Patrick Guinan was working as a porter while living at Cowra.
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122 CUMBERLAND STREET (C1833–1891)
In c1833, mariner and speculative builder Albert John Nicholas built four conjoined terraces and a
free-standing shop at 120–128 Cumberland Street, replacing a row of tenements that had been
built by convict butcher George Cribb ten years previously (Karskens 1999a: 45–46). When the
terraces, known as the ‘Nicholas Rents’, were offered for auction in 1834, they were described as
‘four small cottages built of brick, each a frontage upon Cumberland Street of 13 feet 8 inches’.44

Figure 11

Cumberland Street c1850s, showing the row of Nicholas’s Rents, 120–126 Cumberland Street, and
the detached shop at 128 Cumberland Street, south of the corner bakery. No 122 is shown her as
having an attic window, but that is probably a misrepresentation of the window on 124 Cumberland
Street. (W. Andrews, ‘Cumberland Street, Sydney’ after J. B. Henderson’s ‘Cumberland Street
looking south’ in his Sketches of New South Wales and Victoria 1855–1882, ML SVI/ST/CUMB/1,
courtesy of Mitchell Library)

At their sale, 122 Cumberland Street—the second from the northern end of the row, built on Lot
7 of Section 74 of the City of Sydney—was granted to Isaac Moore in 1839.45 By 1845, the
property was in the ownership of Edward Brady (who owned other houses at 132–134
Cumberland Street in 1858–c1867). Following the death of Edward Brady on 4 April 1869,
122 Cumberland Street and other property that he owned on Cumberland Street was inherited
by his sons William, Edmund and Thomas Brady and his daughter Mary Ann Smith (nee Brady).
The Brady siblings retained ownership of this property until the 1870s. In 1891, 122 Cumberland
44

The Australian, 17 January 1834, p 3.

45

Land Titles Office, Grants, Book 48, No 121.
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Street was demolished, at which time it was owned by William Henson, who held onto the vacant
block of land until it was resumed by the Government in the early 20th century.46
Similar to its neighbours, 122 Cumberland Street was a single-storey, two-roomed dwelling, built
directly onto the footpath. The main structure was brick with a shingle roof and there was a
timber kitchen and later a privy to the rear.47 The roof was replaced with iron between 1880 and
1882, while the roofs of 124–126 Cumberland Street were not repaired until 1891. While this
was an improvement to the dwelling, it also foreshadows the rapid decline of 122 Cumberland
Street, ahead of the other ‘Nicholas Rents’ cottages—which led to its demolition in 1891.

Figure 12

From left to right, 120–128 Cumberland Street, 1901. 122 Cumberland Street had already been
demolished. Part of the bakery at 118 Cumberland Street can be made out on the left. (SRNSW:
CGS 4481 [AC 829], courtesy of State Records NSW)

46

Council rates records record that ‘Moore’ (either Isaac or his son William) owned 122 Cumberland Street in 1856,
probably an error relating to Isaac Moore’s original land grant in 1839. Rates records also record that William
Henson owned 122 Cumberland Street in 1871, then from 1891–1902. In the interim period (1876–1882) the
property was recorded in the ownership of Mary Ann Smith (nee Brady).

47

According to rates records, these terraces had two to three rooms.
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Figure 13
A woman and three children browsing
outside 120 Cumberland Street probably
between 1897 and 1901 when greengrocer
James Strong occupied the building. The list
of items available on the wall includes fowls,
ducks, turkey cocks, wood, coal and coke.
There were cabbages and other vegetables
on the table and other goods in the
window. (RAHS Glass Slide No. 1272,
courtesy of the RAHS)

Figure 14
The yards of 120 and 124 Cumberland
Street (with vacant lot of No. 122 in
between), with 126–128 beyond (looking
south), 1901. (SRNSW: CGS 4481 [AC
913], courtesy of State Records NSW)
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THE CESSPIT FILL (MC A138)

Unit

Description

context type

TPQ

Bags

Wgt (k)

MNV

Sherds

The cesspit fill of A161 was recovered in one deposit: A138 (see Table 11). It was immediately
below the general demolition rubble of 1904–1915 (A101) that occurred across 120–126
Cumberland Street and was the base of the loam surface (A067) created for the Engineering
Works (Wilson 1999a: 52, 56). This is despite the fact that 122 Cumberland Street was
demolished in 1891 and remained an open yard (see Figure 12 and Figure 14); and is probably best
explained by considerable levelling undertaken by the Engineering Works along the Cumberland
Street ridge. While the lack of intermediary deposits suggests some disturbance, A138 has no
conjoins with other deposits—necessary proof for significant disturbance—and it has been
treated as a largely intact stratigraphic unit.

A138

Cesspit fill within A161

Fill: Cesspit

1875

337

20.9

230

1695

1875

337

20.9

230

1695

Table 11

List of stratigraphic units in MC A138.

The deposit contained a range of artefacts dating from the 1850s to 1870s. The most recent
artefacts suggest that 122 Cumberland Street may not have been connected to sewerage lines
until the mid- to late-1870s, rather than the 1860s as initially suggested.48 These include:
•

an 1875 coin (CUGL10145)

•

two spirit flasks first registered in 1872 (CUGL03248 and CUGL03249); and

•

a glass marble probably from a Codd aerated water bottle, first patented in 1873 (see GML
1999: Vol 6).

In addition, there were three banded plates or saucers (39505–6, 39484–5), which date generally
from the mid-1870s onwards (Wilson 1999b: 219). Other artefacts first manufactured in the
1860s lend support to the 1870s date. These include:
•

a blue transfer-printed sherd with a partial registration diamond for the year 1861;

•

a tobacco pipe made by Thomas Davidson (Glasgow, 1862–1911, 22032);

•

another pipe made for tobacconist Thomas Saywell (Sydney, 1865–; 23160); and

•

2.8–3.0mm thick window glass (3242–3) phased in the mid-1860s (Carney 1999d: 96).

Based on the dates, it is likely that this deposit was formed during the tenancy of a William Davis
(1873), an unknown occupant in the years 1874–75, or widowed-cum-newlywed laundress
Margaret Hadden, who lived there from 1876 to 1878.

48
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Note that excavators did not have access to the artefact database when writing their reports and all dating was
based on field observations and preliminary lab work.
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Forty-four vessels and objects from A138 were complete or near-complete (>90%) vessels. This
represents 17.6% of the minimum vessel count and exceeds the relative count for all other cesspit
fills, reinforcing the household (or other) clearance nature of the deposit.
The fill contained some construction material, perhaps the evidence of repairs undertaken at the
time of the backfill: 83 nails, 1 bolt, 11 fragments of roof slate, mortar and 212 fragments of
window glass in at least 4 thicknesses. There were also 504 fragments of animal bone and shell,
including: sheep (199 fragments), chicken (45), fish (42) and molluscs (53) among others
(bird/fowl: 18, cattle: 12, shark: 1, pig: 7).49
The remaining material comprised domestic wares and utensils, food containers, personal items,
toys, toiletries, pharmaceutical items and 1 tool (a rasp). The only exceptional item in the deposit
was a 6.25 kg lump of coral, probably a curio.

THE OCCUPANTS
Although constructed in c1833, the first reliable detail about the occupants of 122 Cumberland
Street is from 1845 onwards, when the council rates began to be collected. The first recorded
tenant at the property was Robert O’Neil, a labourer, who lived there from c1842 to 1845, and
possibly until 1852.50 George Bond lived at 122 Cumberland Street in 1848 (he was possibly a
boarder with Robert O’Neil).
John and Sarah Lewis lived at 122 Cumberland Street from 1855 to 1859 with at least two of their
daughters, Eliza (who married Alfred Henry Miller in 1876 and remained a long-term resident in
The Rocks) and Sarah (married to John McKinley in 1869, and resident at 4 Cribbs Lane from
1877 to 1891). Charles Johnson lived at 122 Cumberland Street in 1856; he was probably a
boarder with the Lewis’s.
122 Cumberland Street had a high turnover of tenants from 1861 to 1880. Residents lived at this
address for a minimum of 1 year (or less) and a maximum of 4 years (for example, Joseph Duncan,
labourer, lived there 1867–70). In this period, tenants at 122 Cumberland Street comprised a
mix of families and single men (the later of whom probably lodged together). Single men
(probably?) included Patrick O’Connor and William Driscoll in 1880. Families groups included
Jane and Thomas Conway employed as a laundress and a drayman respectively in 1863–64 and
Margaret Hadden, widow and laundress in 1876–78. The longest-term tenant at the property was
Michael O’Brien, who lived there from 1882 until 1891, at which time 122 Cumberland Street was
demolished.
The earliest opportunity for the backfilling of the cesspit at 122 Cumberland Street—as indicated
by its TPQ—happens to coincide with a year in which the property was vacant. A William Davis
lived there in at least 187351, and in the 1875 Sands’ Directory, the property is listed as vacant. In

49

MNV for building materials and bone and shell were excluded from EAMC project.

50

Robert O’Neil was listed in the Roll of Electors for the Gipps Ward in as a resident on Cumberland Street 1842–
43; he lived at 126 Cumberland Street in c1834.

51

There seem to have been two William Davises living on Cumberland Street in 1873: one at 122 Cumberland Street
and the other at 98 Cumberland Street north of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site. The second William
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1876 the widow Margaret Hadden moved in and probably operated a laundry business from the
property. She was there until at least 1877, and probably for 1878. Then in 1879, the property
was vacant again.
It is reasonable to speculate that the 1875 and/or 1879 vacancies coincided with, or were caused
by, necessary improvements and renovations to the property. So, while the backfill could have
been deposited any time after 1875, perhaps well into the 1880s, there is a greater chance that it
occurred in 1875 or 1879. It was likely that vacant properties tended to attract illegal dumping,
although the closed yard of 122 Cumberland Street would have limited the access of immediate
neighbours, probably reducing the likelihood of such activities, and the consequent possibility that
the fill in the pit was deposited by anyone else other than the property’s tenants.

Name
Robert O'Neill (labourer?)
George Bond
Robert O'Neill (labourer)
John Lewis (cooper? Waterman?)
Charles Johnson
Henry Williams (GPO)
Jane Conway (laundress)
Thomas Conway (drayman)
Joseph Duncan (labourer)
Michael Hogan
William Davis (stonemason/landlord?)52
Vacant
Margaret Hadden [nee Kirkman, later Yates and
Clark] (laundress)
Alexander Clark
Ellen Kirkman
Vacant
Patrick Connor/O'Connor
William Driscoll (machine ruler)
Michael O'Brien
Table 12

From
1845
1848
1852
1855
1856
1861
1863
1864
1867
1871
1873
1875
1876

To
1845
1848
1852
1859
1856
1861
1863
1864
1870
1871
1873
1875
1878

Yrs
11
1
5–10
1
1–5
1–4
1–5
4–8
1–4
1–5
1–4
3–4

1877
1878
1879
1880
1880
1882

1877
1878
1879
1880
1880
1891

1–4
1–5
1–2
1–3
1–3
10–
17

Occupants in 122 Cumberland Street from 1845 to 1891.

Davis occupied 98 Cumberland Street from 1873 to 1880; he owned both 98 and 100 Cumberland Street from
1871, and appears to have inherited them.
52
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Name
Isaac Moore (St Patricks Inn)
Edward and William Brady
William Henson
Mary Ann Smith [nee Brady]
William Henson
Table 13

From
1839
1845
1871
1877
1891

To
1856
1867
1871
1882
1902

Yrs
18
23
1
6
12

Owners of 122 Cumberland Street from 1839 to 1902.

MICHAEL HOGAN 1871–1872
According to Sands’ Directories, Michael Hogan lived at 122 Cumberland Street between 1871
and 1872. Previously he had lived at 134 Cumberland Street from 1867 to 1870.53

WILLIAM DAVIS 1873
William Davis lived at 122 Cumberland Street in 1873.54 Unfortunately, we have not been able to
recover any additional information about his occupation, age or marital status.

MARGARET HADDEN AND ALEXANDER CLARK 1876–1878
Margaret Hadden (nee Kirkman, earlier Yates) was a widow who lived at 122 Cumberland Street
from 1876 to 1877 with her young daughter also named Margaret, and at least two of her sons
from a previous marriage.
Margaret Kirkman arrived in Australia in January 1842 when she was 13 years old as an assisted
immigrant aboard the Agnes Ewing with her father John and stepmother Alice, her sisters Alice
(11) and Ellen (18) and brother James (21). The Kirkman family were from the mill town of
Bolton (or Bolton-le-Moors) on the outskirts of Manchester. At the time of immigration, John
and James Kirkman’s occupations were given as farm labourers, while Margaret’s stepmother and
eldest sister were recorded as house servants. The Kirkmans arrived on the same ship as Alice
and Robert Morley, who were to live at 126 Cumberland Street from 1845 to 1848, then again in
1859. (The Kirkmans and Morleys also arrived in the same month as George Rostron, a
boilermaker also from Bolton, who lived south of The Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site
from 1845 to 1866 with his wife Mary.)
Margaret Kirkman was first married to John Yates in 1847. Yates had arrived on the same ship as
the Kirkmans in the 1842 and was 13 years Margaret’s senior (his occupation was recorded as a
farm labourer on arrival, similarly to Margaret’s father John). John and Margaret Yates appear to
have had ten children born between 1849 and 1863, at least three of whom died in infancy. The
Yates family lived at 100 Cumberland Street in 1857 (John Yates was working as a greengrocer in

53

Michael Hogan’s occupation not given.

54

There were numerous William Davises living in Sydney in the 1870s, at least 20 listed in the alphabetical section of
the Sands Directory for 1873. Hence, it is impossible to know his occupation, or if he was connected to landlord
William Davis who owned and occupied 98 Gloucester Street from 1871 to 1880.
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this year). There is speculation that the Yates family moved around the state (and possibly
interstate) to pursue work opportunities55 and to Maitland in the late 1850s. There is a death
recorded for John Yates in 1860s at Maitland Hospital; he was possibly working in the district as a
gardener.56
The Kirkman family had a strong presence in The Rocks from the time of their arrival in 1842
until the close of the 19th century. Margaret’s sister Alice Gilson (or Gibson) lived at 98
Cumberland Street from 1855 to 1864 with her husband Thomas and their three daughters; the
Gilson family then lived next door at 100 Cumberland Street from 1865 to 1880. Ellen Smith
(nee Kirkman), the eldest sister of Margaret, lived at 80 Cumberland Street (on the corner of
Cumberland Street and the Argyle Street Bridge) from 1868 to 1871 (and possibly longer).
Margaret’s brother James Kirkman was the father of Jane Neal (nee Kirkman), who lived at
various dwellings in the Rocks from 1871 to 1896 (including 93 Gloucester Street in 1871), and
Sarah Diars (nee Kirkman) who lived at 89 Gloucester Street in 1893.
Margaret Yates was married for a second time to Arthur Hadden in 1867; the couple lived at 98
Cumberland Street from 1867 to 1869, then across the road at 105 Cumberland Street in 1870–
1871.57 At the time of her second marriage, Margaret Hadden was 39 years old and working as a
laundress. Her new husband was nine years her junior and was employed as a seaman ‘on the
Ellesmere’. Arthur Hadden was originally from Aberdeen in Scotland.
Margaret and Arthur Hadden had three children, all girls, born between 1868 and 1872. The
Haddens’s first daughter Margaret was born in 1868. The couple then had a set of twins, Mary
and Agnes, who were christened at the Garrison Church in Millers Point in 1870 but who both
died a year later. Arthur Hadden also died in 1871, aged 33 years old. The widow Margaret
Hadden moved with her surviving children to a house on the corner of Gloucester Street and the
Argyle Street Bridge in 1873 (listed as 33 Gloucester Street).58 By 1876, Margaret Hadden was
working as a laundress to support herself and her eight-year old daughter as well as her other
children from her first marriage (John and George Yates were listed as occupants at 122
Cumberland Street listed in the 1877–78 and 1878–79 Electoral Rolls for West Sydney).59
Margaret Hadden married for a third time, to Alexander Clark in 1877 at the ‘residence of the
officiating Minister’ at Ellora, Piper Street, Woollahra; there were no recorded children of this
55

Family history research suggests the family moved to Victoria in the early 1850s, where twins Martha Alice and
Mary were born in August 1853. However, Martha Yates was registered at Holy Trinity in Millers Point, which
makes this unlikely. (Research on the Kirkman family, including Margaret Yates/Hadden/Clark, is courtesy of Jean
Williams and Jenny Olive.)

56

There is a record for the death of a John Yates at Maitland Hospital in 1860. The couple’s child Elijah was born in
Maitland on 28 January 1860.

57

Council Rates records indicate that Margaret Yates was living at 98 Gloucester Street in 1867, the year she was
married to Arthur Hadden. Sands’ Directory records indicate that Arthur Hadden was living at this address in
1869, as does the Electoral Roll for 1869–70. The Haddens moved to 105 Cumberland Street for two years from
1870, according to Sands’ Directories and the 1870–71 Electoral Roll

58

Margaret Hadden (‘Mrs Hedden’) was listed at 33 Gloucester Street in the 1873 Sands’ Directory, while George J.
Yates and John Yates were recorded at 33 Gloucester Street in the 1874–75 Electoral Roll.

59

John W. Yates was listed in the 1877–78 Electoral Roll for West Sydney as resident at 120 Cumberland Street, later
122 Cumberland Street. John W. Yates was listed in the 1878–79 Electoral Roll at this address, along with George
J. Yates. It is likely that John and George Yates were Margaret Hadden’s sons. Neither John or George Yates were
listed in the Electoral Roll for 1881–82 in The Rocks area.
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marriage (most probably because Margaret was 50 years old at the time). Both were living at 120
Cumberland Street (later 122 Cumberland Street) at the time of their marriage, which suggests
that Alexander Clark had been lodging there. Similarly to Arthur Hadden, Alexander Clark was a
mariner (employed as a shipwright), around ten years Margaret’s junior and was from Aberdeen
in Scotland.
Margaret died just a year later, after a three-week bout of enteritis. Her sister Ellen registered
her death and gave her own address as 122 Cumberland Street.

VACANT 1879
122 Cumberland Street was vacant in 1879.

WILLIAM DRISCOLL AND PATRICK CONNOR (OR O’CONNOR) 1880
William Driscoll was a machine ruler (a specialist of the book trades who, ruled lines on a page
aided by a machine) who lived at 122 Cumberland Street in 1880 (as recorded in the Sands’
Directory for this year) with Patrick Connor (or O’Connor)60, who earlier lived at 134
Cumberland Street from 1876 to 1877.61
It is probable that 122 Cumberland Street was kept as a boarding house, and that William Driscoll
was a lodger for he was listed in 1878–79 Electoral Roll for West Sydney as a resident at 515
Kent Street and in 1881–82 at 84 Gloucester Street (household).62 It seems that Driscoll and
Patrick Connor (or O’Connor) were single men, as there is no record of them marrying or
fathering children in the Birth, Death and Marriage registers.

MICHAEL O’BRIEN 1882–1891
Michael O’Brien lived at 122 Cumberland Street between 1882 and 1891.
Michael O’Brien was probably an Irish immigrant, the eldest son of Cornelius and Elizabeth
O'Brien who had arrived on the Blundell in 1853 with ‘seven of their nine children’. Elizabeth
O’Brien was ill during the voyage and died at the infirmary soon after landing in Sydney.
Cornelius O'Brien remarried to Mary Maloney in 1854 and they had four children together. 63
Michael O’Brien appears to have lived in The Rocks from the time his family immigrated to Sydney
in 1853. He was a sponsor to Margaret Cox, the daughter of John and Mary Cox (120
Cumberland Street) in 1866. Before moving to 122 Cumberland Street in 1882, Michael O’Brien

60

Original records (collected by Grace Karskens et al in c1994) indicate that Patrick Connor (or O’Connor) lived at
122 Cumberland Street in 1886. However, rates records suggest that Patrick O’Connor lived at this address in
1880.

61

Patrick O'Connor was listed in 1878–79 Electoral Roll for West Sydney at 132 Cumberland Street (later 134
Cumberland Street) (household).

62

There was another listing in the 1881–82 Electoral Roll for a William Driscoll living at 194 Sussex Street with
Michael Driscoll, although this was probably a different person.

63

Research about the O’Brien family courtesy of Grace Karskens.
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lived at Queen Street (off Essex Street) in 187164 and at 136 Cumberland Street for two years
from 1879.65 After moving away from 122 Cumberland Street, Michael O’Brien lived at 16 Little
Essex Street for at least a decade from 1892.

Figure 15

Extract showing the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site (outlined in black) from Percy Dove’s,
‘New and Complete Wharf, Street and Building Plan Directory of Sydney’, 1880. (MAV/FM4/7200,
courtesy of Mitchell Library)

64

In 1871, Michael O’Brien and his half brother Joseph were witnesses to father Cornelius’s death (at 211
Cumberland Street).

65

According to Grace Karskens, Michael O'Brien was recorded in the Electoral Roll for 1878–1879 at 130
Cumberland Street.
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124 CUMBERLAND STREET (C1833–C1907)
124 Cumberland Street was one of the Nicholas’s Rents built by mariner Albert John Nicholas in
c1833 and auctioned in 1834 (see ‘122 Cumberland Street (c1833–1891)’, p. 69). The house was
purchased by John Winch66 and remained the Winch family home for nearly 30 years.
Like 122 Cumberland Street, 124 Cumberland Street was a single-storey, two-room brick
dwelling, with a shingle roof, built directly on the footpath. (The roof was replaced with iron by
1891.) It also had an attached kitchen, but it was built of brick and slightly larger than that of
122 Cumberland Street (see Figure 16). The cesspit was originally positioned along the northern
fence (see Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 15), converted to sewerage in the 1860s and later rebuilt
(as a water closet) adjacent to the kitchen (see Figure 16). (The difference between the
outbuildings in each of the four terraces of 120–126 Cumberland Street suggests that they were
additions made by the new owners, not part of the original ‘Nicholas Rents’.)
One 28 February 1861, two years prior to his death, John Winch sold 124 Cumberland Street to
Louis Foucart. By 1863, it was owned by the shopkeeper Croft Hall, who in turn sold it to
parliamentarian and Rocks property owner William Henson between 1871 and 1877. By 1880,
124 Cumberland Street had been purchased by local resident John Hoseman (probably as an
investment), who retained the property until the early 20th century.
In 1903, 124 Cumberland Street was deemed dilapidated, insanitary and ‘beyond repair’ (see
Figure 16). It was resumed by the State Government and demolished by 1907.

THE CESSPIT FILL (MC A310)
Like its counterpart at 122 Cumberland Street, Cesspit A308, in the yard of 124 Cumberland
Street was built after 1845, and converted to sewerage in the mid- to late-1860s (see ‘122
Cumberland Street (c1833–1891)’, p. 69).
The cesspit fill of A308 was unique in the study, owing to its complex relationship with a
contemporaneous series of refuse pits in the yard. The pit backfill was recovered in a single
stratigraphic unit (A310) which was sealed by demolition rubble (A309). It is not, however, a selfcontained refuse deposit.
There are 13 conjoined vessels between the cesspit fill A310, adjacent refuse deposits (A322,
A315) and yard surfaces A316, A319 and A307. These surface deposits in turn are linked with
demolition material (A309) and a drain in the yard of 3 Carahers Lane (B059), as well as the
rubble base for the Engineering Works (A124). Altogether, 85 fragment-sets from 9 stratigraphic
units form 34 vessels (see Table 15, Figure 17 and Figure 18). Interestingly, there are no conjoins
between the demolition rubble (A309) and the A310 below, but the demolition rubble does
conjoin with yard surfaces A319.

66

Land Title Office, Deeds Registers, Book G No. 133.
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It is our view that the refuse deposits adjacent to the cesspit were the source of disturbance or
treadage in the above surface deposits but there was no disturbance of the main part of the fill—
as evidenced by the lack of conjoins with demolition. The refuse deposits and cesspit fill are thus
regarded as being the one fill. The disturbance is considered negligible owing to the size of the
assemblage (which far outweighs any other in the study). Even if numerous fragments have been
lost to the Engineering Works (i.e. in addition to the known conjoins), 124 Cumberland Street
still yields a greater number of vessels, and matching sets than any other.
The complex taphonomy of these deposits makes it difficult to attribute these deposits to one of
two several tenants. They might be the result of a clear-out of widower John Winch’s house at its
sale, or the goods of the Puzey family.

Figure 16

80

Measured drawings of 124 and 126 Cumberland Street, prior to demolition in 1903. (NSW
Government Architect, ‘Plans and Photographs of Buildings Demolished, 1902–07’, courtesy of
Mitchell Library)
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Unit

Description

context type

TPQ

Bags

Wgt (k)

MNV

Sherds

A310

Cesspit fill in A308

Fill: Cesspit

1859

325

11.6

107

1349

A315

Loam refuse fill in pit A366

Refuse pit

1860

233

5.3

74

1081

A322

Loam and refuse fill in pit A405

Refuse Pit

1851

618

24.2

295

3955

1860

1176

41.1

476

6385

Table 14

List of stratigraphic units in MC A310.

Figure 17

Distribution of sherds conjoining between MC A310 and associated deposits.
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124
Cumberland
A309

Food preparation: Pickle Bottle
Food storage: Jar
Food Service: Cup
Food Service: Muffin Plate
Food Service: Tea Cup
Food Service: Bowl
Food Service: Tea Saucer
Food Service: Plate
Food Service: Dinner Plate
Food Service: Tea Cup
Food Service: Tea Cup
Food Service: Tea Cup
Food Service: Tea Cup
Food Service: Tea Cup or Bowl
Food Service: Tea Cup
Food Service: Tea Cup or Bowl
Food Service: Plate, Twiffler
Food Service: Unidentified
Food Service: Tea Cup
Food Service: Unidentified
Food Service: Plate, Muffin
Food Service: Glass, Wine
Food Service: Glass, Tumbler
Hygiene: Wash Basin
Food Service: Dish
Food Service: Tea Saucer
Hygiene: Wash Basin
Food Service: Tea Pot
Food Service: Bowl
Food Service: Tea Saucer
Food Service: Tea Saucer
Food Service: Tea Cup
Hygiene: Chamber Pot
Food Service: Jug

A310

1

1
1

A307

A316

rubble
surface

surface

Eng
Wks

A140

A124

A319

cesspit fill surface

8
1

2
3
3

1
2
1
2
2

1
1

5
5
3
4
4
6
1
4
9
4
8
1
10

2

2
2
1
2

1
3
1

2
5
10
6

7

1
1

10
1
2
3
6
16
6
9
29
2
3
9
1
12
7
21

2
8
1
1
10
5

rubble
base

2
1

2
3
1
1
2
7

1
1
2

1
2
1

1
3

4

3

2
1

Total sherds

2

76

203

32

9

7

1

9

6

Total vessels

1

22

31

13

4

3

1

5

5

Table 15
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A322

cesspit
cesspit
refuse pit refuse pit
demo
fill

CJ # Vessel

143
166
177
179
188
215
219
220
222
227
228
230
231
234
235
237
243
245
249
252
331
346
346
40
199
202
205
247
250
422
180
201
200
330

A315

126
Cumberland

Sherds conjoining between MC A310 and associated deposits.
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Figure 18
Diagrammatic
representation
of sherds
conjoining
between
MC A310 and
associated
deposits.
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Artefacts from the assemblage are characteristically pre-1860s. No artefact has a TPQ greater
than 1860. The latest-dating artefacts include:
•

a complete olive glass bottle (CUGL03526) marked ‘C W & Co’ was made by Cooper, Wood
& Co, Edinburgh, probably between 1859 or 1860 and 1865 (see catalogue record, and
Callaghan & Breen nd.); and

•

a perfume bottle (CUGL03612) dating from 1860, based on stylistic attributes.

Two groups of marked items ceased being produced in the 1860s:
•

two flow-blue tea cups and a matching saucer made by Pinder, Bourne and Hope, 1851–1862
CUGL26282–CUGL26284);

•

two transfer-printed ‘Palestine’ plates (one green, one blue) made and marked by William
Adams, 1819–1864 (CUGL26940 and CUGL26607; 3 other plates in the same pattern may
well have been made by Adams);

•

a tobacco pipe made by John or William Williams, 1823–1864 (CUGL24289); and

•

three flow-blue saucers and a matching tea cup made by W. T. Copeland, 1847–1867
(CUGL26289–CUGL26292).

Several more were last manufactured in the 1850s:
•

a tobacco pipe made by R. F. Ring & Co., Bristol, 1816–1852 (CUGL24062);

•

a ginger beer bottle made for Nicodemus Dunn, Sydney, 1842–1852 (CUGL40398);

•

a ginger beer bottle made by Thomas Field, Sydney, 1848–1854 (CUGL39336);

•

a wash basin made by Thomas Godwin, Burslem, 1834–1854;

•

a blue transfer-printed vessel of the ‘Seaweed’ pattern made and marked by Samuel Alcock,
Burslem, 1830–1859.

In addition, there is large group of items that ceased production two to three decades prior to
sewer connections. These included:
•

a pre-1830 half penny (CUGL10052);

•

local clay tobacco pipes made by Joseph and Samuel Elliott, Sydney, between 1828 and 1833
(CUGL24319, CUGL24443, CUGL24341 and CUGL00807, CUGL00843);

•

five blacking bottles made by Joseph Denby between 1817 and 1834 (CUGL26897,
CUGL26899–00, CUGL26902–03);

•

a ginger beer bottle and smoking pipe made by Jonathon Leak between 1822 and 1838
(CUGL26907 and CUGL22838);

•

a marked plate in the ‘British Rivers’ style made by Andrew Muir between 1815 and 1840
(CUGL26946);

•

a lustre-finished transfer-printed jug made by Sunderland Pottery between 1807 and 1840
(CUGL62414);

•

a ginger beer bottle made by Gilbert McArthur, Sydney, 1838–1842 (CUGL26909);

Other, characteristically older items included:
•
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at least 6 lead- and unglazed jars and wares (e.g. CUGL24947);
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•

at least 5 Chinese porcelain and stoneware vessels (e.g. CUGL26365)

•

at least 3 hand-painted earthenwares in an early 18th-century style (e.g. CUGL60781);

•

a thick delftware ointment jar (CUGL62932); and

•

unmarked ceramic vessels with patterns thought to be specific to makers of the 1820s and
1830s, for example Spode’s ‘Lange Lijsen’ (1815–1825, CUGL39166), Hartley Greens &
Company’s 'Jar and Fisherman' (c1820, CUGL73371), Elkin & Co.’s ‘Irish Scenery’, (1822–1830,
CUGL39022), and Ralph Stevenson’s ‘Virginia Water (1828–1835, CUGL26655), and John
Ridgeway’s ‘Giraffe’ (1836–1855, CUGL26615), John Wedge Wood’s ‘Jessamine’ (1841–1860,
CUGL26100, CUGL26108).67

The sewer line was not present until 1866, so the cesspit is not likely to have been backfilled until
that time; however, the early dates cannot be overlooked. While many of the ceramic vessels
may be explained away by a time lag of 15–20 years, the presence of ready consumables such as
clay pipes and ginger beer bottles last made three decades prior to their deposition suggests that
some of this fill is derived from earlier rubbish dumps. One could have been made in the 1840s
and another in the late 1850s or early 1860s, suggesting that both of these dumps may have been
made by the owner-occupiers: the Winches.

THE OCCUPANTS
124 Cumberland Street was owned and occupied by John and Catherine Winch for around
twenty-seven years from c1834 to c1861. The Winches lived at this address with their two
daughters Francis and Margaret, and it appears that their grandchildren were born and raised at
this address in the early to mid-1850s. (Hugh O’Neil, an (iron?) moulder, lived at 124 Cumberland
Street in 1857. Was he related to Robert O’Neil who lived next door at 122 Cumberland Street
from c1842–57?).
During the 1860s, 124 Cumberland Street was largely occupied by families, namely the Puzeys in
1861–64 and the Dibdens in 1867–68. The longest tenant at the property was Donald Gray (or
Grey) a shipwright, who lived at this address for 8 years from 1869–76. It is probable that Gray
was unmarried as there are no records for him in birth, death or marriage registers. Subsequent
tenants tended to be short-term, staying for a minimum of 1 year (or less) and an average of 2–3
years. Alfred Hoseman, a hairdresser and the son of property-owner John Hoseman, lived with
his family at 124 Cumberland Street for 4 years from 1895–1897.

JOHN GEORGE AND CATHERINE WINCH 1834–1861
John George and Catherine Winch (nee Byrne) lived at 124 Cumberland Street from c1834 to
1861. Unlike most of their neighbours, the Winches were owner-occupiers.
John George Winch was the son of a convict, John Winch Snr, who was tried at Kent in 1797 and
given a 14-year sentence. He arrived in Australia on the Hillsbrough in 1799 (Garner 1997: 67).
67

Attributions and dating for all but the ’Jar & Fisherman’ plate were provided by Graham Wilson (see Database). See
Copeland (1997: 16) for details of the ’Jar & Fisherman’ pattern.
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John Jnr married Catherine Byrne, the eldest daughter of Cumberland Street residents and exconvicts Margaret Kelly and Richard Byrne68, at St Phillips Church on 21 November 1827. She
was 21 and he was aged between 27 and 29. One of the witnesses to their marriage was
Elizabeth Davis, who had arrived on the Experiment with Margaret Kelly in 1804. The other
witness was William Henry Chapman of Darling Harbour.69
John and Catherine had four children born between 1828 and 1835: Thomas James in 1828 (who
died in infancy), Francis Jane in 1830, Margaret Elizabeth in 1833 and Eliza in 1835 (who died aged
6 months old).

Name
John George Winch (seaman/dealer; owner-occupier)
David Gourlay (captain, Governor-General steamer; son-inlaw Winch)
Hugh O'Neil (moulder—probably lodger)
George Puzey (mariner / labourer / gasworker)
Lucy Puzey (dealer)
Luckridge [John] Nichols
Frederick Dibden (waterman)
Donald Gray/Grey (shipwright/carpenter)
Edward Green
Charles Thomas Worth (dealer)
James Fuige
Edward Wright
John Monaghan (grocer)
Francis Gallagher
Vacant
John Anderson
Alfred Hoseman (hairdresser)
Eleanor Mason (greengrocer/newsagent)
Arthur Smith
Table 16

From
1834
1855

To
1861
1855

Yrs
27
1–?

1857
1861
1864
1865
1867
1869
1877
1879
1880
1882
1889
1890
1891
1891
1895
1898
1900

1857
1863
1864
1867
1868
1876
1877
1879
1880
1887
1889
1890
1891
1894
1897
1899
1902

1–?
3
1
3–4
2–3
8–9
1–4
1–4
1–4
6–10
1–4
1–3
1–2
4–5
3–5
2–4
3–4

Occupants in 124 Cumberland Street from 1834 to 1902.

68

Richard Byrne and Margaret Kelly owned and occupied 114a Cumberland Street from 1805 to 1843. John Winch
was also the son of a convict, John Winch Snr, who had been transported on the Hillsbrough in 1799 with his wife
and two daughters. John Winch Jnr was born in the colony.

69

William Henry Chapman was married to Cumberland Street resident Ann Chanhells and purchased 93 Gloucester
Street from his brother-in-law Hugh Hector Innes Nobel in 1829 and sold it to William Massey in 1844.
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Name
John George Winch (seaman/dealer; owner-occupier)
Charles Hall (landlord)
William Hall (landlord)
Croft Hall (landlord)
William Henson (landlord)
John Hoseman (labourer/mariner/landlord)
Table 17

From
1834
1863
1867
1871
1877
1880

To
1861
1863
1867
1871
1877
1902

Yrs
27
1–7
1–9
1–11
1–10
23–26

Owners of 124 Cumberland Street 1834–1902.

After a life at sea from the age of 9 or 10 years of age, John Winch purchased the licence for the
Ship & Mermaid from his father-in-law Richard Byrne on 7 July 1832, which he retained until 1833.
It is likely that Catherine Winch was the publican at this hotel, as John Winch was sailing on the
government schooner Isabella as Chief Officer from 1830 to 1834. On 6 June 1834, Winch was
'appointed to position as the fourth pilot of Port Jackson’. In this same year, Winch advertised
two houses for sale in Cumberland Street, for £125 (Garner 1997: 62).
After Catherine died in 1853, John Winch continued to live at 124 Cumberland Street until
1861—just two years prior to his death. From 1851 to 1855, John Winch’s youngest daughter
Margaret and his son-in-law David Gourlay lived at 124 Cumberland Street where their three
children were born: Mary Catherine (1851), Elizabeth Jane (1852) and David (1854).70 John
Winch sold 124 Cumberland Street to Louis Foucart on 28 February 1861; thereafter the house
was maintained as a rental property.
John Winch died at Liverpool Hospital on 22 December 1863 from the effects of jaundice.

GEORGE AND LUCY PUZEY 1861–1864
George and Lucy Puzey and their children lived at 124 Cumberland Street for four years between
1861 and 1863. After George’s death in 1863, Lucy and the children stayed at No. 124 until at
least 1864.
George Puzey was married to Lucy Pearsall Leonard in 1852 in Aldgate, London. Puzey was
originally from the town of Boxford in Berkshire, England, while his wife Lucy was London-born;
both were born in c1826. It appears that the Puzeys arrived in Australia shortly after their
marriage, in c1853–54, as unassisted immigrants. It is likely that their eldest son George was born
in England or en route to Australia.
In Australia, George Puzey was variously employed as a mariner and labourer. According to the
birth certificates issued for his children born between 1856 and 1862, Puzey was a mariner.
Around the time of his death in 1863, he had been employed as a gas purifier at the Gas Works at
Darling Harbour, on Sussex Street.
70

The three Gourlay children were born at Cumberland Street, which indicates that the Gourlay’s were living there at
this time. As well, David Gourlay (the captain of the Governor-General steamer) was living at 124 Cumberland
Street according to council rates records for 1852 and the Cox & Co Post Office Directory for 1855. After 1854,
Gourlay was appointed as a pilot in Moreton Bay (Brisbane). He died in 1859 due to a pulmonary complaint caused
by bad weather (see Garner 1997: 55).
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The Puzeys had five children born between 1855 and 1862. Their second child, Charles Valentine,
was born in 1855 and was baptised at the Holy Trinity Church. The couple’s third child Lucy
Emma was born in 1856 at Greenwell Point in the Shoalhaven Region of NSW. The couple’s
three youngest children, Harry E. (1858), Ann (1860) and Harriet (1862) were all born and
registered in Sydney. Two of the Puzey’s five children died in infancy: Harry in 1860 (aged two
years old) and Ann in 1861, when she was 16 months old.
The Sands’ Directory for 1858–59 shows that George and Lucy Puzey71 lived at 102 Kent Street
but had moved to 1 Cambridge Street by 1861 (this is where Ann Isabel Puzey was born on 21
August 1860). When Ann Isabel died on 14 December 1861, the Puzey family was living on
Cumberland Street, probably at 124 Cumberland Street. George Puzey was listed at 124
Cumberland Street in the Sands’ Directory for 1863.
George Puzey was admitted to the Tarban Creek Lunatic Asylum on 21 April 1863. Three days
later, it was reported that his wife Lucy had visited, and had stated that
…he was always a temperate and healthy man till a year ago he had a short attack of paralysis which
[required?] little attention and soon passed away. Some time after that however [he] had another of a
similar character which soon left him without leaving any manifest injurious effect. But about seven
weeks since he was a third time seized with a severe paralytic affliction of his limbs which continued
unabated in spite of every remedial means when on the 19 of March he was sent to the Infirmary in
Sydney where he remained till the 21 April the day of his transferral hither. 72

These fits had left Puzey physically weakened (‘He is weak but cheerful and full of hope’) and
affected his memory (‘The memory is sadly impaired. Has some recollection of the circumstances
of his life but the recent are hardly remembered.’). Puzey’s case notes suggest that his
workplace—the Gas Works at Darling Harbour—were the cause of his illness: ‘The cause is
supposed to have been overwork in an unhealthy situation’. It is possible that he had suffered
from epileptic seizures or some kind of brain aneurysm.
Puzey remained at Tarban Creek Lunatic Asylum until his death on 5 June 1863, aged 36 years
old. The cause of death was given as ‘general paralysis’. 73
Interestingly, the case notes also comment on his financial situation, stating: ‘He is not
[proposed?] of unbounded wealth but he has 500 in some bank to him unknown, and a gig and
horse‘.
It appears that Lucy Puzey continued to live at 124 Cumberland Street with her three children for
at least a year after the death of her husband. Between 1865 and 1868, Lucy Puzey moved on a
yearly basis between The Rocks, Pyrmont and Darling Harbour. Mrs Lucy Puzey was listed as
living at John Street, Pyrmont in 1865, and then at 228 Cumberland Street by 1867; the following
year (1868), she was living at 3 Days Terrace.

71

George and Lucy’s surname spelt as ‘Pusey’ not Puzey in the Sands’ Directories for 1858–59 and 1863.

72

Gladesville Hospital, formerly Tarban Creek Asylum, Medical Case Book No 16 30/3/1863- 14/7/1864, State
Records 4/8145, Folio 22.

73

Note that there are two death records for George Puzey at Tarban Creek Lunatic Asylum. The first is for George
Puzey aged 36 who died on 3 June 1863. The second is for George Pusey aged 33 who died on 5 June 1863. Both
were buried on 7 June 1863 so they were probably the same men.
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Lucy was married for a second time to Andrew Henderson in 1868. Henderson arrived in
Sydney in 1849 on the Victoria with his parents and three siblings when he was 22 years old, as an
assisted immigrant. Lucy and Andrew Henderson had one child together, a son named Alfred
born in 1868.
Lucy Henderson (nee Leonard, later Puzey) died in 1900 at Petersham.

LUCKRIDGE (OR JOHN) NICHOLS 1865–1867
Luckridge (or John) Nichols lived at 124 Cumberland Street from 1865 to 1867. Unfortunately,
we have not been able to uncover any further information about him.

FREDERICK AND CHARLOTTE DIBDEN 1867–1868
Frederick Dibden, his wife Charlotte and four of their children lived at 124 Cumberland Street
from 1867 to 1868.
Frederick Elijah Dibden74 was born in Bristol, England on 7 March 1832 and immigrated to
Victoria in c1848 when he was 16 years old (probably unassisted). Two years later, Dibden had
moved to NSW, and was married to Sydney-born Charlotte Keefe75 at St Mary’s Cathedral on 28
November 1853.
The Dibdens had eight children born between 1854 and 1872, three of whom died in infancy: John
Bernard (1854, died the same year), Charlotte H. (1856), Frederick (1858), Henry E. (1861, died
1864), Clara H. (1863), Mary A. (1865, died 1867), Thomas (1868), Jessie A. (1869) and Sydney T.
(1872). Although married in the Catholic Church, all the Dibden children were registered at the
Garrison Church (the family story is that Frederick was ‘not happy’ about being married in a
Catholic Church).76
Frederick Dibden worked in a variety of occupations to support his family, either moving to the
Ovens gold fields (near Beechworth in north east Victoria) and the Snowy diggings at Kiandra or
working as a mariner or waterman on Sydney Harbour (Dibden had worked as mariner in
Bristol).
The Dibden family appear to have been living at 3 Queens Place from at least 1854 until 1858,
where Charlotte was keeping a boarding house. While Frederick was working on the Ovens
goldfields in 1854, Charlotte did not travel with him but instead remained at Queens Place; their
son John Bernard was born here in 1854.77
By 1858, Frederick was working as a waterman but two years later went back to the diggings at
the Snowy, where gold had been discovered in c1859. In 1861–1862, the Dibdens were living at

74

Frederick Dibden’s surname was also spelt Dibdin or Didbin.

75

Charlotte Keefe’s surname was also spelt Keeffe or Keffe; there is a birth record of a Charlotte Rief in 1833, born
to Thomas and Mary, at St Marys Cathedral.

76

Information about the Dibden family courtesy of Col Baker and Grace Karskens.

77

According to Grace Karskens, Charlotte 'preferred to manage on [her] own while [her] husband went bush'.
(Karskens 1999a: 153).
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the Levey buildings at Church Hill. According to family letters, the Dibden family 'lodged with
Henry Thomas Hall (also a waterman) at 83 Gloucester Street (or 79b Gloucester Street?) in
1866’78, before moving into 124 Cumberland Street in 1867 where they lived until 1868 (Karskens
1999a: 125-6).79 The Dibdens moved to Harrington Street the following year, where they
remained until c1874.80
Charlotte Dibden died in 1874 when the couple’s youngest child Sydney was 2 years old while the
family was living at Harrington Street. Frederick Dibden appears to have remained unmarried; he
died in 1905 (registered at St Leonards).

DONALD GRAY (OR GREY) 1869–1876
Donald Gray (or Grey) lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1868, before moving to 124 Cumberland
Street from 1869 to 1876.81 Donald Gray was listed in the 1877–78 and 1878-79 Electoral Rolls
for West Sydney at 143 Gloucester Street (to the south of the Cumberland and Gloucester
Streets site).

EDWARD GREEN 1877
Edward Green lived at 124 Cumberland Street for at least a year, in 1877.82

CHARLES THOMAS WORTH 1879
Charles Thomas Worth was a dealer who lived at 124 Cumberland Street in 1879, having moved
from further south down Cumberland Street the year before. In 1881, Worth was living at 3
Cambridge Street. 83

78

Note that Henry Thomas Hall and the Didben family lived at the old Whale Fishery at 85c Gloucester Street, which
had been divided into two dwellings by 1867: 85 and 87 Gloucester Street.

79

Sands’ Directories indicate that the Dibdens lived at 124 Cumberland Street in 1867–68; Frederick and Charlotte’s
son Thomas was born at 124 Cumberland Street in 1858.

80

Frederick Dibden was listed in 1869-70 and 1870–71 Electoral Rolls for West Sydney at 34 Harrington Street. He
was listed at 36 Harrington Street in the 1873–74 Electoral Roll, and at 208 Cumberland Street in the 1874–75
Electoral Roll.

81

Donald Gray was listed in 1869–70 Electoral Roll for West Sydney at 122 Cumberland Street (later 124
Cumberland Street) (household).

82

Edward Green was listed at 7 Clarence Lane in the Electoral Roll for West Sydney in 1876–77; was this the same
Edward Green?

83

Charles T. Worth was listed at 201 Cumberland Street in the 1877–78 Electoral then at 122 Cumberland Street
(later 124 Cumberland Street) in the Electoral Roll for 1878–79. According to the 1881–82 Electoral Roll, Charles
T. Worth was living at 3 Cambridge Street.
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126 CUMBERLAND STREET (C1833–C1907)
Like 120 and 124 Cumberland Street, 126 Cumberland Street was part of Nicholas’s Rents built
by mariner Albert John Nicholas in c1833 and auctioned in 1834 (see ‘122 Cumberland Street
(c1833–1891’, p. 69). 126 Cumberland Street, on the southern portion of Lot 8, was conveyed to
James Minton of George Street in February 18341(), who sold the house and land to widow Mary
Taylor for £125 one month later.2 In 1840, it was conveyed to John Brown, brother-in-law of
John Winch who lived at 124 Cumberland Street, for 5/-.3 Five years later, 126 Cumberland
Street was owned by William Massey and when he died in 1853, it was transferred to Massey’s
second wife, Mary Ann. Mary Ann and her second husband, William Henson, then held the
property for over four decades, until 1896 when they sold to John Hoseman. (The Hensons had
sold the adjacent property at 124 Cumberland Street to Hoseman in 1880.)
Like its neighbours 126 Cumberland Street, was a single-storey, two-room brick dwelling with a
shingle roof (replaced with iron by 1891), built directly on the footpath. It had an attached
kitchen similar in size to 124 Cumberland Street, but was weatherboard (see Figure 16), and since
at least 1868, had a cesspit alongside the kitchen (see Figure 3).
In 1903, along with its neighbour 124 Cumberland Street, No. 126 was deemed dilapidated,
insanitary and ‘beyond repair’ (see Figure 16). The floorboards had already been pulled up,
probably after its resumption by the State Government, and it was demolished by 1907.

THE CESSPIT FILL (MC A140)
Like the cesspits at 122 and 124 Cumberland Street, Cesspit A139, in the yard of
126 Cumberland Street was built after 1845, and converted to sewerage in the mid- to late-1860s
(see ‘122 Cumberland Street (c1833–1891)’, p. 69 ff).
The fill of A139 was recovered in two main deposits, A140 and A149, separated by a sandy lens
(A147). There were three conjoins between the upper fill A140 and the lower filled A149: a
green transfer-printed teacup (CJ ID 208) and two beer or wine bottles (CJ IDs 211 and 212)
noted to have post-discard wear.
Other conjoins indicate links outside of the cesspit fill. Eight fragments from a brown transferprinted plate in the ‘Auld Lang Syne Pattern’ (CUGL26691) were recovered from the lowest fill,
yet the rest of the plate was found in a buried barrel in the neighbour’s yard, dating from at least
1846 (CJ ID 195). The majority of the plate was from 128 Cumberland Street, and it remained as
a single element in better condition than the fragments recovered from the 126 Cumberland
Street cesspit, suggesting that the latter is the site of secondary deposition. Similarly, a small
fragment of hand-painted earthenware plate (CUGL61211) (2.4g) was identified as conjoining (or
1

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book G No. 133.

2

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book G No. 155.

3

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book X No. 611.
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being ‘possibly the same as’, CJ ID 179) with the refuse pit at 124 Cumberland Street
(CUGL61209). These are anomalous cases of minor disturbance—probably resulting from pipe
works.

Unit

Description

context type

TPQ

Bags

Wgt (k)

MNV

Sherds

None of the catalogued artefacts in MC B077 have a TPQ later than 1860, but the deposit does
offer some unique artefacts that may be attributed to one tenant. In the Metal Artefacts report,
Kate Holmes (1999b: 446) attributed the paint-can fragments from the cesspit of 126 Cumberland
Street to professional (house-)painter Stephen Doyle who lived from 1866 to 1879. The cans,
along with two axe-heads were all recovered from the lowest fill, A149.

A140

Upper fill in cesspit A139

Fill: Cesspit

1860

117

2.0

42

446

A147

sandy lens within A149)

Fill: Cesspit

1841

61

3.6

23

246

A149

Cesspit fill within A139

Fill: Cesspit

1850

294

32.3

172

1478

1860

472

37.9

237

2170

Table 18

List of stratigraphic units in MC A140.

THE OCCUPANTS
126 Cumberland Street was constructed in c1833, however, the first reliable detail about the
people who lived at this address is from 1845 onwards, when the council rates began to be
collected. Family groups tended to occupy 126 Cumberland Street from 1845 until the end of the
19th century.
Robert and Alice Morley and their children were the first recorded occupants; they lived there
twice (1845–48 and 1858–59). James Pennington lived there in 1852, and Patrick and Martin
Colbert from 1855 to 1857. Joseph and Lucy Donaldson and their only daughter Margaret lived
at 126 Cumberland Street for 4 years (1861–64). Soon thereafter, this address was home to two
long term tenants: Stephen and Margaret Doyle and their two daughters, for 14 years from 1866
to 1879, and the Lapham family from 1880 to 1902, a period of twenty-two years.
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Name
Robert Morley (carpenter)
James Pennington
Patrick Colbert (labourer)
Martin Colbert
Alice Morley [nee Smith] (weaver)
Joseph and Lucy [nee McClelland] Donaldson (ships
carpenter)
Timothy McNamara/MacNamara (labourer, hotel keeper)
Stephen Doyle (painter & glazier)
Thomas Doyle
Henry Lapham (ironmoulder) and Mary Jane Lapham (nee
Young)4
John Keeffe (woodturner; probably a lodger)
Table 19

To
1848
1852
1856
1857
1859
1861

Yrs
4–6
1–8
2–6
1–3
2–5
4–7

1865
1866
1878
1880

1865
1879
1879
1902

1–4
14
2–?
23–24

1882

1882

1

Occupants in 126 Cumberland Street from 1845 to 1902.

Name
William Massey (Bird-in-Hand Hotel)
Mary Ann Massey [nee Benson, later
Henson]
William and Mary Ann Henson
John Hoseman (labourer/mariner/landlord)
Table 20

From
1845
1852
1855
1857
1858
1861

From
1848
1853

To
1853
1855

Yrs
6
2

1855
1896

1891
1902

47
7

Owners of 126 Cumberland Street, from 1848 to 1902.

ALICE AND ROBERT MORLEY 1845–1848, 1858–1859
Alice and Robert Morley lived at 126 Cumberland Street from 1845 to 1848 and from 1858 to
1859.5
Alice Morley (nee Smith) and Robert Morley arrived as Bounty immigrants in 1842 aboard the
Agnes Ewing with their two daughters: Esther who was 7 years old and Elizabeth, aged 12 months.
They arrived on the same ship as John and Alice Kirkman, and their four children, who later lived
in close proximity to the Morleys. Alice and Robert were from the textile town of Bolton in
Lancashire, northern England. Alice Morley was 25 years old when she arrived in Australia while
Robert Morley was 27 years old. Both Robert Morley’s parents, Robert and Mary A., had died

4

Henry Lapham died in 1893.

5

According to Post Office Directory and council rates records, James Pennington lived at 126 Cumberland Street in
1852 and Patrick and Martin Colbert lived there from 1855 to 1857. Robert Morley was listed as the occupant of
126 Cumberland Street in the council rates records for 1845 and 1848. Alice Morley was listed as the occupant in
the council rates records for 1858 and the Sands’ Directory records for 1858–59. Robert Morley was listed as
resident at 124 Cumberland Street, later 126 Cumberland Street, in the Electoral Roll for West Sydney in 1859–60.
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before he left England.6 Alice and Robert Morley were both skilled trades people: Alice was a
weaver by trade while Robert was a carpenter.
In Australia, Alice and Robert Morley had three more children: John in 1845, Jane in 1849 and
Thomas in 1852. Although their religion had been recorded as Calvinist in immigration records,
the three Australian-born Morley children were baptised at St Phillips church (Church of England).
It appears that the Morleys moved from 126 Cumberland Street to Princes Street between 1849
and 1857. Robert Morley was listed as a resident of a dwelling house on Princes Street in the Roll
of Electors for the Gipps Ward for the District of Sydney in 1850–1851.7
Alice Morley died in 1877 (her death was registered at St Leonards). Robert Morley died at
Manly on 21 April 1893 when he was 78 years old from the effects of senile decay; it appears he
did not remarry after the death of his wife. At the time of his death, Robert Morley was recorded
as the father of ‘Elizabeth 52, living; 1 male and 2 girls dead’ (there are no records for their deaths
of these children in the Birth, Death and Marriage registers). His surviving daughter, Elizabeth
was married to W. M. Begnall (also of Manly).

JOSEPH AND LUCY DONALDSON 1861–1864
Joseph and Lucy Donaldson and their daughter Margaret lived at 126 Cumberland Street from
1861 to 1864. Previously, Joseph Donaldson and his family had lived at 170 Cumberland Street
from 1858 to 1859.8
Joseph Donaldson married Lucy McClelland in 1855 when he was 26 years old and she was six
years his junior at Sydney’s Presbyterian Scots Church. Both were natives of Scotland; Joseph
from Montrose and Lucy from Edinburgh, and appear to have arrived to Australia as unassisted
immigrants.
Joseph and Lucy had two children: a son who died in childbirth, and a daughter Margaret Ellen,
born on 9 December 1857 when the Donaldson's were living on Cumberland Street. Joseph
Donaldson was employed as a shipwright or ships carpenter, and during this time the family lived
on Cumberland Street.
Joseph, Lucy and Margaret Donaldson appear to have moved from The Rocks after 1864; Joseph
Donaldson was listed in the Sands’ Directory as a shipwright living at Greek Street, Glebe, in
1868. Thereafter, the Donaldsons disappeared from the documentary record; it is possible that
they moved interstate.

TIMOTHY AND ELLEN MCNAMARA 1865
See 1 Carahers Lane, ‘Timothy and Ellen McNamara 1863’, p.54.
6

State Records, Reel 1340.

7

That Robert Morley was able to vote in the council election indicates that he was eligible for limited franchise. In
1851, franchise was opened to men who owned property valued over £100 or rented property over £10

8

Council rates records for 1858 and the Sands’ Directory listing for 1858–59 indicates the Donaldsons were living at
one of the McRoberts Terraces, 170 Cumberland Street, from 1858–59; Joseph Donaldson was listed in the 1859–
1860 Electoral Roll for West Sydney as resident at 172 Cumberland Street.
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STEPHEN AND MARGARET DOYLE 1866–1880
Margaret Galvin immigrated to Sydney in the late 1840s; it appears she arrived alone and that her
younger sister Bridget (23) and brother John (26) followed in c1853.9 Margaret Galvin was
married to Thomas McNamara in 1852. They had one daughter, Ann, born in 1853, who
probably died in infancy.
Three years after the death of Thomas in c1854, Margaret McNamara (nee Galvin) was married
for a second time to Stephen Doyle.10 They had three daughters: Mary in 1858 (she died the
same year), Charlotte in 1860 (baptised at St James church as Roman Catholic) and Margaret in
1862.
In 1858, Stephen Doyle was a publican at the Hand of Friendship on Cumberland Street. The
owner of the Hand of Friendship, Thomas Glover, had leased the public house to Margaret Doyle
(then a widow) on 24 March 1857 for three years. The following year, Doyle became insolvent.11
He was listed in the 1859–1860 Electoral Roll for West Sydney as resident on Cumberland Street
and an owner of freehold (a house) at Athlone Place. In 1861, Stephen Doyle was listed at 176
Cumberland Street (Lilyvale) in the council rates records, either running a public house or
boarding house at the premises. By at least 1866, and probably 1863, Doyle abandoned his career
as a publican, and resumed his work as a painter and decorator.
Margaret Doyle maintained strong links with the family of her first husband and lived in close
proximity to them for much of the second half of the 19th century. Margaret's sister Bridget
Galvin was married to Thomas McNamara’s brother Patrick in 1856 and they lived at 11 Carahers
Lane from 1867 to 1896. Timothy McNamara was Margaret Doyle's brother-in-law from her first
marriage and he lived at 126 Cumberland Street in 1865, just one year before the Doyles moved
in (Margaret also attended the birth of his first child Ann in 1861).
The Doyle family moved into 126 Cumberland Street in 1866, where they remained until 1880, at
which time they moved next door to 128 Cumberland Street. A Thomas Doyle is listed as
residing at 126 Cumberland Street (separate to the listing for Stephen, also at 126 Cumberland
Street) in 1878–79.
Stephen Doyle died on 22 Feb 1881 from a stroke. He was 52 years old. Margaret continued to
live at 128 Cumberland Street with her youngest daughter, also named Margaret, until her death
c1908. ‘Miss Margaret’ continued to live there until 1919 (Karskens 1999b: 206). It is probable
that the eldest Doyle girl, Charlotte, remained with both her parents and sister at 126 and then
128 Cumberland Street, however, only ‘Miss Margaret’ is listed after their mother died.

9

Note that Margaret Galvin arrived to Australia prior to 1847 as in this year she was witness to the marriage of
Robert Heaney and Catherine Fitzpatrick, who lived at 97 Gloucester Street in 1848. Possibly aboard the Sea
Queen to Port Phillip in 1844 on an assisted passage, aged 19.

10

Stephen Doyle had 'arrived in 1856 from Dublin, married the widowed Cumberland Street publican Margaret
MacNamara the following year' (Karskens 1999a: 171). He was probably an unassisted immigrant.

11

Stephen Doyle was listed in Sands’ Directory 1858–59 as a publican at the Hand of Friendship, located between 202
and 212 Cumberland Street, between Essex Street and Charlotte Place.
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93 GLOUCESTER STREET (C1822–1891)
In c1795, convicts Ann Armsden and her husband, George Legg, built and lived in a shingle and
weatherboard house on Lot 10 of Section 75 of the City of Sydney, the later site of 93 Gloucester
Street. After George Legg's death by drowning in 1807, Armsden continued to live at the house
they had built until her remarriage in 1810 to George Talbot, a baker.
According to excavator Dominic Steele (1999: 253–4), Ann Armsden and George Talbot 'appear
to have replaced the earlier Armsden/Legg timber structure with two semi-detached stone
dwellings at some time before 1822’. 91 and 93 Gloucester Street was a two-storey, semidetached stone terrace12 with five rooms apiece, which was reached from Gloucester Street by a
set of stairs cut into the rock-face. Both of the terraces had ‘three front rooms, one very small
and oddly shaped, …arranged along the street frontage in the old manner, with a wing of two
rooms extending to the rear’ (Steele, Vol 3 Trench Reports: 253–4).
Land title records show that Armsden and Talbot sold the southernmost house, 93 Gloucester
Street (then known as 26 Cambridge Street) to Hugh Hector Innes Noble in c1822.13 Shortly
thereafter, Ann Armsden and George Talbot moved to Darling Harbour, where they were
recorded as living in 1828.14 On 2 April 1829, Hugh Hector Innes Noble sold 93 Gloucester
Street to his brother-in-law William Henry Chapman.15 Chapman sold 93 Gloucester Street to
William Massey for £170 on 5 February 184416, who held onto the property until his death in
1853.
In the 1860s (at which time the property was converted to Torrens Title), the property was sold
to shopkeeper Croft Hall, and subsequently changed hands a number of times until it was
demolished in 1891 (Karskens 1999a: 191).
From the time the property was sold to William Massey in 1844 until it’s demolition in 1891, 93
Gloucester Street was a rental property with tenants tending to be short-term, staying for an
average of one to two years. It is likely that 93 Gloucester Street was a boarding-house, which
would account for the high turnover of tenants during this period.

12

Possibly rendered stone, similarly to the Whaler’s Arms at 95 Gloucester Street (Steele, Vol 3 Trench Reports: 254)

13

Note reference to Hugh Hector Innes Noble living at 20 Cambridge Street. See Sydney Gazette 25 November
1826, p 4.

14

In 1812, the semi-detached house to the north of 93 Gloucester Street (then known as 24 Cambridge Street, later
91 Gloucester Street) was sold to 'the convict blacksmith, Edward Chanells', who was the father-in-law of William
Henry Chapman (Steele, Vol 3 Trench Reports: 253).

15

In 1812, the semi-detached house to the north of 93 Gloucester Street (then known as 24 Cambridge Street, later
91 Gloucester Street) was sold to 'the convict blacksmith, Edward Chanells', who was the father-in-law of William
Henry Chapman (Steele, Vol 3 Trench Reports: 253). See also Mem 439, AO 2/1788.

16

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book 6 No. 117.
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Figure 19

Archaeological remains of 93 Gloucester Street, showing middle and
rear rooms. (P. Grant 1994, B32.30, Courtesy of GML and SHFA)

Figure 20
Rock-cut water cistern, later used as a cesspit then converted to
a water closet in the 1880s. (Patrick Grant, 1994, Refs: B32.37
[left] and B32.36 [above], courtesy SHFA and GML)
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THE CISTERN–CESSPIT FILL (MC F044)
Sometime between 1810 and 1833 a water storage tank, F045, was built in the yard of
93 Gloucester Street, by baker George Talbot, or a later owner. It was rock-cut, 5 feet long, 3
feet wide and 6½ feet deep (1.5 x 0.9 x 1.95 m) and positioned alongside the rear yard wall.17 It
does not appear definitively as a cesspit or WC on any plans, although there is a pencil outline on
the 1865 trigonometric survey which was probably a later addition associated with the sewer
connection. Whether or not the pit was only ever used as a water cistern, or used at one time as
a cesspool, it was backfilled when converted to a water closet—well after 1865 when the sewer
lines came down Gloucester Street. (Steele 1999a: 258–266).

TPQ

Bags

Wgt (k)

MNV

Sherds

Initially, the TPQ of 1874 was suggested based on an 1874 three-pence in the fill (F044) identified
during preliminary cataloguing (Steele 1999a: 266). Additional cataloguing revealed later artefacts:
pennies dated to 1882 and 1884 (CUGL10155 and CUGL10157), two aerated water bottles with
Dan Ryland’s ‘Safe Groove Patent’ made between 1885 and 188818 (CUGL59063 and CUGL73802);
and two black-transfer-printed tea saucers, marked ‘Florence’ with registration diamonds for
October 1882 (CUGL40509–CUGL40510).
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Table 21

context type
Fill: Cesspit

List of stratigraphic units in MC F044.

Consequently, the TPQ has been revised to at least 1885. This discovery is curious, because it
pushes back the installation of the sewerage connections to within the last six years of the
dwelling’s life. It is possible that the installation was deferred owing to the fact that the house was
built directly on a sandstone ledge (Steele 1999a: 256–258). The sewer pipe laid in the 1880s was
rock cut (see Figure 20)—and this would have been far more costly than laying pipes in a loam
yard.
In the fill was also recovered the name stamp of a neighbour: C. G. Carlson lived at 83 Gloucester
Street between 1868 and 1871. How this came to be in the fill deposited 15 years later is
unknown.
Steele (1999a: 266) noted that the water cistern was backfilled with 1.5 m of sandstone rubble
and the upcast material from the installation of the sewerage pipe F055 and toilet F037. Above
17

The two rear rooms, and fireplace, were later additions (Steele 1999a: 257); the original yard area would have been
much larger.

18

Dan Rylands became sole proprietor of Codd & Rylands in 1884 (Jones 1979: 36). The Safe Groove was patented in
1885 following a court case; Dan Rylands Ltd formed in 1888 (Potten 2002).
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this, the humic cesspit fill (MC F044) was recovered in two stratigraphic units: the main fill F044
and the upper unit F042 which was an interface between the artefact-rich F044 and the
demolition deposit (F025) above. There were three conjoins between the two deposits, and all
nine vessels post-dating 1873 (four coins, two bottles, 2 tea saucers) were recovered from the
lower fill, F044—diminishing the likelihood that the later demolition fill had contaminated the
earlier toilet-conversion fill.

THE OCCUPANTS
The first recorded occupants at 93 Gloucester Street were the buildings owners, Ann Armsden
and George Talbot (the constructed their house between 1810 and 1822); they stayed until c1822
at which time they sold to Hugh Hector Innes Noble. He lived there with wife, Eliza Ann (nee
Chapman) and their children until c1827. It is not known who occupied 93 Gloucester Street
from 1828 to 1845.
Council rates were first collected for 93 Gloucester Street (and the rest of Sydney) in 1845. 93
Gloucester Street had a high turnover of tenants from time council rates first collected until the
building was demolished in 1891. Different tenants were recorded each year (every 2–5 years)
that rates were collected in the years between 1845 and 1861. Sands’ Directories began to be
regularly collected from 1859. Again, a different tenant was recorded for every year that the
Sands’ Directories were collected between 1861 and 1873. It is probable that 93 Gloucester
Street was run as a boarding house in these years, which would account for this high tenant
turnover. It is known that Alfred Henry and Eliza Miller kept a boarding house at these premises
in 1879.
The tenants who stayed the longest at 93 Gloucester Street were James and Eleanor Wall and 8
of their children who lived there for 5 years in 1873–77, and Peter and Honora Lett and their 3
children from 1883 to 1888 (for 6 years).
It is probable that the conversion to sewerage occurred within the six years prior to the 1891
demolition of the Armsden–Talbot house. The conversion, and consequently the fill, probably
occurred during the occupancy of Peter Augustus Lett and family.
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Name
Thomas Thompson (waterman)
Thomas O'Brien
Thomas King (Butcher)
Robert Grace (seaman)
Emma Murphy
Robert Pascall
Agnes Ellars
Patrick Cassidy
John Buxton
James F. Binks (grocery store)
William Stokes (Butcher)
John Murphy (dealer)
Vacant
Thomas Brown (stonemason)
Vacant
Donald Gray/Grey (shipwright/carpenter)
George Wilson (mariner, waterman and grocer)
Rosanna French [nee Boyd]
Jane and William Kitchen Neal (fruiterer/mariner)
– Antoni Silver/Silva (lodger?)
James Wall (waterman, carpenter)
Alfred Henry Miller (boarding house)
William Byrnes/Bryant (van proprietor)
Vacant
Peter Augustus Lett (nightwatchman/labourer)
Dennis Mitchell
John Funnell (sugar boiler)
Mary Ryan
David Munn

From
1845
1848
1852
1855
1858
1859
1861
1861
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1867
1867
1868
1869
1869
1870
1870
1873
1879
1880
1882
1883
1889
1889
1890
1891

To
1845
1848
1852
1857
1858
1859
1861
1861
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1867
1867
1868
1869
1869
1871
1871
1877
1879
1882
1882
1888
1889
1889
1890
1892

Yrs
1–4
1–8
1–8
3–7
1–3
1–4
1–5
1–5
1–4
1–3
1–3
1–3
<1
1–3
<1
1–3
1–2
1–2
2–4
2–?
5–8
1–4
3–4
<1
6–8
1–2
1–2
1–2
2–3

Name

From

To

Yrs

William Massey
Mary Ann Massey [nee Benson, later Henson]
William and Mary Ann Henson
William Samuels
Croft Hall
Mary A. Hall [nee Chilcott]
H. Christison
William W. Pullyard
Catherine Fennelly [nee Brophy] (landlord/occupant)
John Kearney Estate (landlord)

1845
1853
1856
1861
1867
1877
1880
1882
1891
1902

1853
1855
1863
1861
1871
1877
1880
1882
1902
1902

9
3
8
1
5–17
1–10
1–5
1–11
11–21
1

Table 22

Table 23
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Occupants in 93 Gloucester Street, 1845–1892.

Owners of 93 Gloucester Street, 1845–1892.
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WILLIAM STOKES 1865
William Stokes was a butcher by trade, who lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1865.19
Unfortunately, we have not been able to recover any additional information about his age or
marital status.

JOHN MURPHY 1866
John Murphy was a dealer who lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1866. Murphy lived in a number
of houses in close proximity along Gloucester Street from 1861 to 1867: he lived at 91a
Gloucester Street between 1861 and 1865, moving further north to 75 Gloucester Street in 1864.
John Murphy then lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1866, until he moved the following year back
to 91a Gloucester Street.

THOMAS BROWN 1867
Thomas Brown was a stonemason who lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1867. Unfortunately, we
have not been able to recover any additional information about his occupation, age or marital
status.

DONALD GRAY (OR GREY) 1868
Donald Gray (or Grey) was a shipwright or carpenter by trade, who lived at 93 Gloucester Street
for one year in 1868. The following year, he moved to 124 Cumberland Street where he lived
until 1876. Unfortunately, we have not been able to recover any additional information about his
age or marital status.

GEORGE WILSON 1869
The widower George Wilson and his family of eight children moved back to 1 Carahers Lane in
1867. Two years later, the Wilson family moved to 93 Gloucester Street in 1869. (See 1
Carahers Lane, ‘George and Agnes Wilson 1867–1869’, p. 55.)

WILLIAM AND JANE NEAL 1871 AND ANTHONY SILVER (OR ANTONI SILVA) 1870–
1871
William and Jane Neal lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1871, along with Anthony Silver (or Antoni
Silva) who lived there from 1870 to 1871.20
William Kitchen Neal married Jane Kirkman on 14 March 1871 at the Free Church of England,
South Head. At the time of their marriage, Jane Kirkman was living on Windmill Street, Millers
19

Sands’ Directory records indicate that a butcher named William Stokes was living and working in Redfern in 1877,
on Walker and Redfern Streets.

20

J. Neill was listed at 93 Gloucester Street in 1870 (house not numbered); was this Jane Neal, nee Kirkman? She and
William Kitchen Neal were married the following year.
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Point (where she was possibly working as a domestic servant), while William Kitchen Neal was a
mariner living ‘on board the John Williams’.
William and Jane Neal had four children born between 1872 and 1880. Their two eldest children,
William, born in 1876, and Charlotte in 1880, died in infancy. Their two other children who
survived infancy were Sarah Jane, born at Glebe in 1872, and John James K., born in 1874.
William and Jane Neal and their two surviving children (probably) lived at 20 Little Essex Street
from 1879 to 1886, and then at 8 Essex Street in 1896.21 Jane Neal died in 1901.
Jane Neal nee Kirkman had strong and long-standing connections to The Rocks.22 Two of her
sisters were Mary and Sarah Kirkman (another sister was Margaret Kirkman). Sarah Kirkman
married Emmanuel Dears (or Diars), a Portuguese mariner, and lived with him at 89 Gloucester
Street in 1893, while Mary Kirkman was married to John Ramos in 1874, also Portuguese, and
lived with him at Watsons Bay with their eight children. The Kirkman sister’s association with the
Portuguese community at Watsons Bay may account for the occupation of 93 Gloucester Street
in 1870–71 by Anthony Silver (or Antoni Silva).23

JAMES AND ELEANOR WALL 1872–1877
James and Eleanor Wall lived at 93 Gloucester Street with their family for five years between
1872 and 1877.
James Wall married Eleanor Williams in 1861 when both were 21 years old. James Wall was a
native of Ireland, and had arrived to Australia in the 1850s.24 His new bride, Eleanor Jane
Williams, was born in Sydney in 1840 and at the time of her marriage was living with her parents,
John Williams and Sarah Hughes (Eleanor’s father was a gunsmith).
When he married Eleanor Williams, James Wall’s occupation was listed as carpenter, a profession
he pursued until 1869. By 1875, James Wall was working as a waterman (as shown in Sands‘
Directory for this year, and also in birth certificates for Australia Victoria in 1876 and Ruby Violet
in 1882).
James and Eleanor Wall had twelve children born between 1862 and 1882. Most of their children
were born one to two years apart until 1877 (four of their children died in infancy: one male and
three females). Their youngest child Ruby Violet was born in 1882, after a gap of six years.
During the time the family was living at 93 Gloucester Street, Eleanor Wall gave birth to four
21

Sands’ Directories indicate that William Neal was working as a mariner in 1886 and as a fruiterer in 1896.
According to Grace Karskens, the Neals lived ‘just north of the CUGL site; there is a photograph of them standing
outside their house near the corner of Cumberland and Argyle Streets c1890 (See Karskens 1999a: 154).

22

One of Jane Neal’s aunts was Alice Gilson, who was married to Thomas Gilson (or Gibson) in 1849, and lived at 98
Cumberland Street from 1856 to c1863 and 100 Cumberland Street from c1867 to c1880 with their three children.
After the death of her husband, Alice Gilson (or Gibson) lived 4 Carahers Lane in 1902 (just prior to her death).
Jane Neals’ other aunts were Margaret Clark (nee Kikrman, later Yates and Hadden; see listing for 122 Cumberland
Street) and Ellen Smith (nee Kirkman).

23

Anthony Silver was listed as a resident on Gloucester Street in the Electoral Roll for 1870–71 and in the council
rates records at 69 Gloucester Street, later 93 Gloucester Street, in 1871; Emmanuel Silver (a possible relative of
Anthony Silver or Antoni Silva) was listed at 39 Gloucester Street in the same year.

24

It is possible that James Wall arrived to Sydney as an assisted immigrant in 1852 when he was 12 years old with his
family on the David McIver (see State Records Reels 2136, 2463).
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children: Percy G (1873), Maude Sarah J (1874), Australia Victoria (1876) and Eleanor (1877).
Eleanor Wall’s mother Sarah Williams was present at (at least) two of the births of her
grandchildren.
Before moving to 93 Gloucester Street in 1872, the Wall family was living at 117 Gloucester
Street in 1869.25 By 1883, the Wall family had moved from the Rocks and was living at 60 Yurong
Street in East Sydney (they were recorded at this address, on the corner of Yurong Street and
Redgate Lane, on Ruby Violet’s birth certificate and in the Sands’ Directory for 1883).26

ALFRED HENRY AND ELIZA MILLER 1878–1879
Alfred Henry27 and Eliza Miller lived at 93 Gloucester Street for two years from 1878 to 1879.
Alfred Henry Miller was ‘an immigrant baker’ who married Eliza Lewis in 1876. Eliza Lewis had
strong familial connections to The Rocks. She was the daughter of John Lewis and Sarah King,
who lived at 122 Cumberland Street in 1858–59 and at 170 Cumberland Street in 1863. Her
sister Sarah Lewis was married to John McKinley in 1869; they lived around the corner from 93
Gloucester Street at 4 Cribbs Lane from 1877 to 1894, and appear to have had two children:
Christina born in 1871 and James in 1886.
Prior to her first marriage in 1873 to John McLeod, a waterman, Eliza Lewis had been a domestic
servant. John McLeod died in 1875, and she was married to Alfred Miller the following year. The
couple (who appear to have been childless) ran boarding houses in a number of dwellings in The
Rocks, including one of the Susannah Terraces (62 Gloucester Street) from 1889 to 1894, one of
the Jobbin’s Terraces (109 Gloucester Street) in 1895–1896 and 99 Gloucester Street (Bird in
Hand) in 1902.
According to Karskens (1999a: 212), 'Eliza Miller had five male lodgers in 1875; they appeared in
the Electoral Roll of 1878/9'.

WILLIAM BYRNES (OR BRYANT) 1880–1882
William Byrnes (or Bryant) was a van proprietor who lived at 93 Gloucester Street from 1880 to
1882, according to Sands’ Directories and council rates records for these years.28 It is possible
that he had been married to Elizabeth Crane in 1864, at which time he was working as a sailor

25

The Walls lived at 117 Gloucester Street in 1869, at which time James Wall’s occupation was listed as cabinet
maker according to the Sands’ Directory in this year. James Wall was listed in 1869–70 Electoral Roll for West
Sydney at 93 Gloucester Street, later 117 Gloucester Street.

26

There was no listing for James Wall in the Sands’ Directory for 1879, although there are two James Walls listed in
the 1878–79 Electoral Roll for West Sydney: one at 98 Gloucester Street (household) and the other at 213 George
Street West (resident).

27

Although Henry Miller was listed as the resident at 93 Gloucester Street in the 1879 Sands’ Directory, it is probable
that this was Alfred Henry Miller (according to Karskens, Eliza and Alfred Miller lived at the Armsden house on
Cumberland Street in 1878–79. See Karskens 1999a: 107).

28

William Bryans was listed at 95 Gloucester Street in the Electoral Roll for West Sydney in 1881–82.
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and living on the north shore (Elizabeth Crane was living at St Leonards at the time she was
married).29

PETER AUGUSTUS AND HONORA LETT 1883–1888
Peter Augustus Lett was a seaman who lived at 93 Gloucester Street with his wife Honora (or
Hanora) and their three children from 1883 to 1888. The Lett Family then moved to 97
Gloucester Street in 1892–1893.
Peter Augustus Lett was born in Elsinore, Denmark in c1842. He immigrated to Australia in 1863
in the same year as his future wife, Honara Burns (or Byrnes). She was a cook and had
immigrated to Australia from County Wicklow, Ireland when she was 21. Peter and Honora
were married in 1869 when they were both 27. They had four children born between 1871 and
1875, one of whom died in infancy: their surviving children were Augustus (1871), Margaret
(1873) and Edward W. (1875).30
Peter Augustus Lett died on 10 September1903 at Sydney from diabetic gangrene after an illness
of three months (at which time his occupation was given as maritime dealer and his residence as
40 Mill Street). Lett was buried at the Church of England Cemetery at Rookwood. His widow
Honora died at Pyrmont in 1919.

JOHN FUNNELL
John Funnell was a sugar boiler who lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1889. Unfortunately, we have
not been able to recover any additional information about his age or marital status.

MARY RYAN 1889
Mary Ryan lived at 93 Gloucester Street in 1889. Unfortunately, we have not been able to recover
any additional information about her age, marital status or possible occupation.

DAVID MUNN 1890–1891
David Munn lived at 93 Gloucester Street for at least two years before the building was
demolished in c1892. Almost a decade earlier, David Munn lived at 6/131 Gloucester Street in
1882. Unfortunately, we have not been able to recover any additional information about his
occupation, age or marital status.

29

Note that John and later William Crane were land holders on Cumberland Street from the early 1800s until the
1860s. John Crane and Matilda Mercer were witnesses to the marriage of William Bryant and Elizabeth Crane.

30

According to Grace Karskens, Danish-born seaman Peter Augustus Lett, husband of Honora, father of four children
was said to be a very strong man, 'able to carry a bale of wool from Millers Point to Pyrmont with very little effort'.
He also worked variously as a nightwatchman, ship chandler and maritime dealer to support his family. (Karskens
1999: 152–3).
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97 GLOUCESTER STREET (C1817–C1907)
97 Gloucester Street was a single-storey stone building with four and a half rooms, a shingled roof
and attic, built on Lot 2 of Section 74 of the City of Sydney. Three of the rooms were located on
the ground floor, with the living room facing on to the street. The middle room of the house was
the kitchen, which had a fireplace along the south wall and a staircase to the upper level on the
northern wall. There was a room to the rear, possibly a bedroom, which led onto the yard,
which was reached by steps. The upper rooms were located in a loft, and comprised an alcove to
the rear, which accommodated the staircase, and a bedroom at the front with a skylight. 97
Gloucester Street was reached by a set of stone stairs leading from Gloucester Street that had
been erected by the Municipal Council.

Figure 21

Measured drawing of 97 Gloucester Street in 1905, prior to demolition. Drawn 21 March 1905.
Note no cesspit at all is shown in the yard (NSW Government Architect, ‘Plans and Photographs of
Buildings Demolished, 1902–07’; courtesy of Mitchell Library).

Convict George Cribb is said to have constructed 97 Gloucester Street in c1817 as a butchers
shop adjoining his home at 95 Gloucester Street (on the corner of Gloucester Street and Cribbs
Lane, later enlarged to become the Whaler’s Arms). Cribb’s slaughter yards were located to the
rear of 95–97 Gloucester Street, bounded by what later became known as Carahers and Cribbs
Lanes. According to the trench report prepared by Martin Carney in 1999, ‘Archaeological
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evidence indicates that the existing shop adjoining Cribb’s house (97 Gloucester Street) replaced
an earlier (wooden?) structure, perhaps indicating the reason for the need for a ‘re-opening’ of
the shop in 1817’ (Carney 1999a: 138). George Cribb also built an adjacent building to the south
of 97 Gloucester Street, known as the Bird in Hand (99 Gloucester Street), between 1817 and
1823.

Figure 22

106

Gloucester Street in 1901, showing (from left to right) no. 101, ‘The King House’, recently whitewashed; no. 99, once the ‘Bird in Hand Hotel’, now a boarding house; no. 97, once George Cribb’s
butcher shop; and no. 95, once the ‘Whalers Arms’ and now a boarding house. (SRNSW: CGS 4481
[AC 871], courtesy of State Records NSW)
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In c1833, 97 Gloucester Street was sold to Albert John Nicholas, who offered this property and
99 Gloucester Street for auction in January 1834 (The Australian 17 January 1834, p 3.), at which
time they were sold to William Massey for £60031c; both properties were officially granted to
Massey in 1839. At the time of their sale in 1834, 99 Gloucester Street was known as the Bird in
Hand and it and 97 Gloucester Street had a combined street frontage of 40 feet 10 inches.
Between 1882 and 1891, the shingle roof of 97 Gloucester Street was replaced with iron. ‘The
rock shelf was concealed behind a masonry wall which may have been a later modification' (Boyd
1997: 56).

THE CESSPIT FILLS (MCS C056 AND C220)
97 Gloucester Street, originally Cribb’s Butcher Shop, built c1817, contained the most complex
and best maintained sanitary arrangements in the study group. Not only were there two separate
cesspits, probably built within a decade of each other, but one was upgraded twice in its 40–45
year life. The earliest pit, C312 in the southwest corner was replaced in the 1860s, by cesspit
C051 in the northwest corner, which within about a decade was connected to sewer lines, only
to be re-connected or repaired in the 1880s.

Figure 23
Cesspit C051.
(P. Grant 1994, B10.7,
Courtesy of GML and
SHFA)

31

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book F No. 666.
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Figure 24
Structural remains of Cesspit C051,
view from above. (After CUGL Site
Plan 133 by C Kanellakis, courtesy
of GML and SHFA)

FIRST CESSPIT, SOUTHWEST YARD (MC C220)
It is not certain when the brick cesspit C312 was installed, but it was built some time after the
original building. Carney (1999a: 154) noted that it was constructed ‘during or after the laying of
the sandy rubble yard surface (C275)’, which he associated with the period of William Massey’s
occupation (from 1834 to 1853). The Masseys owned and occupied both 97 and 99 Gloucester
Street (formerly the Bird in Hand Hotel), and if no cesspit had been on the shop allotment
(97 Gloucester Street) prior to their purchase, there was no reason to build one. Carney
speculated that the cesspit was built as recently as 1853–1854, after the death of William Massey,
the marriage and relocation of his widow Mary Anne Massey, and the separate leasing of 97 and
99 Gloucester Street.
The deposit is most likely to have been backfilled in the 1850s, and contained a tobacco pipe
marked ‘UNCLE TOM’S CABIN / MURRAY, GLASGOW’, made after 1852 (when Uncle Tom’s Cabin was
first published) but before 1861 when William Murray’s factory closed. No other artefacts had a
TPQ greater than 1852.32
The deposit was recovered in three layers: C220, C225 and C240.33 There were 7 vessels whose
conjoined elements were recovered from C225 and C24034, suggesting that these two fills were
from the same source and may be considered homogenous.

32

A clay pipe CUGL23152 from C225, made for Lesser Friedlander, London, was originally dated to 1887–1888
(Wilson 1999b: 288). Subsequent research has demonstrated that Lesser Friedlander was operating in London by
at least 1852 (Kelly’s directories), and probably 1844 (Hunters & Frankau1990).

33

In the stratigraphic matrix Carney (1999: 169) shows the fill order to be C240 above C225 above C220. A sketch
in the daily journal (Carney 1994: 52) shows C220 to be above C225, above C240.
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Sherds

MNV

Description

Context type

TPQ

Bags

Wgt (k)

Unit
C220

Fill in cesspit C312 (SW cnr)

Fill: Cesspit

1852

114

2.4

39

402

C225

Fill in cesspit C312

Fill: Cesspit

1887

170

4.4

64

439

C240

Fill in cesspit C312

Fill: Cesspit

1850

110

1.8

52

272

Table 24

List of stratigraphic units in MC C220.

A conjoining fragment of a crimson transfer-printed mug found in the fill of C240 was recovered
from mid-way through the occupation deposit in the west room of 5 Carahers Lane—one of the
terraces facing the yard of 97 Gloucester Street (CJ ID 65). The majority of the vessel was
recovered from the cesspit fill (CUGL60596; 32.4 g), with a small 2 g fragment in underfloor
deposit (CUGL62912). The underfloor deposit of 5 Carahers Lane is unique, and was the subject
of considerable disturbance, probably owing to the construction of a drain (see Crook 1999:
Appendix 2). It is possible that the discard of the mug occurred prior to the construction of
5 Carahers Lane. This single conjoin is considered an anomaly, and probably the result of pipes
being laid across fence lines at the same time.

Figure 25

34

On-site sketch of fills in C312, the first cesspit, by Martin Carney (29 Sep 94, p 52; redrawn by P.
Crook).

CJ IDs 137, 348, 349, 351, 352, 377 and 423.
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SECOND CESSPIT, NORTHWEST YARD (MC C056)
The second cesspit in the yard of 97 Gloucester Street (C051) had a stone base and brick
superstructure and was probably built in the mid- to late-1850s when the first cesspit (C312) was
decommissioned and backfilled. Within a decade, cesspit C051 was converted to sewerage and
the pit backfilled; and piping was upgraded again in the 1880s (Carney 1999a: 152–154), or
possibly the 1890s as discussed below. This new piping was decommissioned and covered with
two bricks, and then covered with demolition fill (C039) associated with the final demolition,
c1907. Carney (1994: 10) notes that WC does not appear on the 1905 detailed plan (see Figure
21), and the last recorded occupant was James England in 1902, suggesting that the WC was
demolished before the main building.
While the down pipe (C052) for the later modifications did disturb the backfill preceding the
1860s sewerage conversion, the fill deposit remained largely intact and enabled Carney to date
the first conversion to at least 1861. Units C048 and C049 contain a mix of 1860s fill and ‘1880s
material’35, and these were laid over the new piping and partially disturbed fill. These later
deposits were excluded from the Master Context. Consequently, the MC representing the 1860s
fill should be considered a minimum.

Figure 26

35

Measured drawing of section through cesspit C051 (after CUGL Site Plan 133 by C. Kanellakis,
courtesy of GML and SHFA).

Units C048 and C049 were determined Priority B contexts and glass and ceramic from these deposit were bulk
bagged. These deposits were sorted and recatalogued by the EAMC team. With the exception of one aerated
water bottle with the embossed date ‘18[73]’ (CUGL72021), no more precise dating than Carney’s initial
characterisation of ‘1880s material’ can be offered.
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Figure 27

On-site ‘indicative’ sketch of the 1880s fills in C051 by Martin Carney (p. 10, redrawn by P. Crook).
Note these were excluded from the study.

The 1860s fill was removed in 4 stratigraphic units, and one ‘clean up’ deposit (C066). The upper
three layers (C056, C064 and C065) were artefact-rich fills, while the lowest layer (C067) was
distinguished as an anaerobic fill, speculated to be cesspit residue not cleaned out prior to
backfilling. This was confirmed by parasite analysis, which found evidence of faecal matter in the
form of whipworm and roundworm eggs (Everett 1999: 303), but these were retrieved from
C064, not C067. There were 19 vessels with conjoining elements recovered from C064 to C067
(note there were none with C056); the majority between C064 and C065. Allowing some shifting
of deposits, particularly given the rising water in the cesspit (see Carney 1994: 19), these deposits
ought best be considered a minimum representation of the original quantity discarded.
None of the glass and ceramic vessels necessarily post-date the 1860s, with the exception of one
near-complete, grey transfer-printed plate (CUGL40997) from C06436 is marked ‘J.F.W / FOLEY
POTTERIES’ and was made by James Wileman between 1869 and 1892. Other transfer-printed
wares, glass bottles and tobacco pipes have a TPQ of 1862 (e.g. Challinor saucer CUGL61912,
made 1862–1891; Davidson tobacco pipe CUGL23794, 1862–1911; and Crop tobacco pipe
CUGL23070, 1856–1924).
Three coins for years 1895 (10170), 1889 (10164) and 1877 (10147) were recovered from the
lower fills C065 and C064. These late dates are certainly out of character with the remainder of
the fill. It is unlikely (but of course always possible) that these small items fell into the intact fills
36

A small conjoining sherd (63230) was recovered from the clean up deposit C066.
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during demolition, largely because the down pipe C052 was left in situ and intact giving little
reason to dig through the layers below the pipe. This disturbance is more likely to be the result
of the laying of the new down pipe, which pushes back the date of sewer line repair to late 1890s,
not 1880s as initially thought.

Sherds

MNV

Wgt (k)

Bags

This disturbance may also account for the Wileman sherd dating from at least 1869. If this sherd
and the coins are treated as anomalies, the deposit can be dated to the mid-1860s: at least 1862,
and probably 1866 when the sewer pipe was laid down Carahers Lane.

Unit

Description

Context type

TPQ

C056

Upper fill, 1860s refuse, in C051

Fill: Cesspit

1860

79

16.9

29

244

C064

1860s rubbish fill in cesspit

Fill: Cesspit

1877

348

20.5

255

1658

C065

1860s rubbish fill in cesspit

Fill: Cesspit

1895

188

2.2

99

669

C066

Clean up37

Cleanup

1855

48

0.1

6

122

C067

Anaerobic layer in cesspit

Fill: Cesspit

1845

52

0.2

16

93

1869

715

39.9

405

2786

Table 25

List of stratigraphic units in MC C056.

THE OCCUPANTS
97 Gloucester Street was constructed in c1817 by George Cribb and was used by him as a
butchery shop until 1827. The butchers firm of Murrell, Sandwell & Perks purchased the building
in 1827; however, they only kept it for year as they were bankrupted in 1828. The occupants of
97 Gloucester Street from 1827 to 1845 are unknown. However, the building was converted to
residential use sometime in this period. The first residential tenant recorded at this address was
Patrick Howard, a labourer, in 1845. Thereafter, different tenants were recorded at 97
Gloucester Street every 2–5 years from 1845 (when the council rates were collected) until 1861.
Tenants tended to be a mix of families and single men (possibly boarding), and were short term
(tending to stay an average of 2–3 years) with one exception. Joseph and Catherine Thomas lived
at 97 Gloucester Street for 17 years from 1871 to 1887 (Joseph’s brother James Thomas, a
dealer, lived at the same address for 5 years in 1863–67). Subsequent tenants included a
bachelor, Robert Gaffee (1890–91) and the Lett family (1892–93).

37

Presumably in cesspit, given matrix positioning.
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Name
Patrick Howard (labourer)
Robert Heaney (bricklayer?)
Vacant
Thomas Buckley (tailor) and Mrs Buckley
William Allen (confectioner)
Vacant
Alexander Dickinson
George Adams (mariner)
James Thomas (general dealer)
Thomas Swan
D. Maclaverty
John Stretton/Streeton
Joseph Thomas (boarding house)
Matthew McBride
Robert Gaffey (tip carter)
Peter Augustus Lett (nightwatchman/labourer)
Peter Johnson/Johnstone
James England
Table 26

To
1845
1848
1852
1856
1857
1858
1861
1861
1867
1868
1869
1870
1887
1889
1891
1893
1900
1902

Yrs
1–4
1–8
1–8?
2–6
1–3
1–5
1–4
1–3
5–7
1–3
1–3
1–3
17–19
2–4
2–4
2–4
7–10
1

Occupants in 97 Gloucester Street (1848–1902).

Name
William Massey (Bird-in-Hand Hotel)
Mary Ann Massey [nee Benson, later
Henson]
William and Mary Ann Henson
Table 27

From
1845
1848
1852
1855
1857
1858
1861
1861
1863
1868
1869
1870
1871
1888
1890
1892
1894
1902

From
1845
1853

To
1852
1855

Yrs
8
2

1856

1902

47

Owners of 97 Gloucester Street, 1845–1902.

ROBERT HEANEY (OR HEANY) 1848
Robert Heaney (Heany) was recorded as a resident at 97 Gloucester Street in at least 1848. He
possibly arrived as a Bounty immigrant from Ireland aboard the Mandarin in 1838 aged 18 years
old. with his older brother Hugh, his sister-in-law Ann (both 27) and their children Henry (3) and
Robert (1). Robert Heaney's occupation was listed as bricklayer at this time, as was his brother
Hugh's. The Heaney brother's were from Lurgan, County Armagh, while Hugh's wife Ann and
their children were listed as from Connor. Their religion was listed as Wesleyan.
On 7 April 1847, Robert Heany was married to Catherine Fitzpatrick at St Mary's Cathedral. The
witnesses to their marriage were Richard Heany (probably Robert Heany’s brother) and Margaret
Galvin (later McNamara and Doyle). It appears that the couple was childless and that Catherine
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Heaney died in 1865 when she was 39 years old, from a serous apoplexy (a stroke, or a
haemorrhage of a serum filled cyst). The Heaneys had moved from The Rocks by this time, and
were living on William Street in Sydney.

VACANT 1852
97 Gloucester Street was vacant in 1852.

THOMAS AND MARY BUCKLEY, 1855–1856
Thomas Buckley was a tailor who lived at 97 Gloucester Street, with his wife Mary Buckley (nee
Sweeney) and family, for two years between 1855 and 1856. Thomas and Mary had married in
1842 and had four children who all appear to have survived to adulthood: James (1842), Ellen
(1847), Richard (1848), Mary (1851). The eldest, James, would have been 13 when they lived at
97 Gloucester Street, and the youngest, Mary, just 4 years old.
It is not known to where the Buckleys moved in 1856, but by 1858, Thomas was listed as a tailor
at 216 Cumberland Street (Sands Sydney Commercial Directory 1858–59).
After this time, the Buckleys appear to have moved away from Sydney.

WILLIAM ALLEN, 1857
William Allen was a confectioner who lived at 97 Gloucester Street for at least one year in 1857.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to recover any additional information about his occupation,
age or marital status.

JOHN JOHNSON 1858
John Johnson was a coal lumper who lived at 97 Gloucester Street in 1858. Unfortunately, we
have not been able to recover any additional information about his occupation, age or marital
status.

GEORGE ADAMS AND ALEXANDER DICKINSON 1861
In 1861, 97 Gloucester Street was occupied by both the mariner George Adams (in the year he
was married to Hannah Watt) and Alexander Dickinson. (See 1 Carahers Lane, ‘Hannah and
George Adams 1861’, p. 53)

JAMES THOMAS 1862–1867
James Thomas was a general dealer who lived at 97 Gloucester Street from 1862 to 1867; he was
probably the brother of Joseph Thomas, who lived at 3 Carahers Lane in 1858–1861, 99
Gloucester Street in 1861–1870 and 97 Gloucester Street in 1871–1886. James was listed at each
of these addresses, often while Joseph and Catherine Thomas were living there: at 3 Carahers
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Lane in 1859 (Electoral Roll), 99 Gloucester Street (1863–64) and 97 Gloucester Street 1862–
1867. He was also listed at 110 Cumberland Street in 1868.

THOMAS SWAN 1868
Thomas Swan lived at 97 Gloucester Street in 1868. Ten years previously (1858), Swan had lived
at one of the Smidmore buildings on Cumberland Street (6/164 Cumberland Street).
Unfortunately, we have not been able to recover any additional information about his occupation,
age or marital status.

DENIS AND MARY MCCLAFFERTY 1869
Denis and Mary McClafferty (also spelt Maclaverty) lived at 97 Gloucester Street in 1869.38
Denis McClafferty arrived in Australia as an assisted immigrant on the Montrose in 1864 when he
was 29 years old, with his first wife Mary (nee Sweeney) and a son, Hugh, an infant. Once in
Australia, Denis and Mary McClafferty had four more children: Mary J. in 1863, Mary A. 1866,
Sarah in c1869 and Mary in 1873. It appears that three of the McClafferty daughters died in
infancy, with the exception of Sarah.
Denis married a second time, to Sarah (nee Macclafferly or McClafferly; a relative?) in 1875,
following the death of his first wife in 1874. Denis and Sarah McClafferty had three more
children: Catherine (or Kate) in 1876, Denis in 1878 and Manis (or Manas) in 1885.
The McClafferties moved to a number of residences around The Rocks from 1869 to 1900: 174
Cumberland Street in 1877–1880, 156 Cumberland Street in 1882, 170 Cumberland Street in
1889 and one of the Susannah Place terraces, 60 Gloucester Street, in 1897–1900.
Denis McClafferty died of heart disease in 1905, at which time the McClafferty family appear to
have left The Rocks and was living at Granville.

JOHN STRETTON 1870
John Stretton39 lived at 97 Gloucester Street in 1870. By 1873, Stretton had moved further south
to 113 Gloucester Street and had moved again in 1876, at which time he was living at 39
Gloucester Street. Between 1882 and 1888, John Stretton was living at 55 Gloucester Street.

JOSEPH THOMAS 1871–1886
Joseph Thomas, a boarding house keeper, lived at 97 Gloucester Street between 1871 and 1886.
(See 3 Carahers Lane, ‘Joseph and Catherine Thomas 1858–1861’, p. 61’.)

38

Denis McClafferty was listed as D McClaverty in the Sands’ Directory for 1869.

39

John Stretton’s name was variously spelt as Stretton, Streeton, Stratton or Strutton in both council rates records
and Post Office Directories.
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MATTHEW MCBRIDE 1887–1889
Matthew McBride lived at 97 Gloucester Street for two years from 1887.40 Unfortunately, we
have not been able to recover any additional information about his occupation, age or marital
status.

ROBERT JAMES GAFFEY (OR GAFFEE) 1890–1891
Robert Gaffey (or Gaffee) lived at 97 Gloucester Street for two years between 1890 and 1891; by
1893, he was living on High Street, North Botany (according to the Sands’ Directory for this
year).
Robert James Gaffey had been born in Sydney in 1871, the youngest son of German-born Edward
Gaffey and his wife Elizabeth Pitthouse (nee Jones).
Robert Gaffey died in 1912 he was 41, at which time he was living at 22 Little Bourke Street in
Surry Hills and was working as a tip carter. It appears that Gaffey never married or had children.
He died of cachexia, a wasting disease often associated with cancer (Gaffey had malignant disease
of the pancreas). Gaffey’s half-sister Julia Whitmarsh (living at Balmain) was the informant to his
death, while his elder brother Edward and brother-in-law William Whitmarsh were witnesses.
Robert Gaffey was buried at the Church of England cemetery at Waverley.

PETER AUGUSTUS LETT 1892–1893
Peter Augustus Lett, his Irish-born wife Honora and their three children lived at 97 Gloucester
Street from 1892–1893. (See 93 Gloucester Street, ‘Peter Augustus and Honora Lett 1883–
1888’, p. 104.)

PETER JOHNSON (OR JOHNSTONE) 1894–1900
Peter Johnson (or Johnstone) lived at 97 Gloucester Street 1894 to 1900. He lived in other
dwellings in the area from 1890 until 1907, including 4 Carahers Lane in 1890–1892 and 6 Cribbs
Lane in 1902–1907 (and possibly at 4/131 Gloucester Street, also known as Caraher’s Yard, in
1894).

40

There was one only one marriage listed for Matthew McBride in Births, Deaths and Marriages. On 30 May 1888,
Matthew McBride, a plumber of Goulburn Street, was married to Fannie Catherine Hubbard, a dressmaker living at
Darling Street, Glebe.
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101 GLOUCESTER STREET (1822–C1907)
101 Gloucester Street, known as the King House, was erected on Lot 4 of Section 74 in the City
of Sydney by 1822–1823, possibly by its first recorded occupant, Daniel King. According to the
1822 Constables Notebooks, King lived at 101 Gloucester Street with his wife Susan Tirely and
their three young children: Mary Ann (4), Daniel (2) and Susan (5 months); James Knight, a
Government Servant (assigned convict), also lived with them.
There was an earlier dwelling on the site predating the King House, which was erected by c1812.
It appears that the c1812 building, which was set back from Gloucester Street, and the later
1822–1823 King House (which was built directly on street frontage) co-existed during the 1820s:
‘The new building used most of the original hut as a rear wing. Archaeological evidence suggests that
that the hut was not demolished until after the 1820s, perhaps later. By the 1850s, a new and smaller
rear wing had been constructed, perhaps by the new owner William Massey.’ (Carney, Vol 3 Trench
Reports: 140).

Council Rates records show that from 1845, 101 Gloucester Street was single-storey stone
building with three rooms and a shingled roof, which was replaced with iron between 1880 and
1882.
Mrs Francis (or Frances) King of Erskine Street was officially granted Lot 4, comprising 3 ½
perches by Town Grant in 183941 (was Mrs Francis King a relative to Daniel King?). On 17
November 1840, Frances King conveyed this parcel of land to Mary Ann Wright of George Street,
Sydney for an amount of 10/-.42 In 1847, Mary Ann Wright and her husband James, a brewer, sold
the property to William Massey for £100.43 On the death of Massey in 1853, 101 Gloucester
Street passed into the ownership of Mary Ann, his second wife. Mary Ann Massey, nee Benson,
remarried future parliamentarian William Henson in 1855. The Hensons retained ownership of
101 Gloucester Street until the early 1900s, at which time the government resumed and
demolished the building.

THE CESSPIT FILL (MC C130)
It is unknown when the cesspit at 101 Gloucester Street, the ‘King House’ (built c1823), was first
installed, but it first appears on maps in 1857 (see Figure 3). Carney notes that it was converted
to sewerage some time after the 1850s and remained in use as a water closet until demolished
c1907. The closet appears to have been repaired or renovated at some point, with a new drypressed brick wall (C132) and new above-ground piping (Carney 1994: 18–20). At this time, the
fill below was sealed with a cement floor (C122).

41

Land Titles Office, Grants, Book 50 No 68.

42

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book 13 No. 549.

43

Land Titles Office, Deeds Registers, Book 13 No. 550.
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The fill was excavated in four stratigraphic units: C127–C130, none of which have a TPQ later
than 1861—despite the structural evidence for modifications after the initial sewer conversion.
Units C127 and C128 post-dated the dry-pressed brick wall, but contained no artefacts postdating 1845. The marked base sherd of a patterned plate, marked ‘GEM’ and made by George
Jones from 1861 to 1873 (CUGL40965) was recovered from the third fill, C129. There was one
conjoin identified between the 3rd and 4th fills (CJ ID 251), the majority of it being recovered
from C129.
A fragment of a Chinese blue and white porcelain bowl (CJ ID 154) was identified as conjoining
with sherds from three other layers in the yard of 101 Gloucester Street: a fill layer in the south
yard dating from at least 1873 (C358), a refuse pit also in the south yard (C397) dating from at
least 1837, and the retaining wall dating from at least 184644 (C250).
C397 and two other contemporaneous refuse pits in the yard (C239: 1861+; C387: 1845+; C397:
1837+) were briefly examined for comparability with the cesspit fill, supposing they were related
to the same construction or renovation event. While another ‘Gem’ pattern sherd was identified
in C239 and one unidentified but distinct scenic sherd from C397 was identified as matching
72997 from the fourth cesspit fill, there was no exceptional commonality, and connection
between the three was ruled out.45 It is likely that these pits were disturbed during installation of
the sewer pipes through the yard, and small remnants found their way into the cesspit backfill.

Unit

Description

context type

TPQ

Bags

Wgt (k)

MNV

Sherds

Like 5 Carahers Lane, the assemblage contains some characteristically pre-1850 artefacts,
including Chinese blue and white porcelain, and lead-glazed and unglazed utilitarian wares, along
side post-1840s tobacco pipes, transfer-printed and white earthenwares and light green
condiment bottles as expected in c1860s deposits.

C127

First Cesspit Fill: King House
(below cement floor C122)

Fill: Cesspit

1845

10

0.0

2

8

C128

Second Cesspit Fill: King House

Fill: Cesspit

1775

3

0.0

2

3

C129

Third Cesspit Fill: King House

Fill: Cesspit

1861

59

2.7

41
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C130

Fourth Cesspit Fill: King House

Fill: Cesspit

1860

229

2.5

105

945

1861

301

5.2

150

1070

Table 28

List of stratigraphic units in MC C130.

44

This was first thought to be part of the original pre-c1823 King House construction (Carney 1999: 3.3.3), but
numerous post-1840 artefacts in the fill suggest it was a later addition.

45

C239, C387 and C397 were determined ‘Priority B’ contexts and ceramic and glass from these deposit was bulk
bagged. These bulk bags (40948, 40950, 40926) were briefly examined in August 2003, but were not sorted and
catalogued.
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Figure 28

On-site sketch of cesspit in yard of 101 Gloucester Street, facing north. (P. Crook,
after M. Carney 1994: 20)

THE OCCUPANTS
101 Gloucester Street was constructed in c1817 (possibly by Daniel King). King and Susan Tirley
and their three children were the first recorded occupants at this address from 1822 to 1823. It
is not known who lived at 101 Gloucester Street between 1823 and 1845.
Council rates were first collected for 101 Gloucester Street in 1845; this is when the first
residents at this address began to be consistently recorded. The dwelling was mostly occupied by
short-term tenants who stayed a minimum of one year (or less) and a maximum of 3–5 years
from this time until the 1860s (a mixture of single men and families).
Families, connected to each other through marriage, tended to occupy 101 Gloucester Street
from the early 1870s until 1902. Elizabeth and Thomas Hines and their children lived at this
address for three years from 1873, while Elizabeth Hines’s mother and brother (Caroline and
James McCraw) lived there from 1879–80. Thomas and Harriet Price and their children occupied
101 Gloucester Street from 1882 to 1893, followed by their daughter, the widowed Emily Layton,
with at least four of her children from 1893 to 1902. And to complete the circle, one of Emily
Layton’s daughters, Charlotte Ann, was married to John Hines in 1898. John Hines, the son of
Elizabeth and Thomas, was undoubtedly born at 101 Gloucester Street when his parents lived
there 1873–75).
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Name
Daniel King and Susan Tirley
David Evans (cooper)
Charles Price
Vacant
Richard Donovan (boot and shoemaker)
Andrew Conway (cabinet maker)
William J. Foster
Richard Wild (grocer, Black Dog Inn)
James Agnew French (Free mariner/labourer)
George Beale (waterman)
Thomas Hines (mariner)
Thomas Verrell (waterman)
James McCraw and Caroline McCraw [nee
Saumons]
Thomas and Harriet Price and family
Thomas Price (diver/waterman/pearl lugger)
Harriet Price (confectioner)
Emily Layton [nee Price] (confectioner/laundress)
William McLeod (lodger?)
Table 29

To
1823
1845
1848
1852
1856
1857
1858
1859
1861
1871
1875
1882
1880

Yrs
>2
1–4
1–8
1–8
2–6
1–3
1–3
1–2
3–5
9–13
3–6
7–8
2–?

1882
1882
1885
1893
1898

1902
1884
1893
1902
1898

21
3
11
10
1–?

Occupants in 101 Gloucester Street, 1822–1902.

Name
James Wright
William Massey (Bird-in-Hand Hotel)
Mary Ann Massey [nee Benson, later Henson]
William and Mary Ann Henson
Table 30

From
1822
1845
1848
1852
1855
1857
1858
1859
1859
1863
1873
1876
1879

From
1845
1848
1853
1856

To
1845
1852
1855
1902

Yrs
1–4
5
2
47

Owners of 101 Gloucester Street, 1845–1902.

JAMES AND ROSANNA FRENCH 1859–1861
James and Rosanna French and their family lived at 101 Gloucester Street in from 1859 to 1861.46
James French was born in Belfast, Ireland (County Antrim?) in 1829 and arrived in Australia in
1852 as an unassisted immigrant. He married Rosanna Boyd at the Presbyterian Scots Church in
1854. Rosanna Boyd was also Irish-born and also from the north, from Newry in County
46

James French was listed in the 1859–1860 Electoral Roll for West Sydney as resident of 77 Gloucester Street (later
101 Gloucester Street).
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Armagh. She had arrived in Australia in 1850 when she was 18 years old on the John Knox as an
assisted immigrant. Rosanna Boyd was an ‘Irish orphan’; she had arrived on the same ship as
Catherine Donovan who lived with her husband Joseph Thomas at various houses in the
neighbourhood from 1858 to 1886; both Boyd and Donovan probably went through the Hyde
Park Barracks Depot.
James and Rosanna had three (or four?) children born between 1855 and 1859 (Rosanna French’s
death certificate indicates that she and her husband James had four children: 1 girl and 3 boys
living).. Mary French was born in 1855 and John M. French in 1856. Both were registered as
Roman Catholic at St James Church. James and Rosanna’s youngest child, a son named James
Agnew French for his father, was born in 1859 when the family was living at 101 Gloucester
Street.
Rosanna French (nee Boyd) died on 5 December 1863 from ‘consumption’ (or pulmonary
tuberculosis), at which time the family was living on Princes Street. James French remarried one
year after the death of his first wife, to Ann Bourke, nee Sangar, on 10 September 1864 at St
Marys Cathedral. At this time, James French was living on Cumberland Street, and Ann on
Cambridge Street.
James French and his family lived at a number of properties in the vicinity of 101 Gloucester
Street in the decade from 1857. James and Rosanna French lived at 1 Carahers Lane in 1857 with
their two children, then 101 Gloucester Street in from 1859 to 1861 where their youngest son
James was born on 6 August 1859. By 1864, James French (at that time a widower) and his
children were living on Cumberland Street (French was listed at 103 Cumberland Street in the
Sands’ Directory for 1865). In 1866, two years after his second marriage to Ann Bourke (later
Sangar), James French moved with his family to Cardistown House at 111 Gloucester Street, and
the following year to 133 Gloucester Street.47
James French died on 8 January 1867, aged 38 years old from tuberculosis pneumonia after an
illness of 18 months, probably contracted from his first wife (tuberculosis pneumonia is an
untreated form of pulmonary tuberculosis). At the time of his death, James French and his family
were living on Cambridge Street.

GEORGE BEALE 1863–1871
George Beale was a waterman who lived at 101 Gloucester Street from 1863 to 1871.
On the 11 January 1877, a boatman named George Beale died at the Sydney Infirmary from the
effects of alcoholism and bronchitis. This George Beale was 52, and had migrated from England in
1851 when he was 26 years old. It is likely that he had been married to Mary Castigan (from
County Armagh) at St Andrews Sydney on 25 August 1856.48 George and Margaret Beale had
four children (one boy died in infancy). One of the couple’s children, Margaret, was born at

47

Cardistown House was the former residence of Owen Joseph Caraher, later divided in half and referred to as 137–
139 Gloucester Street.

48

There is no record of this marriage in the Birth Death Marriage registers, however, the birth certificate for the child
of George & Mary, an 'unnamed' daughter born on 25/7/1856 at Mosman (or Mossman's Bay) has the marriage date
for her parents listed as 25 August 1856.
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Kirribilli, Milsons Point on 1 January 1861, at which time George Beale’s occupation was given as
labourer and his place of birth as Canterbury, England.

THOMAS AND ELIZABETH HINES 1873–1875
Thomas and Elizabeth Hines lived at 101 Gloucester Street from 1873 to 1875.
Thomas and Elizabeth Hines had around thirteen children born between c1866 and 1888, two of
whom died in infancy. The Hines family, including at least 9 children, lived at 1 Carahers Lane
from 1877 to 1887 (Karskens 1999a: 143). When the Hines’s third youngest child Florence was
born in 1883, Thomas and Elizabeth Hines were recorded as having 5 male children and 3 female
children living, and 2 male children dead.
Thomas Hines49 married Elizabeth Clarke at the Wesleyan Methodist Church on Princes Street in
1862. Elizabeth Clarke was Sydney-born, the second child of Caroline McCraw (nee Salmon or
Saumon) and ex-convict William Clarke, while Thomas Hines was from Belfast in the north of
Ireland.50 Thomas Hines was employed as both a mariner and a labourer to support his wife and
family.
Thomas and Elizabeth Hines lived at 101 Gloucester Street from 1873 to 1875 before moving to
1 Carahers Lane for a decade from 1877. Thereafter, the Hines lived at two of the Jobbin’s
Terraces: 103 Gloucester Street from 1888 to 1892 and 105 Gloucester Street from 1893 to
c1902.
Elizabeth and Thomas Hines maintained strong familial connections with inhabitants of The Rocks
well into the early 20th century. Elizabeth Hines’s mother Caroline McCraw and brother James
Clarke McCraw lived around the corner at 101 Gloucester Street in 1879–80 (James Clarke
McCraw settled in the area, following his marriage to Rocks local Anna Maria Thoms in 1883).
Elizabeth Hines’s elder sister Mary Ann was married to William Webster Simpson in 1865, and
they lived together with their family at 3 Carahers Lane in 1882–84; when Mary Ann Simpson
(nee Clarke) died in 1921, she was still living in The Rocks at 66 Gloucester Street. Sydney Hines,
the youngest child born to Elizabeth and Thomas Hines in 1888, ran a hairdressers shop at 118
Cumberland Street from 1909 to 1914.
Thomas and Elizabeth Hines also had connections to the other Rocks families including the
Laytons and Prices through the marriages of their children. John Hines, born in 1873, was
married to Charlotte Ann Layton in 1898 and they lived at 2 Carahers Lane in 1907 (Charlotte
Ann Layton was the daughter of Charles Henry Layton and Emily Price).
Elizabeth Hines died in 1928.

JAMES AND CAROLINE MCCRAW 1879–1880
James McCraw lived at 101 Gloucester Street in 1879, while Caroline McCraw (either the mother
or sister-in-law of James McCraw) was recorded as the occupant at this address in 1880.
49

Thomas Hines’s surname was also spelt as Hinds, Hynes or Hyndes.

50

When Florence Hines was born in 1883, Thomas Hines was recorded as 40 years old, and from Dublin.
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Caroline McCraw died at 101 Gloucester Street (then numbered 77 Gloucester Street) on 8
September 1879; the informant to her death was one of her sons Joseph John Clarke, who lived
at 218 Cumberland Street.
Caroline Salmon (or Saumon51) emigrated free on the David Scott with her family, arriving in
Australia on 26 October 1834 when she was 11 years old. She first married ex-convict William
Clarke on 14 March 1844 at St Phillips Church of England, Sydney. Caroline and William Clarke
had eleven children, born between 1843 and 1862, all baptised at St Philips. Their third youngest
child James Clarke was born on 16 May 1857 when the Clarke family was living at 77 Gloucester
Street, to the north of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site. William Clarke died in 1863,
and Caroline was married, for a second time, to John McCraw in 1865 at the Presbyterian Church
at 105 Princes Street, Sydney (McCraw was earlier a resident of 1 Carahers Lane in 1858). There
were no children from this second marriage.
Following Caroline Clarke’s remarriage to John McCraw, some of the younger Clarke children
took on the McCraw surname (for example, James Clarke was later known as James Clarke
McCraw). ‘James McCraw, no relation, Cumberland Street’ was the informant to the death of
Thomas Leggett on 24 September 1879; Leggett had been a resident of 1 Carahers Lane with his
parents Charles and Catherine from c1874 to 1878, and a boarder at 116 Cumberland Street in
1879.
Caroline McCraw was also the mother of Elizabeth Hines (nee Clarke) who lived at 101
Gloucester Street from 1873 to 1875 before moving to 1 Carahers Lane from 1877 to 1887, as
well as Mary Ann Simpson (nee Clarke), who lived with her husband William at 3 Carahers Lane
from 1882 to 1884.

THOMAS VERRELL 1876–1882
Thomas Verrell was a waterman who lived at 101 Gloucester Street from 1876 to 1882 (lodging
with Caroline and James McCraw for some of this time). Prior to moving to 101 Gloucester
Street, Thomas Verrell lived at 9 Carahers Lane in 1867 and 4 Carahers Lane 187152, and possibly
at 18 Little Essex Street in 1867–1868 (listed as Thomas Terrill).

51

Caroline Salmon’s surname variously spelt Salmon, Sammon, Sammons, Saumons, Saumon and Simmons.

52

Thomas Verrell was living on Junction Lane according to the Electoral Roll for 1870–71; and was living with Henry
Verrell (his brother or son?) on Junction Lane, according to the Electoral Roll for 1873-74.
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Part C
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

OVERVIEW

OF THE SELECTED DEPOSITS: A
BASIS FOR COMPARISON
Roughly contemporaneous cesspit backfills present an excellent basis for the numerical
comparison of material culture—an example of this being Fitts’s work on 19th-century privies
from New York (e.g. Fitts 1999). Of course, as the last 50-odd pages have demonstrated, no two
cesspits were constructed the same, and it would be most unwise to suppose that any two were
backfilled with equally representative assemblages of household contents. For this reason, it is
important to draw out the similarities and differences between the nature of the deposits selected
for study, so that similarities and differences between their contents may be more confidently
interpreted.
The first factor to consider is the size of each deposit. When considering sherd count alone (see
Figure 29), 124 Cumberland Street is by far the largest deposit in the study group with nearly
6,400 artefacts—eight times the size of the smallest assemblage, 1 Carahers Lane (804 items) and
2,000 sherds more than the second largest assemblage, 3 Carahers Lane. While this may be
explained by the intermingling of yard refuse pits with cesspit backfill, the exceptional size of
124 Cumberland Street’s assemblage is tempered by the MNV counts. As shown in Figure 30,
they follow a structure similar to the sherd counts (with 124 Cumberland Street as the largest
assemblage), but the ‘gap’ is significantly reduced, and 93 Gloucester Street and the 1860s cesspit
fill from 97 Gloucester Street come forward as a significant assemblages—the latter only 68
vessels short of 124 Cumberland Street.
The calculation of assemblage weight (Figure 31) again follows a similar structure, but here
126 Cumberland Street rivals 124 Cumberland Street for assemblage size. This is best explained
by the presence of ferrous paint cans, weighing approximately 19.8 kg.
The ratio of sherds to MNV (Figure 32) varies from 2.9 to 7.4 across the deposits. While seven
deposits have roughly three sherds per ‘Minimum’ object, 3 Carahers Lane, 126 Cumberland
Street and 124 Cumberland Street are at least double that figure. Analysis based on sherd count
alone would significantly exaggerate the size of these three assemblages.
Given the exclusion of building materials, and bone and shell from the study, it is necessary to
briefly examine the frequency of sherds to characterise the composition of each assemblage (see
Figure 34, Figure 33 and Table 32)—there being no available weight and MNV data to compare
with the other classes.1

1

Note also that in the absence of Context Sheets and Journals for several houses, the total volume of fill cannot be
determined with accuracy. It is known that MC F044 (93 Gloucester Street) comprised 0.6m3 (1.5 x 0.9 x 0.45 m;
Steele 1999a: 261, 266) and MC C220 was approx 0.7m3 (see approx measurements in Carney 1994: 52).
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Total Weight of Sherds (kg)

Minimum number of vessels in MCs
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Figure 32

Average number of sherds per MVC.

Excludes building materials, unidentified metal and unmodified and shell bone. Note that total weight of C056 has
been adjusted to allow for the six wine bottles recovered with their liquid contents still intact, and retained should
traces of their original contents may still survive in the bottle. Altogether these bottles weighed 11 kg, but an
estimate of 3 kg was used in Figure 31, based on the average weight of other complete but empty bottles (500 g).
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Bldg Code
Cara 001 (B197)
Cara 003 (B077)
Cara 005 (B294)
Cumb 122 (A138)
Cumb 124 (A310)
Cumb 126 (A140)
Glouc 093 (F044)
Glouc 097 (1) (C220)
Glouc 097 (2) (C056)
Glouc 101 (C130)
Table 31

Total no. sherds

Min. #
Vessels

MVC3

Excl. 4

Total

Wgt
(kg)

151
297
231
225
467
233
336
153
399
141

516
1,770
712
869
3,433
1,550
976
474
1,457
406

288
2,561
478
826
2,952
620
1,139
639
1,329
664

804
4,331
1,190
1,695
6,385
2,170
2,115
1,113
2,786
1,070

13.1
20.0
6.9
20.9
41.2
37.9
17.4
8.7
31.8
5.2

Minimum number of vessels, sherd count and weight of each MC.

Firstly, all deposits are dominated by ceramic, glass and bone, and share a relatively regular
distribution with regard to material class. The relatively small proportion of building materials5
(under 10%) may be deceptive, as for example, the 1.5 m deep rubble fill in cistern–cesspit of 93
Gloucester Street was recovered separately (see ‘The cistern–cesspit fill (MC F044)’, p. 98). The
three Cumberland Street terraces have, comparatively, negligible inclusions of building materials—
a pattern Wilson (1999: 52) observed for these houselots as a whole, suggesting that they were
subject to few improvements.
Looking at the relative composition shown in percentage chart Figure 33, 3 Carahers Lane is the
most striking, being nearly half comprised of bone and shell refuse (most of this is fragmentary),
with a greater proportion of glass vessels and a relatively small ceramic assemblage. On reference
to Figure 34, it clear that 3 Carahers Lane is little different to the eight other houses that have
between 300 and 600 ceramic sherds, rather that the additional bone and glass components
swamp the ceramic assemblage.
124 Cumberland Street and 97 Gloucester Street have the greatest number and percentage of
intact fragile (glass and ceramic) items, followed by 3 Carahers Lane and 124 Cumberland Street.
124 Cumberland Street also has the greatest number of substantially complete and complete
vessels, but relative to the size of the assemblage, this is not an outstanding example of a well
preserved dump of useable, but otherwise unwanted household vessels—a point worth bearing in
mind when the matching sets are examined.6

3

These are the sherds utilised in the Minimum Vessel Counts, and were allocated a MVC reference number.

4

These are the building materials, dietary bone and waste products (e.g. slag) excluded from the study, and
consequently, the Minimum Vessel Counts. In the database they appear as ‘Not applicable’ in the MVC note field.

5

The artefact class ‘Building Materials’ includes bricks, roof tiles, sewerage pipes, plaster samples and the like. Nonstructural items, such as nails, door handles and brackets, appear under ‘metal’.

6

Note McCarthy and Ward (2000: 122) reported one cesspit fill from a privy pit fill in Minneapolis for which more
than half the vessels were over 75% complete. See also the illustrations of extensively intact assemblages in
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5 Carahers Lane was surprisingly low, having only 2 complete vessels: a medicinal vial and a 3.5”
diameter wine bottle, both recovered as whole items.
Across the ten deposits, the quantities of complete, near complete or intact items are quite small,
with a maximum of 30 complete or near complete vessels in any assemblage.
Three deposits were significantly disturbed. 1 Carahers Lane was partly destroyed by a machine
base for the Engineering Works. 101 Gloucester Street and the second cesspit fill at
97 Gloucester Street were disturbed by later repairs to the water closets. The refuse pits of MC
A310 in 124 Cumberland Street were disturbed, but the cesspit fill itself appeared to remain
intact.
The revision of TPQs has allowed some clarification of the dating of the cesspit fills and
consequently their conversion to sewer mains. Five of the nine pits converted to sewerage had
TPQs pre-dating the introduction of sewer lines in 1866 (Karskens 1999a: 89; Sewerage and
Water Supply, 10th report, 1866 in V&P 1867: 4–5 [30–31])—an unsurprising result of deposition
lag. Altogether seven of the deposits were backfilled in the late 1860s, probably during the same
installation episode. While they do share temporal comparability from a depositional point of
view, 5 Carahers Lane and 124 Cumberland Street stand out as being ‘older’ deposits, probably
the goods of residents occupying these places prior to the sewerage conversion. The remaining
three fills were formed in the 1850s, 1870s and 1880s respectively, and variation should be
expected in their contrast to the 1860s material.

Artefact Class

Cara
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Cara
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Cara
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Cumb
122
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093

Ceramic

332

477

502

452

2,365
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345

654

221

Glass

173

1,340

237
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5
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1

2
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0

Other

3

8

5

8

0

Total
Table 32

804

Glou
Glou
097 (i) 097 (ii)

3
6

11

4

Glou
101

4,331 1,190 1,695 6,385 2,170 2,115 1,113 3,030 1,070

Quantity of sherds from each artefact class in each MC.

Geismar 1993.
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Intactness of glass and ceramic vessels in Master Contexts from selected houses: the minimum
number of complete or near complete vessels (90–100% complete), substantially complete vessels
(50–89% complete), and those 10–50% or <10% complete. The MVC of vessels for which no
percentage could be estimated (‘Unidentified’) have also been included. The percentage of MVC is
shown on the right.8

For their detailed study of the depositional processes of 11 privy pits and cisterns in Minneapolis,
John McCarthy and Jeanne Ward (2000: 113) identified six processes that could give rise to fills
found in privies:
1. direct deposition of human and other wastes;
2. accidental loss of objects;
3. deliberate placement of artefacts and/or other materials into the feature to serve as
percolation fill;
4. gradual, long-term accumulation of direct household refuse;
5. rapid deposition of household refuse, and possibly other materials, such as might occur as
part of a major cleaning or site abandonment event; and
6. redeposition of household refuse originally deposited or ‘stockpiled’ in yards.

7

The percentage of vessel cannot be accurately identified for a large number of sherds. In most, but not all, of these
cases, the individual sherds would be <5% of the original vessel.

8

Excludes small complete items such as buttons and other closures, beads, coins and pins. The percentage figures are
aggregates of individual sherds from within each MVC group and do not take into account ‘range’ percentages (e.g.
those recorded as ‘<5’ have been counted as 5.
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The picture that is building of the study sample is that all backfills derived in part from household
refuse originally deposited or ‘stockpiled’ in yards—there simply are not enough complete vessels
to argue for clear-out deposits. These include: 124 Cumberland Street, 5 Carahers Lane and
101 Gloucester Street.
At least 3 deposits contained some evidence of direct privy deposition: B386 (5 Carahers Lane),
A138 (122 Cumberland Street) and C064 (97 Gloucester Street, 2nd cesspit). This was
recovered from the lowest level of the 5 Carahers Lane pit, and A138 was recovered as a singleunit fill; but the parasite remains from the second cesspit fill at 97 Gloucester Street were
recovered from one of the middle, artefact-rich deposits. This is considered a result of the
disturbance of the lowest, anaerobic layer (C067), caused by the installation of the pipe C052, not
evidence that the pit was not cleaned out prior to connection.
During cataloguing, 124 Cumberland Street stood out as a household clearance deposit, although
it was subject to redeposition. At least part of the 126 Cumberland Street deposit—namely, the
paint cans and work tools—appears to represent a household clearance. The remaining deposits,
however, appear to be the result of opportunistic refuse, probably short-term stock piles of
week-to-week refuse collection, with significant proportions of food-scraps (animal bone) and
disposable containers.

B197 B077 B294 A138 A310 A140 F044 C220 C056 C130
Cara
001

Cara
003

Cara
005

Cumb
122

Cumb
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Cumb
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5

19

2

26

19

1

7

6

30

5

Substantially complete (50–90%) 14

18

0

21
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4

3

9

18

0

10–50%

16

45

48

41

131

53

20

24

56

10

<10%

50

54

70

38

85

47

31

24

33

20

Unidentified

48

69

85

50

145

98

70

76

83

73

Total

133

205

205

176

414

203

131

139

220

108

Complete / Near Complete

Glouc Glouc Glouc Glouc
093 097 (i) 097 (ii) 101

Excluding Unidentified:
% Complete / Near Complete

5.9% 14.0% 1.7% 20.6% 7.1% 1.0% 11.5% 9.5% 21.9% 14.3%

% 50–100% complete

22.4% 27.2% 1.7% 37.3% 19.7% 4.8% 16.4% 23.8% 35.0% 14.3%

Table 33

Intactness of glass and ceramic vessels and containers in Master Contexts from selected houses (see
Figure 35).
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Bldg Code

TPQ

Likely date of Owner at the time of
Deposition
deposition

MNV
>50%

Nature of Deposition

Post-deposition
disturbance

Cara 001
(B197)

1862

1866

Henson (Massey)

22.4%

Primary backfill

Yes: Eng Works

Cara 003
(B077)

1863

1866

Henson (Massey)

27.2%

Primary backfill

Minor: Eng Works

Cara 005
(B294)

1867

1866

Caraher

1.7%

Secondary backfill:
‘stockpiled’ yard refuse

None

Cumb 122
(A138)

1875

mid–late
1870s

Mary Ann Smith, late
Henson (Massey)

37.3%

Primary backfill

Anomalous: yard
drainage works

Cumb 124
(A310)

1860

1866

Croft Hall (late
Winch)

19.7%

Secondary backfill and
primary refuse pit

Some: yard drainage
works

476

Cumb 126
(A140)

1860

1866

Henson (Massey)

4.8%

Primary backfill what
about lead-glazed ware
etc?

Minimal

237

Glouc 093
(F044)

1885

Late 1880s

Will Pullyard or
Catherine Fennelly

16.4%

Primary backfill

None

341

Glouc 097 (1)
(C220)

1852

> c1854

Henson (Massey)

23.8%

Primary backfill

Anomalous: yard
drainage works

155

Glouc 097 (2)
(C056)

1862
(1866)

Late 1860s

Henson (Massey)

35.0%

Primary backfill

Yes: WC repairs,
1890s

Glouc 101
(C130)

1861

1866

Henson (Massey)

14.3%

Secondary backfill:
‘stockpiled’ yard refuse

Yes: WC repairs,
post-1870s

Table 34

134

Parasites?

MNV
151

B386

303
121

A138

C064

230

434
150

Summary of features of each MC in the study group.
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OVERVIEW

OF THE

RESIDENTS

In the previous sections we outlined brief biographies of all residents occupying the selected nine
houses within a decade or so of the deposition dates of the cesspit backfills. We have reduced
this number to 21 families and individuals most likely to be responsible for discarding these fills
(see Table 35), and we summarise some demographic characteristics of these families below. It is
important to note once again that we do not have data on all tenants, particularly those in the
‘gap’ years in the Carahers Lane terraces, and for the later deposits from the Gloucester Street
properties that were probably run as boarding houses during this time.
Much of the information we have about the occupations of people who lived in the vicinity of the
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site (see ‘Documentary Research’, p. 33) has been derived
from post-office directories, and where available, birth, death and marriage certificates.
Consequently, the picture we have of the occupations pursued by Rocks people is incomplete.
Occupations were given for just 46.9% of the listings in post-office directories in our study area
between 1855 and 1900, and of course these provide only the occupation of the heads of
households, not their spouses, adult children or lodgers, except on occasion. With the
occupations identified from birth, death and marriage certificates and other research, we know
the occupations of 983 of our 2,061 individuals, that is 47.6%.9 (For further discussion of
residents’ occupations, see ‘Residential mobility, work and the working classes’, p. 172.)
Of the 21 selected families, we know the occupations of only 14, and of these we know that few
remained constant. At least nine were mariners or involved with the sea trades at some time
being mariners, pilots, ship chandlers or shipwrights. At least six of these nine took odd jobs as
labourers at some time; and four of these mariner–labourers, plus one other seaman (George
Winch) were listed as dealers at one time or another. It may seem a curious mix of trades: seafaring, labouring and retail, but the links are not too difficult to suppose. Sea-faring is a largely
physical pursuit, and can be irregular. If not out on a voyage, picking up work as a labourer may
have been a good alternative for short-term work. Ships carried goods, and mariners often spent
time in other colonial or international ports, being familiar with supply and demand. It appears
from directory records and a few remaining photographs that setting up shop in the front parlour
of a small terrace house was not uncommon (e.g. see Figure 13).
Overall, the occupations may be best described as predominantly skilled and semi-skilled,
including some specialised trades such as book-binding. Others, such as storekeeping and hotelkeeping maybe considered entrepreneurial as well as requiring small-business management and
administrative skills. This latter self-employed category is perhaps the only significant division
between the houses and groups, and includes:
1 Carahers Lane (the McNamaras and the Wilsons)
122 Cumberland Street (Margaret Hadden: laundress)
124 Cumberland Street (the Winches; Lucy Puzey—note after death of husband)
9

Note that post-office directories supplied the names of 84.5% individuals. 48.3% of individuals appeared in the rates
Assessment Books, one third appearing in both. 15.5% of individuals appeared in the rates records but not the postoffice directories.
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126 Cumberland Street (Doyle—note he was a bankrupt)
93 Gloucester Street (the Letts)
97 Gloucester Street (James Thomas)
As for religion, six of the heads of households were protestant, five catholic and the remaining 11
were of unknown faith. Interestingly, the Winches and Wilsons appear to have been of mixed
faiths, wives Catherine Winch and Agnes Wilson were both Roman Catholic while their husbands
were either Presbyterian or Anglican.
Eight of the heads of household were born in Ireland, five in England, three in Scotland, two in
Australia (of Irish and English parentage), one from Denmark and the remaining eleven are
unknown. Five of the couples were of mixed ethnic backgrounds: both Charles Leggatt and
George Beale were from England and their wives, Ireland; English-born Margaret Hadden was
twice married to Scotsmen; Scotsman George Wilson’s wife was Irish, as was the Dane, Peter
Augustus Lett. Only four of the 19 individuals for whom a birthplace is known, came from major
cities (i.e. London, Dublin and Belfast). The remainder were born in rural communities, or smaller
industrial towns (such as Bolton, Lancashire).
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Building

TPQ

1 Cara

1862
(1866)

Tenants

Place of Birth / Ethnic
Grouping

Known Occupations

Married:
ages

Children / Boarders
Living at this Address

Religion

Timothy and Ellen
McNamara (1863)

Ireland: Limerick,
labourer’s son (T);
Wexford, farmer’s
daughter (E)

Labourer / Boatman
/ storekeeper /
Hotelkeeper (T);
Housekeeper (E)

1860: 32
(T;
widower);
21 (E)

Ann b. 1861; William
b.1863, d. 1865

RC

George Wilson (1867)
(Widower: Agnes died
1862)

Scotland:
Inverkeithing (G);
Ireland: Belfast (A)

Mariner / Labourer
/ Grocer (G)

1843: 22
(G); 21 (A)

Christina (b. 1844),
William (b. 1845),
George (b. 1847, d.
1887), Agnes (b.
c1849), Alexander (b.
1851), Malcolm (b.
1854), James (b. 1858)

Pres/
CoE
(G);
RC
(A)10

3 Cara

1863
(1866)

Charles and Catherine
Leggatt (or Leggett)
1863–1880

England: London
(Ch); Ireland:
Limerick, farmer’s
daughter (Ca)

Mariner / Wool
jammer / Labourer

1852: 25
(Ch);

None (Thomas d.
1879, aged 34)

CoE

5 Cara

1852
(1866)

Patrick Guinan (1867)

Unknown: probably
Ireland

Coachman

Bachelor

None

RC

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

Other tenants unknown.
122
Cumb

1875
(mid1870s)

William Davis (1873)

Vacant (1875)

—

—

—

—

—

Margaret Hadden,
Alexander Clark and
family (1876–78)
(widow: Arthur Hadden
d. 1871)

England: Bolton,
Lancashire (MH);
Scotland: Aberdeen
(AC)

Laundress (MH);
Shipwright (AC)

1877: 50
(MH)11, 40
(AC)

1st mrg (Yates): John
T. (1849); maybe
Martha A. (1853);
Barbara (1859);
George A. (1862)12

Pres

2nd mrg (Hadden):
Margaret (b. 1868)
Other: Margaret’s
sister, Ellen

Table 35

Boarding House? Michael
Driscoll, Peter
Connor/O’Connor 1880

Unknown

Machine-ruler
(book binder, MD);
unknown (PC)

Bachelors

NA

Unkn

Michael O’Brien

Ireland

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

Selected list of occupants most likely to be responsible for the backfill deposits. (Shaded areas
indicate a high degree of confidence that the individuals listed were responsible for discarding the
deposits.)

10

The Wilsons were married at the (Presbyterian) Scots Church, but Agnes was buried in a Roman Catholic cemetery
and George a Church of England one.

11

Margaret was about 18 when she was first married, to John Yates, in 1847 (they had 10 children in their 12 year
marriage; Yates died in 1859). Margaret was 39 when she married 30-year-old bachelor Arthur Hadden in 1867 and
had been a widow for 8 years (they had 3 children in their 4 year marriage; Arthur died in 1871, aged 33).

12

John and George appear in the Electoral Roll for 1878 as living at 122 Cumberland Street. Their brothers Charles
(b. 1851), William H. (b. 1856) and Elijah (b. 1860)—all of eligible voting age—were not listed, suggesting that they
lived and/or worked away from their mother. Barbara did not marry until 1880, to a John William Baldwin, in
Sydney (456/1880) so it is reasonable to deduce that, at the age of 17, she was still living with her mother at
122 Cumberland Street, helping with the laundry work. It is not certain when Martha A. married, but it was
probably in 1885, to an Edward E. Gibbons, in Sydney (304/1885), in which case she was probably also at
122 Cumberland Street. Alternatively, she may have married Edward Smith in Grafton in 1872 (2273/1872), in
which case she probably was not living in Sydney.
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Building
124
Cumb

TPQ

Tenants

Place of Birth / Ethnic
Grouping

Known Occupations

Married:
ages

Children / Boarders
Living at this Address

Religion

1860
(1866)

John George and
Catherine Winch
(owner-occupiers 1834–
1861; C d. 1853), and
family, incl. son-in-law
David Gourlay (1850–
c1854)

Sydney—English
parents (J); Sydney:
The Rocks—Irish
parents (C)

Seaman, pilot,
dealer, publican (J);
Publican (C);
Seaman (DG)

1827: c.27
(J), 21 (C)

Francis Jane (1830),
Margaret Elizabeth
(1833). Son-in-law:
David Gourlay (m.
Margaret 1850), and
their children: Mary
Catherine (1851),
Elizabeth Jane (1852)
and David (1854)

CoE
(J),
RC
(C)

George and Lucy Puzey,
and family (1861–1864;
G. d. 1863)

England: Berkshire
(G); England:
London (L)

Mariner, Labourer,
Gasworker (G);
Dealer (L)

1852: both
c. 26

Charles Valentine,
(1855); Lucy Emma
(1856); and Harriet
(1862).

CoE
(G &
?L)

Luckridge (or John)
Nichols (1865–1867)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

126
Cumb

1860
(1866)

Stephen and Margaret
Doyle, and family (1866–
1880)

Ireland: Dublin (S);
Ireland: Clare (M)

Painter & glazier,
publican (S);
Publican (M)

1857: c. 27
(S), c. 32
(M)

Charlotte (1860),
Margaret (1862).

RC

93
Glouc

1885

Peter Augustus and
Honora Lett 1883–1888

Denmark: Elsinore
(P), Ireland:
Wicklow (H)

Ship chandler/
maritime dealer,
nightwatchman,
labourer; Cook (H)

1869: 28
(P), 27 (H)

Augustus (1871),
Margaret (1873) and
Edward W (1875)

CoE

97
Glouc

1852
(1850s
:>
c1854)

Thomas Buckley (tailor)
and Mary Buckley
(1855–56)

Unknown

Tailor (T)

Unknown

James (1842), Ellen
(1847), Richard
(1848), Mary (1851)

Unkn

William Allen (1857)

Unknown

Confectioner

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

James Thomas (1863–
1867)

Unknown

general dealer

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

Thomas Swan (1868)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

D. Maclaverty (1869)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

John Stretton/Streeton
(1870)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unkn

George (and Mary?)
Beale 1863–187113

England: Canterbury
(G); Ireland: Armagh
(M)

Waterman; labourer

1856 (ages
unknown)

Margaret (1861);
others?

Unkn

1862
(1866)

101
Glouc

1861
(1866)

Table 35 continued.

13

It is not certain that the English-born George Beale and one-time labourer married to Mary Castigan is the same
George Beale living at 101 Gloucester Street from 1863–1871. The speculated family data is shown in italics.
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SEWERAGE CONNECTIONS
While our primary goal in the analysis of cesspit fills was to support the comparison of material
contained within them, we have also made some important observations about the nature and
timing of sewerage connections. As noted (‘TPQ Revision’, p. 31), the completion of cataloguing
of bulk bagged material, and the ready access to the database of formerly catalogued material, has
allowed some refinement of the dating of cesspit shaft backfilling, and consequently (in nine cases
out of 10) the date for conversion to sewerage.
5 Carahers Lane, for example, was initially thought to have been connected to the sewer main by
1865 owing to presence of connections for the row of 5–11 Carahers Lane on the 1857 and 1865
trigonometric surveys (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). However, the connection for 5 Carahers Lane
is shown only to enter the yard, not reach the outhouse, and these are actually water mains
(shown in blue14), not waste-carrying sewerage pipes. While this may be evidence of reticulated
water being used in, say a hopper or pan closet over a pit (HHT 1984: 7), it could not be
associated with sewer waste because those pipes were not laid until 1866.
Altogether the cesspits may be grouped into four categories:
1. cesspits abandoned pre-1866 (the first cesspit in 97 Gloucester Street);
2. cesspits converted to sewerage in or after 1866 and probably before 1870 (1–5 Carahers
Lane, 124–126 Cumberland Street);
3. cesspits converted to sewerage c1866–1870, and upgraded or repaired in the late 1880s or
1890s (97 and 101 Gloucester Street); and
4. cesspits converted 10–20 years after the availability of sewerage (93 Gloucester,
122 Cumberland Street).
What is most interesting about the pits converted to sewerage lines in the few years after the
laying of the mains (and possibly at the same time—although the archaeological evidence is not
precise enough to be sure), is that five of the seven were owned by Mrs Henson (nee Massey) at
that time. It makes sense that a landlord would take advantage of a single opportunity to upgrade
all their properties—particularly given their proximity and necessary sharing of pipe lines across
yards. No. 122 Cumberland was bought by the Hensons decades later, in c1891 and the sewer
was not connected there until at least 1875, at which time the property is listed under Mary Ann
Smith. So, while no general rule regarding the connection to sewerage of neighbouring properties
can be drawn, it is plausible to assume that properties in close proximity and under the same
ownership will be connected at the same time, if they are to be connected at all.
If these fills are accepted as occurring at the same time, their TPQs should in fact inform each
other. The latest TPQ of c1870 is provided by a complete transfer-printed plate first
manufactured in 1869 recovered from the second cesspit fill of 97 Gloucester Street. However,
given the known disturbance of these deposits, this date cannot be offered with confidence.

14

Sewerage pipes are shown in red, water pipes in blue. (http://www.records.nsw.gov.au/whatsnew/trigcd.htm)
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Recalling that the pit at 97 Gloucester Street had been built just 5–10 years earlier, the fact that
the Hensons arranged for sewerage connection to their rental properties within five years of the
availability of mains, is an example of responsible landlords investing in their properties to
improve quality of life of their tenants. Whether this was a case for Mrs Henson’s taking care of
her old neighbourhood, can only be speculated.15
It was 5–9 years before Mary Ann Smith installed sewer pipes at 122 Cumberland Street and by
this time the Hensons were already organising repairs for their water closets at 101 Gloucester
Street. 93 Gloucester Street was first connected to the mains in the mid-1880s, and the Hensons
carried out additional repairs to 97 Gloucester Street in the 1890s. It is unknown if this later,
post-1875, activity can be related to increased scrutiny and inspections that arose from the Acts
and bureaucratic restructures of the 1870s and 1880s, for example, the Nuisance Act of 1875, the
City of Sydney Improvement Act 1877, the Improvement Act 1880, or the Metropolitan Water Sewerage
and Drainage Act, 1888. While no specific complaints against the Cumberland and Gloucester
Streets site houses are listed in the Sydney City Council’s Archives (e.g. in the City Solicitor’s
Packets), it may well be that ‘nuisances’ at these properties were identified during regular
inspections, and repairs were enforced.
Interestingly, these improvements seem to have no impact on the only standardised valuation we
have of properties at the time: council rates assessments. Rates are a kind a property tax,
calculated as a percentage of the annual value of a building, which provided the revenue the
council needed for services such as street repairs, rubbish removal and so on. Prior to 1879, it
was the tenant or occupant of a property, rather than the owner, who paid rates to the council.16
While the council-assessed rates should not be confused with rents agreed upon by tenant and
landlord within the context of the marketplace, they are a good approximation of the differences
between properties and the value of properties as they shift from year to year.
The charts below show the assessed annual value of properties in Carahers Lane, Cumberland
Street and Gloucester Street, respectively, as recorded in the Rate Assessment books for all years
recorded in the study (Figure 36, Figure 37 and Figure 38; see also Table 36). This is set against
the average fluctuation of value for all properties in the blocks bounded by Gloucester,
Cumberland, Essex and Argyle Streets (Sections 70, 74 and 75). Most properties show minor
variations from year to year, which are largely in line with the overall value fluctuations.

15

The Hensons may also have been making improvements to their other property concerns. Plans for sewerage and
drainage lines were drawn for ‘Mrs Henson’s drainage, Steam Mill Street’ in July 1868 (SSCA 978 Drainage plans:
249b).

16

The Sydney Corporation Act 1879, decreed that ratepayer would be able to be vote in Council elections, and this
encouraged property owners and landlords to pay the rates on their tenants behalf and increase their voting rights
(City of Sydney Archives nd).
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Figure 36
Assessed annual value
of council rates, in
pounds, of 1–
5 Carahers Lane, set
against the average
annual value of 195
houses in Sections 70,
74 and 75.

Figure 37
Assessed annual value
of council rates, in
pounds, of 120–128
Cumberland Street,
set against the
average annual value
of 195 houses in
Sections 70, 74 and
75.

Figure 38
Assessed annual value
of council rates, in
pounds, of 93, 97 and
101 Gloucester
Street, set against the
average annual value
of 195 houses in
Sections 70, 74 and
75.
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BldgCode

1845 1848 1852 1856 1858 1861 1863 1867 1871 1877 1880 1882 1891 1896 1902

Cara 001

20

44

32

20

24

20

19

20

25

23

18

16

Cara 003

20

44

32

20

20

20

19

16

25

23

18

16

52

40

22

26

24

22

27

25

29

18

21

16

19

Cara 005
Cumb 120

20

20

13

36

22

20

16

20

22

22

23

30

27

Cumb 122

20

15

15

36

22

20

17

22

22

20

23

28

27

Cumb 124

20

20

15

36

22

20

22

22

17

22

27

25

27

23

19

Cumb 126

20

20

13

36

34

20

16

20

22

22

23

27

26

16

19

Cumb 128

26

26

19

44

54

40

36

35

31

31

35

40

40

23

28

Glou 093

26

20

19

44

36

29

21

38

34

22

35

37

35

Glou 101

13

20

15

30

32

20

16

16

17

17

19

23

23

19

Glou 097

20

20

15

36

34

28

20

20

19

20

16

28

32

20

Average:

20.6 20.1 15.5 39.8 32.7 23.5 21.3 23.4 22.2 22.0 24.0 28.5 28.4 18.9 19.7

Average All
21.5 20
Rated Houses
Table 36
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18.6 45.5 48.6 34.2 29.2 30.1 28

28.2 32.2 37.8 45.2 35.5 30.7

Assessed annual value, in pounds, of 120–128 Cumberland Street, set against the average annual
value of 195 houses in Sections 70, 74 and 75.
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Figure 39
The annual increase of each
property, between rates
assessments taken in the years
1863 and 1867, relative to the
average increase in annual value
for 195 houses in Sections 70,
74 and 75. E.g., the annual
values of 97 and 101 Gloucester
Street were unchanged from
1863 to 1867, but there was an
overall increase of 3.3% in the
value of other houses, so they
are shown here with a relative
decrease of 3.3%.

Figure 40
The annual increase of each
property, between rates
assessments taken in the years
1867 and 1871, relative to the
average increase in annual value
for 195 houses in Sections 70,
74 and 75.

Figure 39 and Figure 40 show a more detailed picture of value fluctuations in the 1860s, when the
cesspits and water connections are likely to have been installed. Given the working assumption
that the Carahers Lane and Cumberland Street terraces were connected at the same time, c1866,
we would expect to see a similar rise in value for all these properties by the time of the 1867
rating. Instead we see small but significant rises in the relative value of 120, 122 and
126 Cumberland Street and a 20% decline in the value of 1 Carahers Lane, small declines for 3
and 5 Carahers Lane, 124 and 128 Cumberland Street, and 97 and 101 Gloucester—and more
than 75% increase in the relative value of 93 Gloucester Street, which was not connected to
sewerage until the 1890s.
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PATTERNS

FROM THE

PITS

In this chapter, we describe and establish patterns that derive from the relationship of classes of
material culture and house lots in our study area. On one level, our focus is on the specifics of
tablewares and teawares, glass bottles, drinking vessels and pharmaceutical containers which we
do through various contexts of their use, such as ‘At the Table’, ‘Taking Tea’ etc. At another
level, we seek to interpret these patterns through narratives of individuals and families. For this to
occur we have to integrate historical documentation with archaeological information and in so
doing we raise several significant issues concerning the constraints on interpretation and the
reliability of interpretations that we offer. These will be more fully discussed in the next section.

AT THE TABLE
Ceramic and glass tablewares have long been the subject of historical archaeological interest.
Much of this is, of course, motivated by the nature of the resource: that ceramic vessels were
both fragile enough to break frequently and become rubbish, and yet are robust enough to survive
in abundance while other traces of material life such as furnishings, household linens and clothing
do not.
Tablewares have the added currency of being important elements in the practice of ‘genteel
dining’ (Fitts 1999, Wall 1999, Praetzellis & Praetzellis 2004b; see also Young 2003: esp. 161 and
Richards 1999). Much of the discourse about ‘genteel dining’ habits is rightly associated with
middle-class assemblages, but some researchers have seen the marks of ‘respectability’ in
working-class assemblages (Karskens 1999: esp. 140–144, 154–166; Lydon 1995; Yamin 2001b)
and others have argued that china cups are clear evidence of the middle-class aspirations of
working peoples (e.g. Beaudry et al 1991).
Middle-class dining habits did change significantly in the 19th century, evolving from communal,
pot-served stews to stove-cooked meals to be served on a plate, and becoming more elaborate
and structured. This was a result of developments in both the material and social worlds of 19thcentury middle class people. Firstly, technological changes such as the development of enclosed
stoves, rather than open fires, sped up cooking times to allow for more dishes to be prepared.
Secondly, the development of fine earthenware in the late 18th century brought the dinner
services of aristocrats into the reach of middle-class incomes. Thirdly, cities began to segregate
living and working neighbourhoods and middle-class men found themselves travelling to work and
remaining there all day. Rather than partaking in the more traditional luncheon meal with the
family (and probably employees), the dinner meal became an important ritual that gave the family
the opportunity to come together (Cantwell & Wall 2001: 211).
Most archaeological studies of these ‘rituals’ examine the broad material and decorative types
represented, and the ratio of tea to tablewares (e.g. Wall 1991 and 1999). More detailed studies
(e.g. Fitts 1999, Walker 2004: 23–26) consider the range of functions present in an assemblage,
and the extent to which these may be considered matching sets (see also Lydon 1995). The
motivating interests behind these inquiries are the extent to which consumers were able to
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purchase entire dinner services, and to what extent they may have conformed to the middle-class
standard for structured, and well-mannered, meal-taking. It must be noted, that owning the
equipage for individual place meals and abundant serving vessels is not necessarily proof of the
enactment of middle-class rituals, nor of a shared belief in the values that govern them.
The selected cesspits at the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site give us the opportunity to
compare and contrast the table, and later teawares, discarded by the mariners, labourers and
small-scale merchants of nine houses in the second half of the 19th century. Some interesting
patterns have emerged from the comparisons.
First, the identifiable plates across most houses are dominated not only by large plates, mostly
dinner plates measuring 9–10 inches, but also 8–9 inch plates, known as supper plates (Miller
1980: 27) (see Table 37, Figure 41 and Figure 42). There were far fewer of the muffin sized plates
(only 12 altogether) that are associated with tea sets and services.
The strict division of plate function by size is not terribly reliable owing to the fact that
manufacturers tended to oversize their wares (or rather under-measure them) in order to get
around the industry’s price fixing agreements (Miller 2003). Further, the diameter of small-sized
rim sherds (i.e. <3cm) cannot be estimated with confidence and are effectively invisible in the
archaeological record.
Nonetheless, it is clear that there is some evidence for a plate differentiation, given that eight of
the 10 houses had more than one size of plate and 5 Carahers Lane, 124 Cumberland Street and
the second deposit at 97 Gloucester Street had all four.
Three houses had few, or no, large plates. No. 93 Gloucester had one supper and one probable
dinner plate, 1 ‘muffin’ and 2 vessels tentatively identified as smaller plates. The first deposit at
97 Gloucester Street had one dinner plate and another tentatively identified, and 101 Gloucester
Street had no large plates, just one 7–8” plate, among several sherds that were probably from
plates but too small to identify as plates with confidence.
Interestingly, 1 Carahers Lane had only 1 tentatively identified dinner plate, 2 suppers and 3
tentatively identified supper plates. This may suggest a deliberate selection of smaller, slightly
cheaper plates, rather than the full-size dinner plates.
There is a similar level of differentiation in the range and quantity of specialised serving vessels
such as vegetable dishes, soup and the smaller sauce tureens, among other serving dishes (see
Table 38). Numbers 1–5 Carahers Lane, 122 Cumberland Street and 101 Gloucester Street each
had at least one serving vessel for every 2–3 plates, a considerably high number. No.
126 Cumberland Street and the first deposit at 97 Gloucester Street had 3–4 plates for every
serving vessel, but 93 Gloucester Street had only one identifiable serving vessel for its nine plates.
Remarkably, 124 Cumberland Street had fewer than two plates for every serving dish (33 plates,
17 serving vessels) and the first deposit at 97 Gloucester Street had almost a one-to-ratio: 13
serving vessels to accompany 16 plates.
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Cutlery
Fork
Knife
Spoon
Tea Spoon
Unidentified Cutlery
Children’s vessels
Child's Mug
Child's Cutlery?
Table 37

9

6
3
2

4
17
3

2
4
16
3

16
29
4

5
4
20
2

3

2

1

2

4
3
2
4
11
33
4

1
1
1*
2*

1
1

5
2
2
2
1

1
3
12
27
3

4
9
3

2
4
1

4
16
4

2

1*

2

1

Glouc 101

6
1
4*

Glou 097 (2)

Cumb 126

2
5
1*
2*
3*

Glou 097 (1)

Cumb 124

4
1
3
4*

Glou 093

Cumb 122

Other Individual tablewares
Egg Cup

1
5**
4**
3*

Cara 005

Plates
Dinner Plate (9–10”)
Dinner Plate?
Supper Plate (8–9”)
7–8” Plate (‘Twiffler’)
5–7” Plate (‘Muffin’)
Unidentified Plate
Plate? (no dimens.)
Minimum no. plates
Minimum no. sizes represented:

Cara 003

Cara 001

Three-quarters of the ceramic vessels were transfer-printed earthenwares (74.4%), dominated by
blue prints which alone made up 43% of all vessels across all deposits (see Figure 48 for a depositby-deposit comparison).17

1
2
9
12
1

1
1
1
1

1
2*
1
2*

2
1

3

1*

2

3

1
1

Minimum number of individual tablewares and cutlery in selected cesspit deposits.
* one of the items counted has been speculatively attributed to this category.

17

The remaining decorative types were: Band-and-Line Ware (2 vessels, 2.3%), Sponge Print Ware (1 vessel, 1.2%),
brown-glazed earthenware (1 vessel, 1.2%), Edgeware (2 vessels, 2.3%), HP Porcelain (1 vessel, 1.2%), Sprigged
earthenware (1 vessel, 1.2%), Whiteware (6 vessels, 7.0%), Porcelain White (1 vessel, 1.2%), Chin. Porcelain &
stnwr (7 vessels, 8.1%).
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Figure 41
Minimum number of plates of
different sizes, in all deposits.

Plate size across all houses
60

50

MNV

40

30

20

10

0
Dinner Plate
(9–10”)

Supper Plate
(8–9”)
Function
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Figure 42
Minimum number of plates of
various sizes in the selected
assemblages. The frequency of
vessels identified as plates, but for
which dimensions could not be
estimated have been included,
because they represent a significant
element of each assemblage.
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All of these vessels would have been part of a basic dinner service—with the exception of the
possible meat drainer at 124 Cumberland Street and the pressed glass berry bowl, both of which
were very common. Nonetheless, there is little evidence for matching sets that correspond with
individual tablewares, or teawares. Only seven table service vessels from four deposits formed
part of a matching set with other vessels (see Table 39) and all of these were ‘complementary’
sets, from common patterns such as ‘Willow’ and ‘Palestine’ and while they may well have been
used as a set, they bear no direct evidence of having been manufactured, and thereby purchased,
as a set.
It is interesting to note that, while not matching directly, 124 Cumberland Street has the most
cohesive assemblage by this measure, with at least 15 identifiable serving vessels in the Willow
pattern.
Only two of these deposits contained ‘moralising’ or educational china, so often associated with
working-class households (e.g. Karskens 1999a: 141, Brighton 2001:25–28). Among the 100,800
ceramic sherds recovered from the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site as a whole,
approximately 30 vessels of ‘moralising’, religious and educational china were identified.18 These
included children’s mugs and plates with mottos such as ‘Present for a Good Girl’, ‘Lessons on
Temperance and Frugality’, as well religious vessels depicting versus of the Lord’s Prayer, or one
bowl commemorating the life of John Wesley.
The cesspit fill of 124 Cumberland Street (A322) yielded a small green transfer-printed sherd,
probably from a cup or small bowl, with a book and the words 'HOLY / [BIBLE]' (CUGL73437). No.
93 Gloucester Street had a small, red transfer-printed mug with ‘LESSONS FOR YOUTH/ON/
INDUSTRY/TEMPERANCE/FRUGALITY’ (CUGL60586 and CUGL73716). Two sherds from the same
red transfer-printed mug with the script of an unidentified story were found in the fills of the pits
at 97 Gloucester Street and 5 Carahers Lane (CUGL60596 and CUGL62912, respectively).
In addition, plates such as the small ‘Bavarian Girl’ plate, from 124 Cumberland Street may have
been intended for use by a child (CUGL26642).

18

CUGL26099, 26951, 40420, 60586, 60596, 60600, 60607, 61826, 61827, 62118, 62120, 62122, 62123, 62124,
62125, 62428, 62880, 62912, 62960, 63771, 63812, 63857, 63962, 63966, 66299, 68478, 68730, 69853, 71169,
71180, 71338, 71339, 73437, 73716
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Figure 43 Remains of red transfer-printed
mug from 93 Gloucester street cesspit
(CUGL60586).

Figure 45

Figure 44 Remains of red transfer-printed
mug from 97 Gloucester Street and 5
Carahers Lane cesspits (CUGL60596 and
CUGL62912).

‘Bavarian Girl’, small plate, recovered from pit A322 in 124 Cumberland Street.
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Glouc 101

Glou 097 (2)

1*
1

Glou 097 (1)

1
1*

Glou 093

Cumb 126

3***
1*

Cumb 124

Cumb 122

Cara 005

Cara 003

Cara 001
Table serving vessels
Vegetable Dish
Dish Covers
Dish Stand?
Soup Tureen
Sauce Tureen
Tea Pot/Tureen?
Platter
Dish Drainer/ Openwork Plate
Berry Bowl?
Various Serving Dishes
Various Serving Bowls
Minimum no. serving vessels
Minimum no. types represented:

1

1
1
1
1*

1
1
1*

1
4

3

7
4

7
3

2
2**

1*

2
1*
1

3**

4

1
1
10
5

4
1
7
4

6
2
14
5

2
1
8
2

1*

1

6
1
1
1

1
1

10
2

1
2
5
2

Cruets
Butter Dish
Salt Dish
Sugar Bowl /Mustard Pot
Unidentified Cruet
Minimum no. serving v. & cruets

7

7

10

9

17

8

1

1

13

5

Ratio plates to serving v. & cruets

2.4

2.3

2.9

2.2

1.8

3.9

9.0

4.0

1.2

2.4

Table 38

1
1
1

1*

2

2

Minimum number of table serving vessels in selected cesspit deposits.

Individual Table

Cara 001

49 (C)

TP Earthenware Blue 66: ‘Gem’

1

2

Cumb 122

21 (C)
2 (C)

TP Earthenware Blue 77: ‘Albion’
Sponge Print ware: various

1
1

1
1

1
1

Cumb 124

77 (CC)
78 (CC)

TP Earthenware Blue 2: ‘Willow’
TP Earthenware Green 2: ‘Palestine’

2
1

9
1

2

Glou 097

74 (C)

TP Earthenware Green 57: Trail lines

1

Table 39
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Total

Description

Unidentified

Bldg Code MS #

Table service

Tea Service
Table/Tea Service

* one of the items counted has been speculatively attributed to this category.

3

1

3
3
1

3 15
4
2

Matching sets that include table service vessels.
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Figure 46

Tea cups, saucers, tea pots and sugar bowls.
(Excludes tea/tablewares.)

Figure 47

Individual place settings: dinner and side
plates, soup bowls and small bowls. (Excludes
tea/tablewares.)

Figure 48

Serving dishes, tureens, platters etc.

TAKING TEA
Like dining, the rituals of drinking tea are a subject of interest for historical archaeologists. While
the more formal settings of an ‘afternoon tea’ are best associated with studies of middle-class
consumption, parallels have been drawn with the household assemblages of families from the
lower orders (see Wall 1991; Wall 1994; Cantwell & Wall 2003).
A brief glance at Figure 46 points to the most extraordinary teaware assemblage in the study
group: 124 Cumberland Street. No less than 98 tea-serving vessels, including a minimum of 45
cups, 44 saucers and 4 teapots, were recovered from the cesspit backfill and adjacent refuse
deposits. In addition, there were at least 21 other vessels that may be teawares but were too
small to identify with confidence: 18 teacups/bowls, 2 tureens/teapots, and 1 plate/saucer. This is
three times the size of the teaware assemblages from its neighbours 122 and 126 Cumberland
Street, and almost 20 times the size of 101 Gloucester Street which yielded only five tea-serving
vessels. This is not a reflection of the overall assemblage at 124 Cumberland Street which was
only 17% larger than the second largest assemblage (by MNV, see ‘Overview of the selected
deposits: a basis for comparison’, p. 127 and Figure 30).
As discussed (see ‘The Cesspit Fill (MC A310)’, p. 79), while the date of cesspit backfilling is
certainly post-1866, much of the fill derives from rubbish pits probably dating to the departure of
widower John Winch, who had owned and lived at the property for 30 years. While the presence
of some material of the Puzey family or later occupants is most likely, the deposit is considered to
represent a range of goods accumulated by the Winch family over a 10–15 year period. This
represents 3–5 teacup and saucer sets purchased each year and a new teapot every 3–4 years.
It is clear that at least some of these were not purchased piecemeal, for approximately 40% of the
teawares came from 16 varieties of ‘matching sets’ (Figure 53, Table 41 and Table 42; see also
‘Matching Sets’, p. 32). In addition to the eight individual teacup and saucer sets (MS# 26–27, 29,
32, 39–40, 42–43) and multiple cups or saucers with no corresponding saucer or cup (MS# 13,
78); at least four patterns were purchased in multiple cup-and-saucer sets (MS# 36–38, 44). 1
The most remarkable of these was the green transfer-printed design, marked ‘LACE’ (but
unfortunately without a maker’s name), for which 4 teacups and 3 saucers, varying from 25% to
90% intact (MS# 38). All the teacups were 4.75” in diameter (121 mm) with scalloped rims and
Q-ring-style handles. Two of the saucers were 7” diameter and the third 6.5”. The other
matching cup and saucer sets with additional cups or saucers included Pinter, Bourne & Hope’s
flow blue ‘Hyacinth’ (MS# 37), a Copeland flow blue pattern depicting flowers and birds (MS# 36),
probably the ‘Beverly’ pattern (pers comm., Pam Woolliscroft, Spode Museum Archives, June
2004).

1

Note this contradicts Crook 1999, whose examination of underfloor deposits at 1 and 4 Carahers Lane,
128 Cumberland Street, 4 Cribbs Lane and the rear of 95 Gloucester Street identified no cup-and-saucer sets.
While much of this discrepancy may be accounted for by the nature of deposition (underfloor accumulation vs
singe-event yard disposal), the larger problem is probably the method of generating MVCs from the database
alone—a methodology now demonstrated to be flawed by the EAMC assessment process (see Crook, Ellmoos and
Murray 2001).
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There were two examples of cups and/or saucers matching a teapot: a ‘Two Temples’ teapot
corresponding to a single cup, and a sprigged earthenware cup-and-saucer set with a
corresponding, oval teapot with sprig bouquets along the rim and waist.

Table 40

Cumb 122

Cumb 124

Cumb 126

Glou 093

Glou 097 (1)

Glou 097 (2)

4
9
1
5
2

11
6

2
21

12
10

42
21

14
19

1

8

10
10

5
2

3
8
1
1

10
7

31
13
1
2

7
7

5
5

1

4**

2*

1
37
5

1

4*
118 47

1
16

5

4

1
1
1

23
4

25
3

40
3

2

2

2
1
2

11
5
2
1

Glouc 101

Cara 005

Tea Services
Tea Cup
Tea Cup or Small Bowl
Tea Bowl
Saucer
Saucer?
Coffee Can?
Mug?
Harvest Mug
Tea Pot
Small (Slop?) Bowl
Minimum no. tea serving vessels
Minimum no. types represented:

Cara 003

Subfunction

Cara 001

No more than three sets of matching vessels were recovered from any other house. While
3 Carahers Lane, 122 and 126 Cumberland Street all had sets of common patterns such as ‘Rhine’,
‘Chantilly’ and blue sponge-print wares that may well have purchased piecemeal, 1 Carahers Lane
and 93 and 97 Gloucester Street each had at least two distinct or marked pieces that were
probably bought as a set. These were: two ‘Florence’ saucers registered in 1882 (93 Gloucester
Street), three hand-painted porcelain teacups (97 Gloucester Street, first cesspit fill)—both quite
fine vessels—and a chunky, diffuse-moulded earthenware teacup and saucer made by Edward
Challinor and marked as ‘IRONSTONE CHINA’ (1 Carahers Lane).

1
8
1*
2

1
13
3

40
4

12
3

Minimum number of tea serving and related vessels in selected cesspit deposits.
* one of the items counted has been speculatively attributed to this category.
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Figure 49

One of the ‘LACE’ teacups
(CUGL39203)

Figure 50

Copeland teacup (CUGL26292) and
saucer (CUGL26290).

Figure 51

Remains of two ‘LACE’ saucers (CUGL39201 and CUGL39202).

Figure 52
The Hyacinth teacups
(CUGL26283 and
CUGL26284).
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3

7.1%

23 13

7

17.5%

18 14

43

38.1%

41 26

6

12.0%

4

3
3

Cumb 122

3

1

Cumb 124

15

6

Cumb 126

3

Glou 093

1

Glou 097 i

3

1
4

1

2

2

Glou 101
TOTAL
Table 41

28 14

7

1

3

24

22

26

39

42

1

33

40

1

2

70

113

29 13

1

1

44

50

19.0%

6

7

2

2

17

21

9

21.4%

17 13

1

2

33

42

3

12.0%

18

3

22

25

0

0.0%

10

2

12

12

9 314

387

74 100%

Teapot

1

21

Mug

Cara 005

1

Grand Total

Saucer
7

2

Total

Teacup
14

1

Muffin Plate

Sets as % of all
tea wares

18.5%

Cara 003

Teapot

5

1

Muffin Plate

6

1

Extra Saucer

12

Extra teacup

12.5%

Tea Cup &
Saucer Sets

3

Cara 001

Glou 097 ii

SINGLE ITEM TEA WARES

Total2

MATCHING TEA SETS

3
1
3

1

188 104 1

11

Minimum number of teawares in selected cesspit deposits. The matching tea sets are shown on the
left, the unmatched or one-off teawares are shown on the right. 3

2

Note that the Tea & Saucer sets comprise two individual items, hence the Total is not a simple tally of the columns
to the left.

3

Note these figures exclude mugs and small bowls from the tally of teawares, hence these totals are slightly less than
those in Table 40 above. Sherds tentatively allocated to the category tea cup, saucer etc have been tallied along
those that were definitively allocated to those categories.
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Teawares

Teawares
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Figure 53
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Minimum number of matching and one-off teawares in selected cesspit deposits (left), and their
relative percentage of the minimum number of all tea vessels (right).
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Cara 001
51 (C) Relief Dec Earthenware 9: ‘E & C CHALLINOR / IRONSTONE CHINA’, berry, leaf
Cara 003
46 (C) TP Earthenware Green 7: 'Rhine' (scenic, tendril–stripe border)
80 (C) TP Earthenware Blue 254: 'Medici' (scenic, tendril–stripe border)

Cumb 122
1 (M) Sponge Print ware 3: blue serrated leaves with stars
20 (C) TP Earthenware Blue 42: 'Two Temples' (Chinese scene)
3 (M) TP Earthenware Blue 21: ‘Chantilly’ (scenic, tendril–stripe border)

1
1
1

Total

Teapot
1

2
1

Cumb 124
TP Earthenware Blue 21: ‘Chantilly’ (scenic, tendril–stripe border)
TP Earthenware Blue 306: misc floral–geometric
TP Earthenware Blue 214: ‘Butterfly’ (floral–geometric)
TP Earthenware Blue 313: misc floral–geometric
TP Earthenware Blue 317: basket of flowers & butterflies, fans
TP Earthenware Flow Blu 7: ‘COPELAND LATE SPODE’ (flowers & birds)
TP Earthenware Flow Blu 3: ‘HYACINTH’ / ‘P. B. & H.’ (floral)
TP Earthenware Green 21: ‘LACE’: geometric lobe pattern
TP Earthenware Green 13 (misc geometric)
TP Earthenware Green 5: ‘Seaweed’ (branches, small circles)
TP Earthenware Red 3: ‘Jessamine’ (floral, dotted)
HP Earthenware Poly 12: blue berries, delicate bouquets
HP Earthenware Poly 2: small red flowers, blue berries
TP Earthenware Blue 42: 'Two Temples' (Chinese scene)
TP Earthenware Blue 2: ‘Willow’
TP Earthenware Green 2: ‘Palestine’ (scene, vignette border)
Earthenware Sprigged 2: pendant acanthus with branching flowers

3

1

Cara 005
53 (C) TP Earthenware Blue 212: ‘November’ (hunting scene)

13 (C)
26 (M)
27 (M)
29 (C)
32 (M)
36 (M)
37 (M)
38 (M)
39 (C)
40 (M)
42 (C)
43 (M)
44 (C)
76 (C)
77 (C)
78 (C)
79 (C)

Muffin Plate

1

Mug

1

Extra Saucer

Extra teacup

Description

Cup–Saucer

MS #

1

3
2
3
2
3
2

1

2

1

2
2
2
2
2
4
3
7
2
2
2
2
3
1 3
1 1* 2
2
1 4*

Cumb 126
16 (C) TP Earthenware Black 4: ‘Fibre’, branching pattern
17 (C) TP Earthenware Blue 75: ‘Rhine’, scenic pattern
19 (C) TP Earthenware Blue 21: ‘Chantilly’ (scenic, tendril–stripe border)

1
1
1

2
2
2

Glou 093
57 (M) TP Earthenware Black 8: ‘FLORENCE’, ‘W.P.C/B/10/-‘, reg. 16 Oct 1882; floral
58 (C) TP Earthenware Blue 285: unidentified scene

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

* one of the items counted has been speculatively attributed to this category * includes teapot and lid

Table 42

1
1

1
1
2

2

Glou 097 (1)
70 (C) Porcelain HP 8: single flower in tondo, int. & ext.; bouquets int.
Glou 097 (2)
72 (C) TP Earthenware Brown 18: unid. lake scene with vignette border
73 (C) TP Earthenware Green 32: marked "-Trent/3/H-", lake scene, vignette border
75 (M) Porcelain sprigged 4: Grape-vine, purple

2

2
2

3

3

1
1
1
27 14 7

2
2
2
0

1

3 82

Details of teawares in multiple, matching sets.
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DRINKING, ALCOHOL AND SODA BOTTLES
In the Select Committee on the Condition of the Working Classes, Edward Wise, MLC stated
that intemperance is the result, not the cause, of poor living conditions among the working classes
(Votes & Proceedings 1859–60 p 96). To paraphrase Mr Wise’s position: slum life will drive you to
drink; so, improving domestic circumstances through aid and education would prevent (or at least
limit) alcohol abuse among the working classes.
The presence of alcohol containers in archaeological deposits in working-class households is no
more surprising than the mere presence of such containers on middle-class sites, but interpreting
the significance of their quantities is far more difficult. While some glass bottle forms are certainly
associated with beer, wine or gin, they were not used exclusively for storing alcohol, because
unlike today’s disposable containers, they were frequently reused for other liquids (Carney 1999d:
18–19, Reckner & Brighton 1999: 71).
Once the 6,500 glass sherds from the study group were reduced to minimum vessel counts, it
became clear that the minimum number of bottles from the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets
site is surprisingly low, between 3 and 15 bottles for all houses except 97 Gloucester Street (2nd
cesspit) which had 25 (Table 43 and Figure 54). In the case of 124 Cumberland Street, that is
more than three tea-and-saucer sets for every bottle of beer, wine or gin. Whether this is
evidence of the activities of wowsers, depends on whether we are looking at last week’s table
liquor, or a year’s accumulation of reusable bottles.
Reckner and Brighton (1999: 66) note that drinking small serves of beer, wine and porter were
acceptable in American temperance circles, but gin, rum and whiskey were intrinsically
intemperate. While most working-class people probably judged their own tolerance limits of
alcohol consumption irrespective of middle-class campaigns (Karskens 1999b: 180; Reckner &
Brighton 1999: esp. 76–78), it is interesting to note that most houses in the study group had only
one or two gin bottles, and less than 5 or 6 beer or wine bottles.
Of course, there were, exceptions and we will deal first with the 20 beer or wine bottles from
the second deposit at 97 Gloucester Street, of which 13 were deposited whole. In California,
recycling your bottles through a neighbourhood junk dealer could earn you a few cents and has
been interpreted as an indicator of thrifty house management (Praetzellis & Praetzellis
2004a: p. 21). Conversely, the presence of whole bottles in an archaeological assemblage is an
indicator of waste and/or surplus wealth. This appears not to be the case in Sydney, however,
where—as Martin Carney (1999d 98) explains the only incentive for taking bottles to a collection
yard (and there was one further south along Cumberland Street) was to avoid refuse
accumulation in the yard. No identifiable non-alcoholic beverage containers were recovered from
the deposit.
It is possible that an alcoholic, George Beale, was living two doors down at 101 Gloucester Street.
As explained (see ‘George Beale 1863–1871’, p 121), we cannot verify that we have right
individual, but a George Beale died in the Sydney Infirmary in January 1877. Whether or not he
suffered from alcoholism at the time he was living at No. 101 is further speculation, but a good
possibility. Intriguingly, this deposit had the second lowest number of alcoholic beverage
containers—just four beer/wine and one spirits bottle—and the smallest group of beverage
serving vessels (Table 43, Table 44, Figure 54, Figure 57, Figure 58, Figure 59).
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Stout total
95% complete
Gin/Schnapps total
100% complete

11 13
1

1

2
1

1

3

Spirits total

1

2

3

1

20
13
2

1
1

1

1
1

2
1

1

1

2

1
1

5
1

19
2
10
7
1

2

1

2

Aerated Waters

1

1

Total

7

11 10 15 19 18 15

Figure 54

3

77
19
2
3
2

7
1

Ginger beer

Table 43

1

9

100% complete
95% complete

4
1

Total

9

Glou 101

Glou 097 (2)

4
1

Glou 097 (1)

Cumb 122

5
1

Glou 093

Cara 005

6

Cumb 126

Cara 003

4

Cumb 124

Cara 001
Beer/Wine total
100% complete
90–95% complete

5

17

2

7
8

25

5

133

Minimum number of beverage containers in MCs selected for study.

Minimum number of glass and ceramic containers intended for storing and
shipping alcoholic beverages (right) and non-alcoholic beverage bottles (left).
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The second assemblage with a large number of alcohol containers is that from 122 Cumberland
Street. It contained 7 complete and identical flasks and 2 barrel-shaped flasks (one intact, the
other >50%) registered between 1872 and 1875. In addition, there were six shot glasses with inbuilt stoppers that glass specialist Martin Carney identified as fitting the complete flasks. The
stoppers were marked ‘BREVETE // S.G.D.G. // J.R.’ indicating that they were made in France or for
the French market (by an unknown firm: ‘JR’), and are an example of an innovation derived from a
competitive bottle making industry. Their dual function of shot-glass and stopper flask would
make them ideally portable, and probably single-use, disposable containers. That there were
seven of these and six of them whole, suggests that they were probably consumed at the same
time.
Was this the stash of widow and laundress Margaret Hadden who moved into 122 Cumberland
Street in 1876, or that of her sons or new husband, or perhaps of unknown male lodgers? Or
might this be the refuse of a previous tenant, or perhaps a wandering ‘vagrant’ squatter given that
the property was recorded as vacant in 1875?
Other drinking vessels in the deposit are far more characteristic of a comfortable, established
household than a vagabond’s pack. There was a small, pressed mug or punch cup approximately
2.5” (65 mm) in diameter (CUGL03261), at least 2 wine glasses, one cut with a fern design
(CUGL03253), and at least 6 panelled, plain and facetted tumblers—all pressed—and two other
plain shot glasses (see Figure 55 and Figure 56). These suggest a greater investment in
presentation and serving of beverages, although they were not necessarily just for alcoholic
drinks.
How does this compare with other houses? Their neighbours at 124 Cumberland Street had the
largest assemblage of drinking vessels, with 24 items altogether, and extended the preference for
matching sets evident in their tea and tablewares to their drinking vessels as well. There were at
least 5 decanters: three with plain bases, one panelled and another ribbed; along with the shaft of
a decanter stopper. There were three largely intact cut glasses with panelled bowls and bladed
knops (CUGL03629, CUGL03674, CUGL03706, CUGL03708). A fourth, largely intact panelled
wine glass had an inverted baluster knop (CUGL03528) that was similar enough in design to have
been passed off as a matching set.
3 Carahers Lane had a small but interesting assemblage of drinking vessels. There was a
mushroom-style stopper from a pressed decanter and at least 8 tumblers and 3 wine glasses, most
of which survived largely intact and were probably thrown in whole. There was one panelled
wine glass with an inverted baluster knop (CUGL34354) similar to that in 124 Cumberland Street;
one fragment from the bowl of wine glass flashed red (CUGL34361) and the foot of a pressmoulded wine glass (CUGL34352).
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Table 44

1
1

Glouc 101

1

Glou 097 (2)

24

Glou 097 (1)

17

Glou 093

8
2

6*
10
6
2

Cumb 126

Cara 005
1
2*
1

Cumb 124

Cara 003

3
3

1
8
3

Cumb 122

Pitchers
Harvest Jug
Unidentified Jug

Cara 001
Drink service
Decanter
Glass Tumbler
Wine Glass
Glass Rummer
Tumbler/Scotch?
Spirit Glass
Glass Mug
Unidentified Glass
Total

4
2

1
2**
1

7
2

7
1

1
1
1

6

4

9

8

3

3**

1*

1
6
1
6

2
14

5

1*

1

Minimum number of beverage serving vessels in selected cesspit deposits.
* one of the items counted has been speculatively attributed to this category.
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Figure 55

Glass drinking vessels from MC138, 122 Cumberland Street. Clockwise from top left: pressed mug
CUGL03261, leaf-patterned cut wine glass CUGL03258, plain shot glass CUGL03266, facetted
tumbler CUGL03261 and panelled tumbler CUGL03262.

Figure 56
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Pressed glass bowl from MC138, 122 Cumberland Street. (CUGL03265)
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Figure 57

Glass decanters.

Figure 58

Wine glasses, rummers, tumblers, and spirit
glasses. (See Table 44 for breakdown.)

Figure 59

Cruets, salt dishes and serving bowls.

Figure 60

Flashed red wine glass sherd (CUGL34361), press-fluted tumbler (CUGL34497) and wine glass with
seven cut panels (CUGL34354) from 3 Carahers Lane.

All of the tumblers were press-moulded, and all but two were common tumblers with heavy
bases and arched panels. The remaining two included one with narrow flutes (CUGL34497) and
another in a honeycomb pattern (CUGL34358 and CUGL34498).
One of the other panelled tumblers is engraved ‘T P’ or ‘J P' (CUGL34474 and CUGL34504). The
only known occupant of 3 Carahers Lane to match is waterman John Phillips who was listed as
living there in 1848. Ten years later, Joseph Thomas, was listed there before establishing a
boarding house at 99 Gloucester Street (the old Bird in Hand), in 1861. Or, the initials may be
the marks of an unknown lodger.

MEDICINES AND HYGIENE
The fear of ill-health and disease was a major concern of private citizens and public authorities
alike, and it was a common argument for sanitary reform. While there were significant advances
in medical science in the 19th century (namely vaccinations), the major breakthroughs allowing
the current standards of health that we enjoy (such as penicillin and other antibiotics) were not
developed until the twentieth century. Many 18th century treatments such as blood letting,
leaching and cupping, were still practiced in the early decades of the colony but were probably
largely phased out by mid-century. Orthodox medicines, lotions and poultices remained
traditional largely herbal concoctions, but the general public could not necessarily afford and were
not always satisfied with the skills of ‘doctors’ and surgeons (Martyr 2002: esp. 21–22, 26–31, 37–
44).
Many minor illnesses could be effectively treated by topical or ingested home remedies, mixtures
prepared by the local chemist, or the growing number of pre-packaged remedies, tonics and
ointments reputed to cure a vast array of illnesses. The recipes for these pre-mixed concoctions
were often patented and hence are known as ‘patent medicines’. While they are often thought to
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be a development of the later 19th century, they were first advertised in the mid 18th century
(Romaine 1990: xi) and there were 150 patent medicines on the English market by 1812, and
many of these would have been available in the colony (Haines 1976: 52). Some local chemists
and entrepreneurs had begun to manufacture their own medicinal recipes by the 1850s.
These pre-packaged cures have gained a bad reputation as over-the-counter opiates and liquors
designed to intoxicate the patient, not cure their ailments. This is due largely to the extravagant,
circus-style claims made for these ‘cure-all’ medicines, such as those made for ‘Holloway’s Family
Ointment’:
HOLLOWAY'S / FAMILY OINTMENT / FOR THE CURE OF / SCROFULOUS & INDOLENT
TUMOURS / INVETERATE ULCERS / Ulcerdied Sore Legs Burns Scolds Ringworm Sore Heads / AND
ALL CUTANEOUS DISEASES / GOUT AND RHEUMATISM.

Similarly, Udolpho Wolfe’s Aromatic Schnapps—a diuretic and anti-dispeptic ‘cordial’—was said
to be cure not only of gout and chronic rheumatism, but also of ‘all diseases of the kidneys,
bladder and urinary organs’ (Odell 2002).
In the United States it has been suggested that some middle-class women took to drinking
alcohol-based ‘quack cures’ as means of covertly consuming strong drink, while keeping up their
temperate appearances (Reckner & Brighton 1999: 68). On the other hand, and in the Australian
context, historian Gregory Haines (1976: 52) saw them as the ‘addictable religion of the unwary
poor’. However, as Phillipa Martyr (2002: 97–100) argues, the infamy of ‘quack’ practitioners and
cure-alls is often exaggerated and for many working-class and some middle-class families over-thecounter medicines were an appropriate and affordable means of pharmaceutical care.
While the extent to which individual households used these products to manage ill-health cannot
be ascertained from the historical record alone, the archaeological record is not without its own
challenges when it comes to evidence of these products.
Many more forms of medicine, such as pills and powders, were supplied in paper packets, not in
glass or ceramic containers, and their traces do not survive in subsurface archaeological deposits.
While Wolfe’s schnapps and Holloway’s ointments (among others) were sold in purpose-made
containers, dozens more were sold in plain light blue bottles, often oval or chamfered, with
distinctive paper labels, which were lost over time.
The pharmaceutical items from the assemblages under study are dominated by unmarked bottles
and jars. The most common form is a clear (but sometimes coloured) glass vial, ranging from
15 mm to 32 mm diameter, up to 5” (125 mm) with a short neck, flanged lip and usually a
moulded base. While these possibly stored patent medicines, or perhaps non-medicinal
substances such as perfume, these vials are typically associated with chemist-made remedies
(Bonasera & Raymer 2001: 50; Carney 1999d: 94). At least two large (probably 6 oz) bottles
were certainly issued by chemists, both local: one by John Watson of 593 George Street from
3 Carahers Lane (CUGL34371) and the other by Frank Senior, a little closer to home at 252
George Street (near the corner of Hunter Street), 97 Gloucester Street (2nd cesspit;
CUGL58592).
Cobalt-blue bottles, typically 2” (51 mm) in diameter, were almost exclusively used for castor oil
and similar substances. Castor oil was used as a laxative and to induce vomitting, and applied
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topically to corns, warts and other sores.173 A range of ointment jars, including four pots of
Holloway’s ointment, were recovered from the fills in our study and this may reflect a pattern
similar to that identified by Michael Bonasera and Leslie Raymer (2001: 50) in the United States
that despite all the speculation about opiates and hard liquor, the most common type of patent
medicine advertised in the New York newspapers treated rheumatism, strains and soreness—an
unsurprising find in the medicine chests of labourers, mariners and laundresses.

Figure 61 Bottle from Watson’s chemist on George Street,
embossed: ‘J WATSON CHEMIST SYDNEY’ (CUGL34371).

3 Carahers Lane had the largest assemblage of pharmaceutical items in the study group, with four
castor oil bottles, four vials, four plain light blue bottles and two ointment jars, including a
Holloway's Family Ointment. The 124 Cumberland Street assemblage is of a similar size, with
four vials, three ointment jars including two Holloway’s ointments, and interestingly, four
matching light blue, wide-mouthed vessels made by Aire & Calder, Castleford, England that
probably contained mineral salts, such as Epsom salts (Carney 1999d: 114).174 Epsom salts were
commonly taken as a laxative or antacid, but it was claimed that they aided ailments ranging from
dropsy to dysentery, rheumatism, insomnia and obesity (Ellingwood 1919). Only one other salts
bottle was recorded in the study group, and that was found at 97 Gloucester Street. The
concentration of four bottles from the same maker at 124 Cumberland Street suggests bulk
buying and potentially excessive use to treat a particular ailment.
John Winch was 65 when he died of the effects of jaundice in 1863, and in the same year, George
Puzey who had rented 124 Cumberland Street after Winch moved on in 1861, died of ‘general
paralysis’ at the Tarban Creek Lunatic Asylum, aged just 36 years. Epsom salts today are used to
prevent epileptic and other seizures, but it is unlikely that this treatment was known in the 1860s.
According to the records of the Asylum, the symptoms of the neurological or nervous illness that
173

It was also used as a general domestic oil for polishing.

174

Carney (1999d: 114) reported ‘at least 12 quart jars in this cesspit deposit, as well as two other medicine bottles’.
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eventually claimed George’s life were first apparent in 1862, a year after the family moved to
124 Cumberland Street. It is not unreasonable to speculate that Lucy and George were searching
for solutions to his illness, and treating his complaints as best they could.
It was from the yard of their neighbours at 122 Cumberland Street that the third largest
assemblage was recovered. Among the vials, unmarked ointment jars and other bottles, were
two curious pharmaceutical items: one, a very small square vial, possibly for opium, and a cupping
glass (CUGL03281). The presence of the cupping glass is particularly curious, as it applies some
kind of connection with a medical practitioner. No listed occupants of 122 Cumberland Street
appear to have any identifiable occupation associated with health care. Is it possible that this was
the remains of a doctor’s visit? If so this may be a deliberate preference for old-fashioned health
care.

Figure 62

Minimum number of pharmaceutical containers in the
study group.
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Tonics
Soda bottle
Wolfe’s Invigorating cordial

2

1

4

1

3

4

2

1

4

1
1

1

4

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

Glou 097 (2)

Glou 097 (1)

Glou 093

Cumb 124

Cumb 126
1
2

5
1
2

1

1
1
1

1

2

3

1

1

65
11
5
11

1

21
1
15
9
7
2

2
1

Other
Cupping glass
Total

3
4

Total

2

Glou 101

1

Cumb 122

Cara 005

Cara 003

Cara 001
Pharmaceutical
Ointments
Salts
Castor oil
Unknown contents:
Vials
Single dose
<2" oval/chamfered

9
1

1
8

15

5

12

13

4

6

3

7

2
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LIFE AFTER BANKRUPTCY: THE DOYLE FAMILY, A CASE STUDY
Dublin-born Stephen Doyle married widow Margaret McNamara (nee Galvin) in Sydney on 23
September 1857, just a year after he arrived in the colony. He was 28, Margaret was 30.
Margaret, from County Clare, Ireland, had arrived in the colony in the late 1840s and was
followed by her sister, Bridget in c1853, who married Patrick McNamara a year earlier in 1856.
On their marriage certificate, Stephen described himself as a painter by trade, and Margaret was
listed as a publican. Over the next few years, Stephen is listed as a publican at various addresses
on George and Cumberland Streets: the ‘Hand of Friendship’ on Cumberland Street, 1858–59;
‘George Street’ and ‘Lower George Street’ in 1859–60, the Clare Tavern, 543 George Street in
Sands of 1861 and a public house at 176 Cumberland Street (originally Lilyvale Cottage and named
the Clare Tavern in 1859 by Thomas Lynch) in the rates Assessment Books of the same year. It is
not known whether these duplicate addresses indicate the transfer of his license from one
establishment to another, or that he in fact ran both at some stage.
In May 1859 and June and September 1860, he also appears on the city council’s books as a
contractor, performing various ‘odd jobs’, alongside his sister-in-law’s husband, Patrick
McNamara, Michael McNamara (who appears not to be related), and John Galvin, possibly
Margaret’s brother. He is listed as ‘Stephen Doyle, Publican of George Street’, and the jobs
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included road works, building a brick wall and extending the sewer line. It is unknown what role
Stephen played in these contracts, perhaps it was as a supervisor, rather than manual labourer.
On 2 September 1859, in the midst of these ‘odd jobs’, and a few weeks prior to their second
wedding anniversary, Stephen Doyle became insolvent, while apparently running two pubs: the
Prince of Wales Hotel (probably Lower George Street) and the Hand of Friendship175 on
Cumberland Street (Ins No. 4591). His debts amounted to £410, and he owned furniture to the
value of £20 and apparel to the value of £10. He claimed to have no landed property, although
just a year before, he claimed freehold title to a house at Athlone Place in the Electoral Roll of
1859–1860. He owed two sums of rent, one to Julia Johnstone for the Prince of Wales Hotel
(£43 '6 '8) and another to Thomas Glover for the Hand of Friendship (£19 '10 '0). He also owed
£17 '19 '0 for groceries to R & S Watson's Family and Retail Grocery Warehouse, on the corner
of Cumberland and Essex Streets, and £32 to butcher Andrew McCrath.
An ‘account of Receipts and Disbursements in the Estate of Stephen Doyle from the month of
March 1859 to September 1859’ listed the following items:
License
Overcharge in Porters Ale
Loss of Rental of Glovers Premises for 4 months at 15% per week
Household Expenditure
Sundry payments as for Receipts.

40.0.0
18.0.0
12.0.0
180.0.0
20.0.0

Elsewhere, the ‘amount of daily takings in the Prince of Wales Hotel’ was shown to average
1/10/0 per day—that’s £237 15s per half year, just £3 15s more than the expenses.
When the insolvency file was first lodged in September 1859, the Doyles were living on George
Street (probably at the Prince of Wales), but by October Doyle stated that he lived on
Cumberland Street.
There is an inventory of marketable furnishings from one of the hotels176, taken room by room:
Bar
‘License – a few bottles of Ale and Porter a small
quantity of Gin rum and brandy – several Glasses
and Decanters, Fixtures, Parlour behind Bar, 1 table’
Bedroom 1
‘Beadstead, Bed and Bedding, Washhandstand,
Service Glass and Clothes Line?’

Cellar
1 large cask of ale
Front Parlour
‘Sofa and mattress, Table and Chair Chimney Glass, 8
Pictures, 7 Chairs chest drawers containing apparel and
sundries’.

Bedroom 2
‘Beadstead Bed, Bedding, washstand and Service’.

Kitchen
‘Kitchen Table and Cooking Utensils a small quantity
of Earthenware – Russell’s Stove 3 Dryers’.

Bedroom 3
2 bedsteads

Underneath Cellar
‘large room formerly Billiard Room. One large table’.

175

The Hand of Friendship had been leased to Margaret McNamara, on 28 March 1857, six months before her
marriage to Stephen.

176

There is also a note on file dated 2 February 1863 which comments that the inventory appears to relate to only one
hotel.
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His primary assets were 4 bedsteads and accompanying bed-linen, a sofa, 3 tables, 7 chairs, 8
pictures, a chest of drawers and various liquor, glasses, decanters and fittings from the bar—not
to mention the license itself (worth £20 per quarter). A ‘small quantity of earthenware’ is
mentioned in the kitchen, along with cooking utensils.
While his debts were still standing in December 1862, the Doyles continued operating as
publicans for 2 years after the insolvency, until Stephen returned to his original trade as painter
and decorator, by at least 1863, when he is listed as living on Kent Street.177 By this stage he and
Margaret had two daughters: Charlotte, born in 1860178 and Margaret, born in 1862. There may
also have been a son from Margaret’s, or Thomas McNamara’s previous marriages, because years
later, a Thomas McNamara, recorded as Doyle’s stepson, was the informant on Stephen’s death
certificate.179
By 1866, they were listed at 126 Cumberland Street, just one year after Timothy and Ellen
McNamara, Margaret’s brother-in-law from her first marriage had lived there. It is possible that
they lodged there together, briefly, or perhaps the McNamaras were able to recommend the
Doyles to their landlords, the Hensons, when they were ready to move on.
The cesspit which would have been converted to sewerage at the time of the Doyles’s move or
shortly after it was backfilled with a range of items, including some items we can directly associate
with Stephen’s work. Almost 20 kg of heavily rusted paint cans or kettles were recovered from
the lowest level of the fill (A149). Of the few substantially intact fragments, one was 180 mm in
diameter and the other 200 mm tall. While the fragmented nature of tin posed a significant
challenge to the calculation of a minimum vessel count for the cans, we speculate that there were
at least 8 kettles tossed into the disused pit.
Other non-domestic items in the lowest fill included two axe heads and a heavily abraded saltglazed, ginger-beer bottle (CUGL39337), which Graham Wilson argues may have been used by
Doyle as a pestle to grind pigments to mix in with his paints. The wear marks run the length of
the bottle and are ‘consistent with the vessel, in its whole state, being used as a pestle for grinding
abrasive materials’ (Wilson 1999b: 325). The bottle was impressed with the mark of local potter
Thomas Field: ‘[F]IELD / [P]OTTER / [SY]DNEY’, which dates from 1848 to 1854, at least 11 or
12 years before the Doyles arrived on site. No painter’s or glazier’s tools are listed in the
insolvency inventory, but it is likely that Doyle had retained at least some tools, perhaps stored at
his home. Whether or not it was Doyle himself who first bought the bottle for its ginger beer, he
may have used it to stored the linseed oil or turpentine necessary for paint-mixing, and may later
have used it for grinding. Perhaps, as he was re-establishing himself in the trade, and repaying his
debts, such make-do equipment was a necessary measure. Perhaps, too, by c1866, business was
good and his prospects improving, so these makeshift tools were no longer required.
Other elements of the assemblage also suggest that the family’s prospects were on the mend.
They were settling into long-term residency at 126 Cumberland Street, where they stayed until
177

A ‘Stephens [sic] Doyle, painter’ is listed at 237 Kent Street in the Sands Alphabetical Directory for 1863.

178

Charlotte Doyle died in 1921 in Sydney (BDM ref 14/1921).

179

A Thomas Doyle is recorded as living at 126 [then 124] Cumberland Street, along with Stephen Doyle, in the
Electoral Rolls for 1878–79. A second listing for a Thomas Doyle indicates a secondary residence or property
interest at 222 Cumberland Street.
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1880, before moving into next door in the larger, and free-standing, 128 Cumberland Street,
where the Doyle girls continued to live until 1919.
The material snapshot we have of their life in the mid-1860s, from the cesspit backfill,
unfortunately does not encompass the furniture as did the insolvency inventory, but it does
provide a postscript to the ‘small quantity of earthenware’ documented in 1859. As the
comparison above has shown, 126 Cumberland Street had as many domestic comforts as its
neighbours, and had matching tea-and-saucer sets and the most diverse range of serving vessels,
after 124 Cumberland Street.
The Doyles remained at 126 Cumberland Street until 1880 when they moved next door into the
4-roomed home at 128 Cumberland. Stephen died, at home on 22 Feb 1881, aged 52, leaving
behind his wife and 2 daughters. He died of apoplexy endocarditis which is similar to a heart attack
and from which he suffered for just three hours. His death must have come as a shock to
Margaret, now a widow for the second time.
Margaret and at least one of her daughters continued on at No. 128 until her death c1908, when
Miss Margaret, and possibly her sister Charlotte took over the leasehold until 1919. Spanning 39
years, the Doyles were the longest-term tenants of 128 Cumberland Street, and many of the fine
artefacts recovered from under the floorboards have a greater possibility of being associated with
this family than any other. One notable example is a gold filigree earring with faceted beryl stones
(CUGL50990), described by specialist Nadia Iacono as displaying ‘highly skilled craftsmanship’, an
accessory that ‘stands alone as a piece of considerable value, even today’ (Iacono 1999b: 69).
While the earring is typically associated with the Doyles, it is important to remember that it may
have been lost by any one of the tenants, and boarders, who lived at 128 Cumberland Street from
1833 to 1931. Further, the only datable artefacts recovered from below the floorboards that
necessarily post-date 1880, are amber beer bottles first manufactured in the 1920s and are likely
to have been deposited at the time of demolition—certainly after the Doyle girls moved on in
1919. It is also hard to reconcile such fine objects with the limited income the women must have
survived on after the death of Stephen Doyle, but again, the item may have been purchased n
better times.
This somewhat counterintuitive occurrence of fine jewellery in the home of bankrupted individual
raises questions about data quality as well as the limits of interpretation. In other words, we are
currently unable to distinguish between an interpretation that emphasises their recovery from
bankruptcy or whether is an artefact of deposition. We can however confirm that ceramic and
glass tablewares had been restored to a respectable standing just a few years after bankruptcy,
even though the painter’s tools suggest a good measure of economy.
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RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY, WORK AND THE WORKING CLASSES
When we closely examine the occupancy data from the blocks bounded by Cumberland,
Gloucester, Argyle and Essex Streets, we quickly establish that there is considerable variation in
the 19th century. In The Rocks during this period long-term residents lived alongside those who
moved from year to year; old childless couples alongside young and growing families; mariners
alongside pub and shopkeepers. Some stayed connected with The Rocks all their lives and others,
mostly recent immigrants, just passed through.
It is frequently presumed that working-class people were constantly on the move from house to
house, and suburb to suburb. Our data has shown that this is in part true.
Of the 2,212 listed periods of residence at various addresses, 1,356 are recorded for only 1 year.
That is, in 61.3% of cases, individuals or families would leave within the year—at least as far as we
know. A further 12% stayed for two years, 7% for three and the remaining 20% for four or more
years, up to 51 years.
Duration (yrs)

Number of residencies

Percent of total

1

1,356

61.3%

2

268

12.1%

3

152

6.9%

4–5

171

7.7%

6–10

148

6.7%

11–15

55

2.5%

16–24

40

1.8%

25–40

20

0.9%

41–51

2

0.1%

Table 45

Frequency of residencies by their duration in our city
blocks, from one to 51 years, between the years
1845 and 1902.

It is important to note that these statistics are limited by the resources we have to hand. Some
properties in our study area were not visited by postal directory agents and have left us with gaps
in the sequence of occupation. So while we only have a listing in a single year, the family may well
have been there for two years prior and two post, but without corroborative information from
other sources (either birth, death and marriage certificates, or a record that they had moved to
another house), we can only record them as having there for a minimum of one year.
That said, there are cases where we do have enough data to demonstrate that some families
moved very frequently. For example, Andrew and Mary Ann Cummings and two of their four
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children lived at 5 Carahers Lane for a year or less in 1871, while Frederick and Charlotte Dibden
and five of their children lived at 124 Cumberland Street from 1867 to 1868. Seemingly single
men such as William Driscoll or Charles Thomas Worth lived at several houses on Cumberland
Street within the study area for a year or less. Driscoll, for example, lived at 122 Cumberland
Street in 1880, while Charles Thomas Worth, a dealer, lived at 124 Cumberland Street in 1879.
What is interesting is that while our figures do indicate a high level of house-to-house mobility,
they also demonstrate a level of longer-term loyalty to the local area, moving down the road,
across the street or around the corner. For example, Charles Thomas Worth mentioned above,
had moved from further south down Cumberland Street the year before living at 124 Cumberland
Street in 1879, and was living at 3 Cambridge Street by 1881.180 William Driscoll was probably
boarding at 515 Kent Street in the year before he moved to 122 Cumberland Street. Similarly,
the Dibden and Cummings families lived in a number of houses in the vicinity before and after
their stint in the study area.
Of the 1,718 families we recorded, we have identified that at least 25% lived at two or more
addresses in these few city blocks within the 59 years for which we gathered data. We know
through the birth, death and marriage records of specific families and other research that while
some of our residents moved out of our study area they were still living in The Rocks, or had
moved away for a few years and then returned. In order not to skew these samples these data
were not included in the figures presented above, but we anticipate that should our historical
research be expanded to include neighbouring house blocks, the percentage of these residents
who remained mobile within the neighbourhood would rise.
Why were people so mobile? Was it because they were recent immigrants? Or did they move
from house to house, within the same neighbourhood, in order to improve the quality of their
lives? For example, did they move because the house they had chosen to live in was insanitary or
too small? Or perhaps they moved because the rent was being raised? It is clear than numerous
factors could have prompted the degree of residential mobility found in The Rocks.
What is significant is that residents tended to stay. It appears that these people were bound to
The Rocks by community ties, namely friends and family. In many instances, working-class people
were forced to live in the inner city neighbourhoods such as The Rocks for financial reasons such
as the fact that they paid higher rents in order for the heads of household to be closer to work
opportunities. In 1858, a group of ‘labouring men’ employed on the Crown Street Water Works
petitioned the City Council, asking for a wage increase equal to the rate of pay for men ‘Employed
on the Water Works out of the city’. This wage increase was requested because these labourers
had been forced to take their children out of school and also because:
…our work is a Great Deal Harder than their work has been and also that nearly all the men on the
works out of the city are single men and has more means of Living than men Living in the City paying
High rents and Rates also.181

180

Charles T. Worth was listed at 201 Cumberland Street in the 1877–78 Electoral then at 122 Cumberland Street
(later 124 Cumberland Street) in the Electoral Roll for 1878–79. According to the 1881–82 Electoral Roll, Charles
T Worth was living at 3 Cambridge Street.

181

Petition to City Corporation 18/08/1858, CRS 875/2.
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We have already noted that know the occupations of just 983, or 47.6% of the 2,061 individuals in
our study area. For those whose occupations were listed, the majority are comprised work in
the shipping, provisioning (storekeeping and dealing), building trades (mostly labourers), and
‘hospitality’ (hotel-keeping) (see Figure 63 and Figure 64). The other industries in which large
numbers of Rocks people worked are (‘provision'), building and construction (mostly labourers).
Many of the male breadwinners living on The Rocks took advantage of their position near the
harbour to work in maritime-related industries at Circular Quay, Millers Point and Darling
Harbour. Until the mid 1880s, about 20% of the residents in our 200 homes were employed as
mariners, seamen, shipwrights, lightermen, carpenters and firemen.
There are also rare examples of men, who were skilled labourers, exchanging their skills for jobs
on the waterfront, presumably because there was available work there. For example, James Wall
was a carpenter by trade but by 1875 began working as a waterman, even after he moved away
from The Rocks to Yurong Street, East Sydney in 1883.
It was more often the case that men living on The Rocks followed many different occupations in
order to support their families. For example, Peter Lett worked as ships chandler and as a
nightwatchman from at least 1890; when he died in 1903, he was described as a maritime dealer.
George Puzey worked first as a mariner and then as a gas purifier (the unhealthy work conditions
at the Gas Works were given as the cause of his death in 1863). James Warlow was employed as
a mariner when he was married to Mary Ann Mulhearin in 1862 and continued in this occupation
until at least 1869, when the couple’s daughter Margaret was born. When James Warlow died at
Newcastle in 1876, his was recorded as being an ‘engineer, old age pensioner’.
As noted, six of the residents likely to be responsible for the cesspit deposits juggled irregular
sea-faring and labouring work with small shops or specialised provision trades, probably drawing
on their expertise gained travelling through different ports and exploiting networks with mariners
plying lucrative trade routes.
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Education

1
3

2
1

1

1

1

1900–04

1895–99

1890–94

1885–89
1

1

2

0.3%

6

0.3%

7

0.3%

10

0.5%

10

0.5%

12

0.5%

1

1

1

3

Health care

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

4

3

2

20

0.9%

1

3

4

4

5

2

21

1.0%

1

32

1.5%

34

1.5%

Clerical

1

Printing and book
trades

1

2

6

Government/Civil
Primary

1

%

1

1

TOTAL

Other

1880–84

1

1875–79

1855–59

1

1870–74

1850–54

2

1865–69

1845–49

Entertainment

1860–64

Industry

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Beauty

1

5

4

3

3

2

1

1

5

3

3

Security

2

1

7

3

4

3

1

4

4

3

2

Domestic

2

1

4

6

4

2

3

12

5

5

3

2

49

2.2%

2

5

7

5

7

11

8

4

1

50

2.3%

Uncertain
Transport

1

1

1

5

4

7

7

11

7

5

5

3

57

2.6%

Accommodation

2

1

11

9

13

12

3

6

17

11

4

2

91

4.1%

Manufacturing

6

4

22

20

12

15

13

9

6

6

113

5.2%

Clothing &
Footwear

10

6

18

16

15

10

12

16

10

6

8

1

128

5.8%

Food

5

4

15

15

19

20

16

18

16

11

9

9

157

7.2%

Building &
Construction

17

10

47

21

33

18

16

20

11

10

6

3

212

9.7%

Hospitality

11

11

21

23

27

23

17

20

24

20

16

9

222

10.1%

Property
Investment

10

14

25

33

25

25

26

30

19

17

9

8

241

11.0%

Provisioning

16

12

26

42

37

26

33

41

43

37

28

14

355

16.2%

Shipping

17

16

48

52

65

43

30

41

20

13

10

6

361

16.5%

Total

Table 46

182

2,194 100%

Number of individuals known to have undertaken these occupations, living within the
study area from 1845 to 1905 (in five year blocks).182

Note these are not total figures of all residents, just those with known occupations.
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Occupations of residents in Study Area
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Figure 64 Percentage of individuals known to have undertaken these occupations, living within the
study area from 1845 to 1905 (in five year blocks).
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HOME-OWNERS, TENANTS AND TRANSIENCE
It is clear from our research on the four city blocks bounded by Cumberland, Gloucester and
Essex Streets (Sections 70, 74 and 75 of the Town Plan of Sydney), that the relationship between
the people who lived there (the tenants), and the landlords who owned the buildings they lived in,
was complex and changed throughout the 19th century.
The first phase of occupation on the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, prior to major
subdivision in the 1830s is characterised not only by owner–occupation, but also by owner–
building. The Cribbs, Byrnes and the Armsdens built (and then-rebuilt) the homes they lived in
and the shops, butcheries and hotels where they worked. With the subdivision of these large
blocks, beginning in c.1833 with the Nicholas’s Rents, a new sweep of owner–occupiers moved in.
Some were the children of convicts, others new immigrants. Some, such as the Winches,
maintained their homes there for several decades, others sold and moved on within a few years.
Other properties were bought for investment purposes only, and were rented out to a range of
families. Some owners, such as Edward and Mary Riley, managed both. They built the four
terraces at 58–64 Gloucester Street (Susannah Place) in 1844, leasing them all out but by 1852
had moved into No. 62. They continued to lease the adjoining terraces, living right alongside their
tenants.
As ‘local landlords’, such as the Rileys, began to move out of The Rocks and as new owners
bought the properties for investment purposes only, the typical landlord–tenant relationship
began to change.
An even more mobile resident in The Rocks at this time was the lodger or boarder. In several
cases, the rapid change in the names of occupiers recorded in post-office directories, the disparity
with names recorded in rates records and the subsequent movement of some of these tenants
strongly suggests that some houses operated as boarding houses. In cases such as 93 Gloucester
Street, there is other available corroborative evidence, such as the frequent occupation list of
‘boarding-house keeper’ given when that individual answered the door to the directory collators
(as was the case for Joseph Thomas’s boarding house at 99 Gloucester Street in the 1870s). A
total of 39 individuals from our study area were recorded as boarding-house keepers.
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IMMIGRANTS
We know the birthplace of less than 10% of occupants living between Cumberland, Gloucester,
Essex and Argyle Streets between 1845 and 1902. Of those, the largest individual group were
born in Australia, and all but one of these in Sydney but overall, two-thirds were immigrants.
There were roughly equal numbers of English and Irish immigrants, making up 20–22% of
individuals known to be migrants.

Birthplace
Australia
England
Ireland
Scotland
Wales
Isle of Man
America
Denmark
Germany
Italy
Sweden
Norway
Portugal
China
Birthplace unknown/uncertain, was immigrant
Birthplace unknown
Total
Table 47

183

Individuals
67
42
45
9
2
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
22
1950
2150

Birthplace of individuals living in our study area,
from 1845 to 1902, where known.183

Note the individuals are usually heads of household. These figures do not include each member of the family, unless
they went on to occupy a house in their own right.
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Birthplace of Individuals

America, Portugal,
China, 2%
Germany,
Denmark, Italy, 3%
Sw eden &
Norw ay, 2%
Wales & Isle of
Man, 2%

unknow n
11%
Australia
33%

Scotland, 5%

Ireland
22%
England
20%

Figure 65

Birthplace of individuals living in our study area, from 1845 to
1902, where known, shown as a percentage of the total number
of individuals for whom birthplace is known.

THE TIES THAT BIND
Our detailed historical research of the people living on the blocks adjacent to the Cumberland
and Gloucester Streets site has revealed a range of personal connections—sometimes given away
by common surname, and sometimes much more surprising. These bonds were forged through
day-to-day experiences such as work, living next door to each other, boarding or arriving on the
same ship together (if immigrants). Marriage, too, was an important bond, linking together
otherwise disparate family groups.
Family kinship was an especially important bond on The Rocks. There are numerous accounts of
extended families emigrating from England, Ireland, Scotland or Wales and living in close
proximity to each other on The Rocks for two to three generations and into the 20th century.
The Kirkman family are a case in point. In 1842, John Kirkman and his second wife Alice
immigrated to Australia on assisted passage aboard the Agnes Ewing with their four children Alice
(11), Margaret (13), Ellen (18) and James (21). The family arrived in Sydney in January 1842.
The Kirkman’s were from the town of Bolton (or Bolton-le-Moors) situated on the outskirts of
Manchester in the north west of England. Although Bolton was a mill town, John Kirkman and his
son James listed their occupations as ‘farm labourers’ for immigration purposes. Yet the cotton
mills were the primary source of employment in Bolton during the mid-19th century, and as such
the town would have been a site of industrial conflict in this period.
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In the English summer of 1842 (some six months after the Kirkmans had settled in Sydney), the
‘Plug Drawing Riots’ reached Bolton. The riots were so named because disgruntled workers
began drawing (or pulling) the plugs from the boilers that operated the mills. The intention of the
strikers was to disable the mills and prevent them from producing cloth.
Travelling with the Kirkmans on the Agnes Ewing were Alice and Robert Morley, and their two
young daughters, Esther (7) and Elizabeth (12 months). Alice and Robert Morley were both
skilled labourers and it is likely that they had worked in the cotton mills. According to
immigration records, Alice was a weaver, while Robert was a carpenter.
The Morley family was living on The Rocks by the 1844 at 126 Cumberland Street, while
members of the Kirkman family lived in The Rocks from at least the 1850s. In 1849, the youngest
Kirkman daughter, Alice, was married to Thomas Gilson (or Gibson); they lived at 98 Cumberland
Street from at least 1855 until 1864 with their three daughters (the following year they moved
next door to 100 Cumberland Street, and lived there until 1880).
Another native of Bolton who came to live on The Rocks by the 1850s was 26-year old John
Yates, who arrived unaccompanied in the colony on the Agnes Ewing with the Kirkman and Morley
families. Similarly to John and James Kirkman, John Yates was listed as a ‘farm labourer’ in the
immigration records. Seven years after his arrival to Australia, Yates was married to Margaret
Kirkman (13 years his junior) and they lived in the Rocks with their many children in the late
1850s.
George and Mary Rostron arrived in Sydney on the Marchioness of Bute in January 1842, with their
infant son William. George Rostron was also from Bolton, and had undoubtedly been employed
at the mills; he gave his occupation as a boilermaker in the immigration records. His wife Mary
was listed as a domestic servant. The Rostrons lived further to the north of the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site from at least 1844 to 1866.
Was it just a coincidence that these families from the same town in northern England, who had all
arrived to Sydney in the same month in 1842 (two of the families on the same ship) were living
together in the same part of Sydney from the 1840s onwards? It is impossible to know at this
distance whether the Kirkman, Morley and Rostron families mixed in the same circles while they
were living on The Rocks from the 1840s until the 1900s. However it seems likely that they
would have at least known each other on The Rocks (if not before?), having shared the
experiences of living in the same northern English town in the 1840s and probably of having left
for Australia for the same reason. Most importantly these families shared the experience of
immigration to a new country. They did not just use The Rocks as a convenient stop off point,
but stayed there for generations until the end of the 19th century.
A number of families on The Rocks had webs of connection between them; these connections
more often than not facilitated through intermarriage.
One of the most intricate family networks on the Rocks was begun in 1843, when free settler
Caroline Saumon and ex-convict William Clarke had their first daughter Mary Ann. The couple
were married the following year, and Caroline gave birth to eleven children born between 1843
and 1862, at least three of whom died in infancy; all were baptised at the Presbyterian St Phillips
Church.
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Caroline and William Clarke lived on The Rocks from the 1840s onwards, and by 1857 were
living with at least 6 of their children at 77 Gloucester Street, a small cottage with 2–3 rooms
owned by Ann and Michael Sullivan. One of the youngest Clarke children, James, was born at this
address. William Clarke appears to have died in the early 1860s, leaving Caroline widowed at the
age of 42 with 8 children to support. By 1865, Caroline had remarried to John McCraw, a
labourer almost 20 years her senior who had never been married before; both were living on
Harrington Street at the time of their marriage (possibly together?). Caroline’s eldest daughter,
Mary Ann, was a witness to this marriage.
By the time of her mother’s second marriage, Mary Ann Clarke had been married to mariner
William Webster Simpson for a month. The Simpsons also lived on The Rocks, at 3 Carahers
Lane in 1882–84. They had over eleven children born between 1865 and 1885. At least two of
their children married Rocks locals and remained in the suburb into the early 20th century.
Georganna Simpson married John Palmer Brown, a butcher, on 24 September 1890 and they
were living at 106 (or 108?) Cumberland Street in 1898 until at least 1902. Another daughter,
Esther Maud, married Thomas Moran, a driver, on 6 October 1899. They moved to 124
Cumberland Street from 1903-1904, then to one of the Susannah Place Terraces (there is a ‘Mrs
Moran’ listed at 60 Gloucester Street in 1947?) (Karskens 1999: 194). Mary Ann Simpson (nee
Clarke) died 22 June 1921 at 66 Gloucester Street.
The second eldest Clarke child was Elizabeth, born in 1845. She married Irish-born Thomas
Hines in 1865; their thirteen children were born between c1866 and 1888, with only two of their
children appearing to have died in infancy. One of the children of Elizabeth and Thomas Hines,
named John, was married to a Charlotte Ann Layton in 1898, who was the daughter of Emily
Layton (nee Price) and the granddaughter of Thomas and Harriet Price. Another of the Price
children, George F, was married to one of the daughters of another long-term Rocks local, cab
proprietor Sydney Smith in 1865. Members of the McCraw, Price, Layton and Hines family all lived
at 101 Gloucester Street at various points during the second half of the 19th century.
The connections between people living on The Rocks are numerous, not just through family or
marriage networks, but also through shared experiences (as the cases of the Kirkman, Morley,
Yates and Rostron families elucidates). For example, the John Knox arrived to Australia in 1850,
from Cork carrying a cargo of Irish Orphan girls. Presumably these girls were sent to the Hyde
Park Barracks Immigration depot on disembarkation in Sydney, to be placed in domestic situations
in either Sydney or the country. Catherine Donovan and Rosanna Boyd were both ‘Irish
Orphans’ who travelled on the John Knox together, and who were later to live in close proximity
to each other on the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site in the late 1850s and early 1860s.
Catherine Donovan was from Bandon, County Cork in the south, while Rosanna Boyd was from
Newry, County Armagh to the north-east. Both were 18 years old when they arrived to
Australia, and were Roman Catholic.
It is possible that Catherine and Rosanna were neighbours for a short period between 1857 and
1858. Rosanna Boyd’s husband James French was listed at 1 Carahers Lane in 1857 (he later lived
with Rosanna and their family at other sites in The Rocks), while Joseph Thomas (the husband of
Catherine Donovan) was listed at 3 Carahers Lane from c1858 to 1861.
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ISSUES: COMPLEXITY

AND

COMPARABILITY

In the previous chapter we began a process of integrating archaeological and documentary
evidence, so that we could describe and establish patterns occurring within material culture
derived from house-lots in our study area. We were careful to emphasise that difficulties in
interpretation existed, insofar as issues of data quality constrained our capacity to support an
interpretation focusing on the lives of individuals.
In this chapter we take these matters further by refining our analysis of assemblages from ten
backfilled cesspits on the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site in conjunction with occupancy
data from the surrounding city blocks by considering other contextual issues such as residential
mobility, ethnicity and class aspirations.

ETHNIC TIES, ETHNIC WAYS, ETHNIC STUFF
Historical archaeologists have long been interested in explaining variation and pattern through the
application of concepts of ethnicity and identity (e.g. Brighton 2001, Beaudry et al 1991, Reckner
2001, Walker 2004, Praetzellis & Praetzellis 1997). There are excellent reasons why this
framework of interpretation has been considered to be valuable. The most obvious reason is that
clear evidence of the influence of ethnicity on material culture abounds in societies both past and
present. However, it has also been widely understood that notwithstanding the plausibility of such
frameworks of interpretation, real questions exist about the extent to which historical
archaeologists can verify inferences drawn from contemporary society, thereby establishing the
strength (or weakness) of those inferences. In Australia, historical archaeologists have tended to
follow the lead of their North American counterparts (especially in the context of exploring
Chinese ethnicity [e.g. Lydon 1999]). In recent years, major analyses such as at Five Points have
tended to reinforce the value of such frameworks. Nonetheless, we have also come to
understand that data quality is an extremely important issue when it comes to evaluating the
success or otherwise of the interpretations that derive from this framework.
For example, Five Points archaeologists have been able to examine ethnicity from the perspective
of the neighbourhood through the analysis of the backfill of a large waste management system in
the yard of 472 Pearl Street, sealed in the 1850s or 1860s (and by 1875 at the latest). While the
archaeologists could not distinguish the 31 households known to occupy the tenement in the
1850s, census records enabled them to establish the fact that 97% of the tenants in 1855 were
Irish (the remaining 3% were of German origin; Reckner 2001: 105; see also Yamin 2001b).
From this we might observe that all sites are unique and offer their own possibilities for
interrogation. The approach taken at Five Points, which can be described as being ‘interpretive’ in
the terminology of Beaudry et al (1991), allows the integration of rich documentary contexts with
detailed artefact analysis (Yamin 2001a: 3). This integration has been supported by excellent
social histories of New York City in general and of Five Points in particular. In addition, at Five
Points there is the existence of real ethnic clustering (i.e. 97% of the site’s population being of
Irish descent) in ways that do not occur at The Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site.
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This distinctive clustering, and the quality of historical documentation, has been tied to the
analysis of material culture to produce patterns which seem to strongly reflect ethnicity. For
example, the presence of a range of ceramic vessels, some with specialised functions and some
‘matching’, some Staffordshire figures, and children’s mugs, was tied to a discourse on the
assimilation strategies of recent Irish migrants, using Victorian gentility to gain respectability in the
eyes of native-born Americans; but maintaining traditional Irish practices like night-time tea
drinking and collecting sentimental material culture (Brighton 2001: 21–23). However, things are
not necessarily as clear cut as they seem. For example, while the presence of at least 14 Gothic
vessels supports the case that these Irish immigrants did participate in the American ‘genteel’ code,
other indicators such as the extent of matching sets are lost in the composite nature of an
assemblage representing 31 households. Further, in the absence of similar deposits of other
ethnic groupings, the attribution of patterns of a global culture of mass consumption to unique
ethnicities is, at best, debatable.
By comparing house-lots as we have at the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site, we have
sought to achieve a level of control over the data that would support ‘ethnic’ frameworks of
analysis. Significantly, this strategy has posed the opposite problem of being a small representative
sample, tempered, of course, by the nature of individual consumer choice. But again there is
more to the matter than sample size, and it has to do with the capacity of written documentary
sources gathered as analysis progressed to provide the level of detail that ethnic frameworks of
analysis require. As noted, we know the birthplace of less than 10% of our individuals and only 19
of 31 in our study group. These issues gain further context when we consider matters of class
aspiration and distinction.

ARCHAEOLOGIES OF DISTINCTION?
Our analysis of assemblages of ten cesspit deposits from nine houses initially aimed simply to
quantify and characterise this sample of an urban domestic assemblage similar to hundreds of
others excavated every year across the globe.
By preparing minimum vessel counts, we have established bare minimum numbers for discarded
vessels in these deposits. We admit that they are conservative estimates and other specialists
may well add a few more vessels to these assemblages on review of these collections.
Nonetheless, it is quite striking just how few vessels were actually discarded. While, when
numbered by the sherd, there appears an abundant resource of discarded material culture, a
closer examination has revealed a much more moderate quantity of household refuse. This
contrasts quite dramatically with international examples of minimum vessel counts of 100–200
items per pit, and many of these near complete which might be considered to be strong evidence
of a short-term cleanout.
On the Australian scene there are few yardsticks to compare our data with, not only because we
lack the classic middle-class urban assemblages that have been excavated in New York. Most
analyses of urban excavations here, including the original research on the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site, are pitched at the neighbourhood scale, provide one-off case-studies (e.g.
Lydon 1995) or draw on deposits accumulated over a long period of time, typically underfloor
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deposits, which cannot be tied to particular families except in exceptional circumstances (for
example Casey & Lowe 2000, vol. 1: p. 249 for the difficulty of linking deposits to families).
Even at such broader scales, these studies (especially the original The Cumberland and Gloucester
Streets site research) have clearly demonstrated that the historical accounts of destitution in
Sydney’s overpopulated quarters do not present a complete picture of daily life. There are
elements of material culture that were overlooked in historical accounts. The presence of a wide
range of tea and tablewares, furnishings, jewellery and personal goods fit for purposes well
beyond the daily necessities of food, clothing and shelter, provides evidence of both surplus
income, and some interest in domestic and personal presentation. Karskens has been careful not
to interpret this as an adoption of the middle-class ‘cult of domesticity’, but as a kind of culture of
respectability and domestic comfort unique to working class people. Others have interpreted
these as an aspiration to a middle-class life, but the intersection between the subcultures is
perhaps best described by Cantwell and Wall when they noted that:
…at least some of the residents [of Five Points, New York] had a vision of home life that would not
have been completely foreign to members of the city’s middle class. (2003: 218, emphasis added)

The essential strength of these arguments relies upon the mere presence of goods so unexpected
in the neighbourhoods described by slum journalists and government officials. Narrowing the
scale, what kind of variation can you expect from the comparison of single-event assemblages
from neighbouring houses? How do the McNamaras compare with the proverbial Joneses, or the
Leggatts and Winches?
We calculate that the Winches’s tea and table settings were set apart from both the Leggatts and
McNamaras, as demonstrated by their extraordinary teaware assemblage of 118 tea serving
vessels, 40% of them comprising matching sets. The desire for similitude, matched by the scale of
their budget, extended to glassware (with at least three matching wine glasses) and to tablewares,
with the most cohesive complementary service with 15 Willow vessels.
So what was it about the Winch family that allowed them accumulate goods that may have made
them the envy of the neighbours? They lived in a small home, identical to the other 2 ‘rents’
around them of 120–126 Cumberland Street, all built in c1833. John was a mariner, like many of
his neighbours, but he reached the rank of Pilot of Port Jackson. Like his neighbour Stephen
Doyle, he did at one time own the license to a pub that was most likely run by his wife, but it did
not send the Winches bankrupt.
Unlike his mostly immigrant neighbours, both he and his wife Catherine were born in Sydney and
both were the children of convicts. Unlike any other family in the study group, they owned the
home in which they lived and it remained the family home for 27 years.
Perhaps the most important variable here is the length of their occupation. But is this simply an
artefact of time—the less you move the more you accumulate? Or, is there a kind of person less
likely to move and concomitantly more likely to create a certain kind of home? Is there strong
comparability between the Leggetts and the Doyles, who at the time of their deposition,
happened to be in the first years of their 17 and 14 year occupancies? While it in no way
compares with the Winches 43 matching teawares, the Doyles did have the second highest count
of tea serving vessels, and at least three matching cups and saucer sets (representing 12% of all
teawares) and the Leggatts had at least five matching teawares, comprising 18.5% of their tea
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assemblage. In tablewares, there was greater comparability among the three, but neither the
Doyles nor the Leggatts had any cruets, whereas the Winches had three. There was little
comparability in beverage serving vessels, although here 3 Carahers Lane has slightly more in
common with the 124 Cumberland Street. Although there were no matching sets, the Leggatts
had a pressed glass decanter (the Winches has six, including two cut-glass decanters) and a wine
glass in the same style as matching glasses found at 124 Cumberland Street.
How do these compare to 1 Carahers Lane, 5 Carahers Lane and 97 Gloucester Street with their
changeover tenants? The second deposit at 97 Gloucester Street rivals 126 Cumberland Street
and 3 Carahers Lane as the ‘next best deposit’ to the Winches. Over one-fifth of their 40 tea
serving vessels were matching, they had nearly one serving vessel per plate in their assemblage
and they had three cruets. 5 Carahers Lane had as many serving vessels as the second deposit at
97 Gloucester Street (10 altogether) and both had the full range of plate sizes and at least one
case of matching sets—albeit with common patterns. The second deposit at 97 Gloucester Street
and 1 Carahers Lane both had examples of marked matching sets which were probably purchased
as a set, unlike the matching teawares from the Doyle and Leggatt assemblages.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to conclusively identify the nature of the household at
97 Gloucester Street when the deposit would have been first backfilled. James Thomas was
certainly living there in 1866, and is listed as having paid the rates in 1863 and 1867. His brother
Joseph was paying the rates next door, at 99 Gloucester Street in the same years, yet in the
directory in 1864–64 James is listed as occupying both. Previously, he had lived with his brother:
he was listed on the Electoral Roll of 1859–60 at 3 Carahers Lane where his brother was living
from 1858 to 1861. It is probable that the two properties (which were originally built as part of
the same allotment) were occupied in tandem between the brothers, but unfortunately we know
nothing of James’s circumstances. We know that he was listed as a ‘general dealer’ in 1863 and
1864, but do not know whether he was married, or had children living with him.
Notably, James Thomas had been at 97 Gloucester Street for up to four years when the cesspit
was backfilled. While this doesn’t compare with the Winches’ 27-year occupation, it was a longer
occupation than those of the succession of tenants who followed, moving in and out within the
year. Unfortunately, we cannot be certain whether the widower George Wilson, first listed in
1867, or an unknown tenant was occupying 1 Carahers Lane in 1866. Similarly, the artefacts in
the cesspit of 5 Carahers Lane may be that of Patrick Guinan, listed in the rates for 1867, or an
unknown tenant.
This makes it difficult to interpret (with any great degree of confidence) the similarities between
1–3 Carahers Lane, 126 Cumberland Street and even the later deposits at 122 Cumberland Street
and 93 Gloucester Street, when contrasted with those at 124 Cumberland Street. This dilemma
is extended to 101 Gloucester Street, which is readily distinguished from the above group owing
to the reduced range of material culture that its cesspit revealed. By almost all measures
101 Gloucester Street discarded fewer goods than most of their neighbours. They had just five
serving vessels, 12 tea serving vessels and 5 beverage serving vessels—although this did include
the rim of a plain decanter. 101 Gloucester Street was the only deposit to have no evidence for
matching sets in either tea or tablewares. As discussed, we know that a waterman named George
Beale lived here from 1863–1871 (so like the Thomases, they were quite settled), but we cannot
be certain of his family circumstances.
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This leaves us without a firm conclusion. The Winches were distinguishable among their
neighbours, but we cannot confidently attribute this to income, ethnicity, home-ownership or
duration of occupation because we cannot be sure of the income or ethnicity of all others in the
study group. We can say that the archaeological record of a recently bankrupted family cannot be
distinguished from that of an elderly couple with no children.
When considered en masse, some of the patterns in these assemblages become clearer, and give
us some basis to address the standard interpretations of key indicators in assemblage analysis.
For example, can we see evidence of ‘ritual dining’?
There certainly is some evidence of vessel specialisation, particularly with regard to table serving
dishes, but none of these were any more specialised that the forms expected in the basic dinner
service. There was little evidence for individual plates of various sizes that may have been used
for multiple courses at a meal, and even less for matching sets in table serving vessels. In fact,
there were no conclusive matches in tablewares, although a handful of common patterns may
have formed complementary sets. If all these vessels were laid out at the table, they would have
formed a colourful and eclectic service.
Nonetheless, the proportionate quantity of specialised table service vessels strongly supports the
argument that presentation and table-service was an important part of meal-taking in these homes.
We must be careful not to confuse this with a conscious partaking in the middle-class ritual of the
elaborate family meal. There were no servants either to pass courses, and pour wine and water,
or to clear the plates. It is in fact hard to imagine just where the serving dishes and tureens were
placed on the table with large families crowded around with their own individual plates. Dining
tables of the size to grace even a moderate suburban home in the 1860s could hardly be fitted in
the three-room terrace at 124 Cumberland Street. Is this perhaps why the residents of
1 Carahers Lane preferred the smaller size dinner plates?
We may conclude that there was some buying into the ‘cult of domesticity’, but we must be very
careful about the extent to which we envisage working-class participation in the precise values,
attitudes and practices that motivated middle-class investment in their rituals.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
We remarked at the beginning of this report that we would be employing both bottom up and
top down approaches to the description, analysis and interpretation of remains from the study
area. A great deal of this report has focussed on description, in that it discusses the very detailed
and painstaking recording of a large number of attributes associated with material culture as well
as documentary resources. However we made it clear from the start that all of our work was
occurring within a disciplinary context where the theories being used to explain the nature of
urban sites at the beginning of the 19th century usually did so through the prisms of ethnicity,
class and domesticity.
These concepts are very much the result of several decades of historical archaeological research
carried out in the United States of America which has been brought to fruition via the analysis of
major sites in New York City, San Francisco, Minneapolis, Philadelphia and Lowell, Massachusetts.
To this extent then, the utility of such approaches has been quite firmly established in the North
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American archaeological research, but despite some early debate (Birmingham 1988, Bairstow
1990) they remain unevaluated in the Australian context, essentially disengaged from meaningful
encounters with the empirical.
Our analysis of the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site confirms that the documentary
records available to us differ markedly from those which are available to historical archaeologists
and historians in North America (see Bairstow 1989, 1990; Mullen 1993). Specifically, we have
little in the way of census data, probates and wills. However, the information we have indicates
that communities in The Rocks were more ethnically varied in their composition than in major
American cities at the same time. We have also learned that these assemblages differ from those
that have been so illuminated by the approaches discussed above. Specifically, it appears that
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets assemblages are smaller, the materials are more fragmented,
there are fewer matching sets, and a smaller functional range. Finally, we have learned that the
structural properties of assemblages in the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site again differ
from iconic sites mentioned above. Specifically we find greater heterogeneity among assemblages
recovered from different house lots.
These differences raise some significant questions, perhaps the most important being, do they
imply that the interpretive and explanatory systems developed in North America either do not
apply here in Australia, or have their relevance constrained? In addition, we need to consider
whether more efficient systems of analysing large numbers of less-accessible records rarely drawn
upon by North American historical archaeologists (such as birth, death and marriage certificates),
can provide us with the detailed information often considered to be ‘missing’ for historical
archaeologists in Australia.
These questions, among others, have helped us understand that our comprehension of sites such
as the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site is still very preliminary. It should come as no
surprise that after a period of intense engagement with both archaeological and documentary
records we have come to the general conclusion that we have posed more questions than we
have answered. In our view this is an entirely positive outcome because we believe it fair to say
that our knowledge of the archaeological and historical records of the Cumberland and
Gloucester Streets site has been considerably expanded by our research—at least for nine houses
occupied in the second half of the 19th century. What we have learned is that our data sets are
different to those that supported preceding generalisations and interpretations about the site, and
it is one of our continuing goals to ascertain whether those generalisations still apply. We have
also understood that significant issues remain, with respect to our understanding of the
significance of the differences, between the archaeological record of sites such as the Cumberland
and Gloucester Streets site and those iconic sites from North America. At present we have very
few sites in Australia that have been analysed to a comparable level (an exception being Casselden
Place, Melbourne). We may now look toward other sites and assemblages within the city of
Sydney, excavated or made available since our research began in 2001, to provide further local
comparisons.
This report also stresses the application of new methods for constructing databases both for
recording artefact attributes and documentary information which will facilitate the accumulation
of local and more distant comparisons, by enhancing comparable frameworks of analysis. We also
believe that our contextual exploration of the circumstances of urban reform and sewerage
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connections should provide a useful framework for further analytical research of the backfills of
other cesspits across Sydney (Crook & Murray 2004).
In light of the discussion about the differences between the Australian and North American
contexts, we have come to the view that while we continue to find concepts of ethnicity,
domesticity and class to be highly useful in a heuristic sense, we need to be rigorous about
assessing inferences or assumptions that flow from their use. It follows from this that the
plausibility of local interpretations using these concepts needs to be closely examined. This is not
the only consequence of establishing significant differences between the archaeological and
historical records of Australian and North American sites. Consideration must also be given to
the significance of differences in context of discard when linked with the high and irregular
turnover of residential occupation in these Rocks sites. In many iconic North American sites
cesspit fills are single-event clearance deposits. However at the Cumberland and Gloucester
Streets site we have identified cesspit fills as being palimpsests of yard scatter accumulated over
longer periods and short-term opportunistic clearances.
In these concluding remarks we have tended to stress the challenges that face us and the
significant difficulties that arise when we seek to make sense of complex archaeological and
historical records. We do not make these statements as a gesture of defeat, or in the belief that
the profession of historical archaeology cannot rise to the challenge of producing more than
nicely analysed but interpretatively stale accounts of a very human past. We have been at pains to
tell stories and to construct narratives that seek to go beyond the comfort zone of description
and pattern generation. But we have done this in a way that makes explicit our misgivings about
data quality, assemblage structure, or the lacunae in the documents. For us these shortcomings
should be made public—if only to properly inform people about the reliability of the
interpretations we offer.
But there is more to this than providing a kind of ‘due diligence’ to our readers. For us such
shortcomings are a call to action. While it is certainly true that many of the document types used
in North America are not so commonly available here, the creation of databases such as
People+Place establish a framework within which surviving documentary evidence can play a vital
role in developing interpretation.
We also acknowledge that there is much archaeological analysis still to be done, and that this
might well further contextualise the accounts we offer here. It is perfectly possible that other
deposits from houses on the Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site (yard scatters, underfloor
deposits etc) will illuminate, or possibly even contradict, the patterns we have obtained from the
cesspits. Such analyses will have to await follow-up projects, but in making plans to undertake this
additional work it is vital to remember that when we expand the scale of comparison, we must
relinquish some of the control we have acquired over the material. For example it may be
necessary to accept some fuzziness in chronology, the nature of deposits (i.e. single-event
deposits combined with accumulated yard fill), the level of disturbance and the selection of
households based on significant factors such as gender, class and ethnicity. Obviously these
aspects of the comparative agenda become even more pronounced when we link with other sites
in the same neighbourhood, city, region or country.
Our final observation is that notwithstanding our discussion of the challenges that await a
thoroughgoing engagement of concepts such as ethnicity with the empirical records of sites such
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as Cumberland and Gloucester Streets, significant questions concerning the differences between
such sites and North American sites remain to challenge us. Are contexts of discard truly
different? Is the relatively small scale of Australian assemblages an artefact of distance from source
(raising issues of differential costs and values related to differences in the scale of supply and the
time involved) or of some other cultural factors as yet unknown? What we do know is that the
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site is a window onto a small but vibrant city at the
peripheries of the world about which we recognise there is still so much to learn.
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Appendix A
HISTORY OF THE ARTEFACT ASSEMBLAGE AND CATALOGUES
The Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site assemblage was excavated by Godden Mackay
Heritage Consultants (now Godden Mackay Logan; ‘GML’) for the Sydney Cove Authority (now
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority; ‘SHFA’) between April and October 1994. The same team
of excavators also undertook the post-excavation analysis, between November 1994 and
September 1995 and March to May 1996. The specialists included:
Martin Carney:

Glass & Bottle Stoppers

Kevin Barnes:

Building Materials

Graham Wilson:

Ceramics & Tobacco Pipes

Kate Holmes:

Metal

Nadia Iacono:

Miscellaneous

Rebecca Bower:

Leather

Dominic Steele:

Animal Bone & Shell

Wayne Johnson:

Coins, Medals & Tokens

Roy Lawrie:

Soil Samples

Claire Everett:

Parasites & Macrobotanics

Mike McPhail:

Palynology

The data-entry took 18 months and was undertaken by Patrick Grant. The catalogue was entered
into DBase IV (Version 2.0), in the SHFA’s cataloguing system with some improvements and
amendments; hence the field comparison in Table 4 below is virtually identical (GML
1999: Volume 6; see also Snelgrove 1990). The database has since been converted to Microsoft
Access and was re-configured in 1999 by Penny Crook for honours research to incorporate
detailed stratigraphic and type-series information. It is this version of the database that has been
utilised in the EAMC project.
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Appendix B
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS HELD BY THE SYDNEY HARBOUR FORESHORE
AUTHORITY
Excavation









Original records
Context Sheets for Areas A, B, E, F, G, H (Areas C, D, J are missing)184
Notebooks for Trenches B (2 books) and E, copies of the notebook for C, D & J (Trenches A
and F–H are missing)
Black and white photographs (8 albums)
Slide register (1 book)
Drawing register
Original Plans
Colour slides (held at GML)
Reports

GML 1996 Vol 3: Wilson (Area A), Holmes (Area B), Carney (Areas C, D, J), Iacono (Area E) and
Steele (Areas F, G, H)
Artefact cataloguing
Artefact and type series sheets for:
 Glass (1 box),
 Ceramics (3 boxes),
 Miscellaneous (1 folder, 1 box & 2 envelopes),
 Bone and Shell (7 envelopes), and
 Building Materials (1 bag)
 Metal (2 envelopes)
Reports
 GML 1996 Vol 4: Carney (glass), Barnes (building materials), Wilson (ceramics), Holmes
(metal), Iacono (miscellaneous), Bower (leather), Steele (bone and shell), Johnson (coins),
Lawrie (soil), Everett (parasites and plants), McPhail (pollen)

184

It was discovered in early 2003 that the series of context sheets for Trench A is incomplete. Copies of some of the
context sheets for Trenches C, D and J may be retained by excavator Martin Carney. (M. Carney, pers. comm.,
March 2003)
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Appendix C
NOTES ABOUT RECATALOGUING
•

New catalogue numbers begin at 72000. (The last number for CUGL1994 in the database is
71459.)

•

All original bag numbers were retained in a field identified as ‘Split from’, so they can be
reconstructed.

•

All data are available in the database.

•

Minimum vessel counts provided an opportunity for quality review of our own records.

•

Only Miscellaneous artefacts were systematically weighed as part of the initial catalogue. We
weighed as many of these artefacts a select group of artefacts was weighed for number of We
weighed Some artefacts were not unavailable at the time the MVCs were being prepared.

•

Wherever we identified errors in the existing catalogue, we corrected the database record,
but made a note of the date and nature of the change.

•

New Glass Type Series Numbers start at 800 (last used number in 1994 was 720)

•

It wasn’t possible to check for conjoins outside of cesspit units except in rare cases

•

The thickness measurement in the database is used to record wall, base or rim thickness (in
mm), depending on the sherd. Where potentially confusing, it is clarified in the Notes field.

•

The total depth of the vessel (where known) is recorded under Width.

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON EXISTING CATALOGUING
•

For ceramics and coins, the transcript is written in full, based on the TS example, regardless
of whether that sherd contained all the text or not.

•

Some items, e.g. 24085, are ribbed, not fluted as described.

•

There are some items described as conjoined when no conjoin could be identified. In all
cases however, they were clearly from the same vessel. See for example CUGL25969.

MINIMUM VESSEL COUNTS
The calculation of minimum vessel counts is a highly specialised task and there can be great
divergence in the final between different approaches. The following procedures for calculating
minimum vessel counts were developed as cataloguing proceeded, and we include them here so
that other researchers can estimate the level of comparability between their own MVCs and ours.
Note that while we followed these general principles, in most cases a short note was made in the
MNV notes field in the database to record the reason for the counts in these deposits.
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No building material (nails, bricks, stone, mortar, roof slate, window glass), unmodified bone or
shell, metal waste or otherwise unquantifiable group of artefacts was included in our MVCs.
For contexts that already had a basic catalogue, our basic procedure was to calculate preliminary
MVCs from the database alone, then verify with physical inspection. Some artefacts were not
unavailable at the time the MVCs were being prepared. When there was sufficient information in
the existing catalogue (e.g. that a bottle was whole), we included the count, but otherwise these
items were excluded from the group. We are 95% confident of their accuracy.
Artefacts were not physically inspected if:
— they were recorded as being 100% complete in the database (this included almost all marbles,
buttons etc and also some whole bottles and other vessels)
— they were >90% complete and no other smaller sherds were potentially from the same vessel.
— it were the only example of a particular fabric or decoration type in that master context (e.g.
there was only one sherd of black-glazed terracotta and one sherd of red transfer-printed
ware in A138, so it wasn’t necessary to inspected these. Any white earthenwares or plain
porcelain that may well have come from transfer-printed or sprigged porcelain vessels for
example, were inspected)
— it were the only example of a unique colour
— it were the only example of a unique vessel form (e.g. square-shaped Chinese opium vessel in
A138 when all else was round or fluted; note, if there were misc fragments of chamfered
bottles, these were inspected)
— it were the only example of a unique type (e.g. the capped cruet/salt shaker)
— if all vessels were >50% (e.g. vulcanite combs in A138)
— if they were clearly small, misc fragments ie <0.5g olive green body sherds and the records
had been shown to be reliable185.
For all artefacts inspected for the first time (i.e. bulk bags), artefacts from all associated contexts
were catalogued first, then regrouped to calculate the MVCs.
Transfer-prints
Being the most frequent kinds of ceramics, transfer-printed sherds were challenging. The most
common differentiation for transfer-printed wares was the rim decoration, given the high variety
of border decoration on transfer-printed vessels. These figures are conservative. Many small
fragments from the bases of vessels were not counted because unless the scene was well known,
one could be confident that 2 scenic sherds did not come from the same vessel. This was also the
case for floral, or geometrical (namely scroll) borders which may well have graced the rim of the
given scene.

185

The glass records were consistently reliable in their portion allocation and weights were recorded for all records.
So glass body sherds <0.5 were not inspected. Because several ceramic records had misrecorded the portion of
the sherds, and because weights were not recorded for all records, all ceramic sherds were physically inspected,
unless they met the other criteria for non-inspection, ie were a unique fabric type.
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Close attention was paid to the nature of the print, and the shade of the colouring, but these
differences were not replied upon unless very divergent.
Whitewares
The exception of jars and pharmaceutical lids, whitewares were largely excluded from the MVCs.
They were only separated if there was enough of a vessel to suggest that no other decoration was
on it: e.g. a 10cm segment of the rim of a plate, or a panelled/segmented rim of a serving vessel.
Even though the bases of transfer-printed plates may have been counted and may have been very
small, it is unlikely for there to be transfer-print in the tondo and no decoration on marly.
Tobacco pipes
In the case of clay tobacco pipes, the known form of full pipes aided the process. So if the
majority of the count was based on stem inscriptions (e.g. for Master Context A320 there were
10 unique stem inscriptions), unique bowl fragments could also raise the count. E.g., the ‘King
William’ effigial bowl shape (CuGl24318) is known to come from pipes with stems marked
‘Reform’. As none of the stems had been marked reform, the King William head was counted in
its own right. In another example, however, a unique bowl form with a ‘bullseye’ spur (24069)
was not counted because it has never been found with its stem in tact and technically could come
from pipes made by the Elliots, Thomas White etc.
Plain stems were counted as MNV: 1, if longer than 60mm.
Slate pencils
Given the unlikelihood of conjoins, each fragment was counted as one slate pencil.
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